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INTRODUCTION
IAC (may be pronounced I-ak) is an acronym for the Integrated Analysis
Capability. This document is the User Manual for the IAC Level 1 system.
References 1 through 6 (see Section 8) provide additional information on the
IAC system.
IAC currently supports the thermal, structures, controls and system dynamics
technologies, and its development has been influenced by the requirements for
design/analysis of large space systems. However, it has many features which
make it applicable to general problems in engineering, and to management of
data and software.
Architecture - The IAC Level 1 architecture is depicted by the logo at the
front of the manual. IAC combines major computer programs used in diverse
analytical disciplines into a single, easily manageable package. The ACE
executive module shown at the top of the logo manages the user interface,
module executions, and alphanumeric and graphics data handling tasks.
Communication and task-control transfer between modules are facilitated by
the standard IAC utilities and EPIC interface software represented at the
center of the logo. This software also facilitates access to, and data
transfer between, an IAC workspace, an IAC database, the host file system and
external databases. The external database interfaces block in the logo
recognizes the need for IAC to communicate with other activities, e.g. via
CAD databases or data gathered from actual spacecraft/vehicle operation.
Data flow between the major technical modules is facilitated by the general
executive capabilities and by specific module interface and modeling
transformation software. The IAC computational and data handling sequences
emphasize a modular engineer-in-the-loop approach; that is, the various
capabilities have been provided as individual logical building blocks, to be
utilized by the analyst as required for a specific application. Both
interactive and batch execution tasks can be accomplished within IAC, in a
multi-concurrent-user mode of operation.
Use of the Manual - This User Manual is intended to be used in conjunction
with existing documentation for the major IAC technical modules (see
References in Section 8). The user wishing to gain a cursory knowledge of
IAC should read the Summary 'and Appendix A (New User's Introduction to ACE),
along with information on specific modules or solution paths of interest.
The user wishing to gain a thorough understanding of the IAC system may best
proceed by reading the Summary and various sections of this manual in a
sequential fashion, covering the basic IAC operation, executive commands,
modules, coupled solution paths, data organization and storage, utilities,
and module implementation, followed by the appendices covering details of
executive and module operation.
Acknowledqements - A number of people have contributed to the IAC system
development. Primary team members at GSFC have been
Joseph P. Young - Technical Monitor
Harold P. Frisch - Controls
Gary K. Jones - Structures
Joseph T. Skladany - Thermal
At BAC, the primary team members have been
William J. Walker - Program Manager
Robert G. Vos - Technical Leader
Elliot W. Brogren - Thermal
Gerald A. Price - Controls
David L. Beste - Lead Programmer
Joseph Gregg - Programming
In addition, a number of other people have contributed to the development and
evaluation of concepts, software, and documentation. At GSFC, these include
Joan A. Sanborn; and at BAC, Joseph A. Bossi, Richard M. Gates, Lauri H.
Hi 11 berg, Roy Ikegami, Robert E. Jones, John L. Tietze, Suzanne M. Williams,
and Sherry A. Winkleblack.
SUMMARY
The information in this manual is organized into seven major sections:
1. Basic IAC Operation
2. Executive Commands
3. Modules
4. Solution Paths
5. Data Organization and Storage
6. Utilities
7. Module Implementation
In addition, more detailed information on specific areas is provided by
several appendices. The major sections are summarized below.
Basic IAC Operation - IAC emphasizes an interactive mode of operation,
although batch tasks may be easily accomplished as required. Section 1
describes how to execute IAC via the ACE executive module, and how to
accomplish interactive and/or batch tasks. An explanation is given of the
relationship between the ACE executive and other modules in the system. Data
storage and access are then summarized, relative to IAC user workspaces, IAC
databases, and the host file system.
Executive Commands - Section 2 covers the executive commands which are
available to the user. The exectuve is controlled by a dual command language
and tutorial prompting interface, which provides extensive interactive
features including detailed on-line help and examples. The structure of the
command language is described, and a complete pictorial diagram is given for
each command.
Modules - The available IAC modules are documented in Section 3. IAC modules
are individual executable program units, which are usually executed by, and
communicate with, the ACE executive. IAC modules include major technical
modules (e.g. NASTRAN, SINOA and 'DISCOS) which perform computational tasks;
interface modules (e.g. INDA and ISIN) which provide required data-flow; and
special purpose modules such as ACE and PLOT. Section 3 decribes run
parameters, files, and basic operation for each module, along with associated
flow diagrams. The following is a summary of the modules currently available
within the standard IAC system.
1. MSC NASTRAN/TECKPLOT - A general purpose finite-element analysis
program (and associated graphics package), with emphasis in the
structural and thermal technologies.
2. DISCOS - A very general system dynamics module, for time-domain and
frequency-domain analysis of multiple-flexible-body spacecraft.
3. TRASYS/TRASPLOT - A thermal radiation analysis module (and
associated graphics package), which computes radiation loading and
member exchange characteristics.
4. SINDA/ISIN - A general purpose finite difference thermal analyzer
(and associated IAC interface module), which includes the SINFLO
fluid flow addition.
5. ORACLS - A collection of subroutines for design of controllers and
filters, emphasizing modern control methods.
6. MIMIC - a modeling integration and interpolation capability, e.g.
for converting nodal temperatures or other field variables for one
mesh to those for another mesh.
7. INTA - An interface module which stores computed data from the
NASTRAN thermal analyzer into IAC database files.
8. INDA - An interface module which stores computed data from the
NASTRAN normal-modes analyzer into IAC database files.
9. INSAT - An interface module which uses nodal temperature data in an
IAC database array to automatically generate thermal loading input
data for a NASTRAN static deformation analysis.
10. INSAM - An interface module which converts a NASTRAN static
deformation model from a nodal basis to a modal basis; it uses mode-
shapes data in an IAC database array to automatically generate
NASTRAN input data required for this purpose.
11. INSA - An interface module which stores computed data from the
NASTRAN statics analyzer into IAC database files.
12. ACE - The IAC executive module; it may serve either as a master
controller for executing user commands and other modules, or as a
slave which can be executed from within another module.
13. PLOT - An IAC plot module; it generates graphs and charts which
display relationships between variables in an IAC file.
14. MOOELI - a controls application module which generates and displays
numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations.
15. USER - A generic IAC module interface, which provides a simplified
approach for incorporating or testing new modules.
16. RIM - A standalone relational database mangement module; IAC
provides an interface for transferring data between RIM and IAC
databases.
17. SAMSAN - A collection of subroutines for classical controls analysis
of large order systems, emphasizing sampled data.
Solution Paths - Some of the technical capabilities of IAC are described in
terms of solution paths, which provide particular computational and data flow
capabilities. Section 4 decribes modules and data flow, run parameters and
files, and flow diagrams for the major currently available solution paths.
The following is a summary of these paths.
Standalone - The IAC standalone solution path is considered to be the
uncoupled operation of each technology or major technical module, i.e.
without significant data flow between modules. However, the module is
supported by the IAC executive capabilities and it may communicate with an
IAC database, in order to obtain user defined input data or to provide
computed data for user evaluation.
Thermal/Structural - The basic form of this solution path uses an input
thermal loading environment to compute steady-state or transient thermal
deformations, via the coupling of a thermal analyzer and a structural statics
analyzer. An IAC thermal/structural path could, for example, involve modules
such as TRASYS to compute radiation loading and exchange characteristics;
NASTRAN or SINDA to compute nodal temperatures; MIMIC to resolve any required
modeling differences; INSAT to generate NASTRAN thermal loading data; and
NASTRAN to compute static nodal displacements. The IAC executive and
interface modules could be used at various stages to generate, transfer and
evaluate required data.
Structural/Control - This solution path provides either a time-domain or
frequency-domain analysis, via the coupling of a structural normal-modes
analyzer and a system dynamics module. An IAC structural/control path could
involve NASTRAN to compute mode shapes and other dynamic characterisitcs for
each flexible body in a connected system; and DISCOS to perform a time-domain
or frequency-domain analysis of the entire multiple-flexible-body system,
including both structural and control effects. The IAC executive and
interface modules could again be used during this process for handling of
data, as appropriate.
Thermal/Structural/Control - This solution path provides a time-domain system
dynamics analysis, including the effects of time varying but quasi-static
thermal (and/or mechanical) loadings. The term quasi-static is used to
indicate loadings which are weakly coupled with the system dynamics behavior,
i.e. loadings which can be computed a priori without direct regard for the
dynamic changes in configuration. An IAC thermal/structural/control path
could involve all of the modules in the thermal/structural path; INSAM in
addition to INSAT in the thermal/structural computations to convert the
computed displacements from a nodal basis to a modal basis; NASTRAN in the
structural/control path; and DISCOS to perform a time-domain analysis of the
multiple-flexible-body system, including input quasi-static modal
displacement loadings determined from the thermal/structural solution.
Data Organization and Storage - Section 5 describes the data areas used by
IAC; these include IAC workspaces, IAC databases and the host file system.
The concept of IAC files is then discussed, including file types and access,
and the cataloging of files. The organization and types of structured files
are described, and in particular the definition and query of IAC relations
and arrays.
Utilities - IAC utilities documented in Section 6 are provided for support of
application programmers and users. The same utilities are used in the IAC
system modules, including the ACE executive. Utilities are grouped into
several functional categories; these include the workspace, database and file
management, file transfer, condition processing, and miscellaneous support
functions. Documentation includes related information on the workspace and
database, and a description of each utility with its calling arguments.
Module Implementation - Section 7 provides information needed for
implementing new modules, and for overall IAC system implementation and
maintenance. A directory schematic is shown for the system software, and a
flow diagram is given which illustrates the system operation and the
execution of modules via the ACE executive. The module/run tables and the
parameter file, involved in implementing a new module, are also documented.
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1.0 BASIC IAC OPERATION
This section of the User Manual describes IAC execution, interactive and
batch tasks, and the relationship between the ACE executive and other modules
in the system. Data storage and access are summarized, relative to the IAC
workspace, IAC files and databases, and the host file system.
IAC Initiation - The IAC system is typically initiated from an interactive
terminal under control of the host operating system, by typing in the symbol
"IAC". This causes the 'primary' ACE executive to begin execution, and to
display the standard ACE prompt "ACE >". The user may then enter any
complete or partial ACE command, or an ACE control sequence. See Section 2
for a description of available commands, and Appendix A for introductory
information and examples.
Task Control - The ACE RUN command executes a module. The ACE SUBMIT command
submits a batch job, which is managed via a run of a 'secondary' ACE
executive, i.e. a new logical copy of ACE.
For each run of ACE or another IAC module, a 'runid' is generated (this is a
unique 8-digit integer based on the host system clock). The runid is used
for various purposes, usually associated with naming of temporary files for
the run, e.g. a module parameter file of the form 112345678.PPP. Such files
are usually deleted automatically by IAC at the end of the run, but they may
be noticed residing temporarily on the user default directory. IAC
automatically provides a single log file for all activities accomplished by a
primary or secondary executive, e.g. for all module runs and host command
executions accomplished. A new log file is created for each batch job
submitted.
The ACE executive is designed to serve as either a master controller which
drives other software, or as a slave which is driven by an application
module. A schematic of IAC task control, and the functional relationships
between ACE and other system modules, is shown in Figure 1.0-1. The double
circle represents the primary ACE executive; the upper and lower circles
denote the master and slave functions, respectively, of ACE; and the left and
right sides of the figure respectively describe the interactive and batch
modes of operation.
1-1
BATCH
MASTER
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APPLICATION
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BATCH
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Figure 1.0-1: IAC Task Control Schematic
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Considering the interactive mode of operation, the master ACE executive might
run an interactive application module, which could in turn run ACE as a slave
in order to perform application specified tasks. As an example, the ORACLS
controller design analysis module is typically run by ACE with a user
specified basic input file. ORACLS reads several plant/controller system
definition matrices from the database, performs a first iteration analysis,
and stores numerical and graphical results in the database. The user then
calls upon a slave ACE to query the database and make appropriate updates to
the system definition, after which control is returned to ORACLS. This
iterative process is repeated until an acceptable design is obtained, after
which final results are stored in the database and control is returned back
to the original master ACE.
Any ACE executive may also submit a batch job, thus initiating, for example,
the batch mode of operation on the right side of the figure. Note that all
modules may communicate with one another via the common IAC database.
An important advantage of the IAC task control approach is that software
functions are kept highly modular. All of the ACE data query, etc.
capabilities can be made available within an application module, without
requiring that module to link in and integrate a large amount of foreign
software.
Data Storage and Access - IAC data may be stored in an IAC workspace, an IAC
database, and/or the host file system. Organization and use of these storage
areas are detailed in Section 5.
For most applications, effective IAC operation requires a generous amount of
real or virtual memory, to be used for user-specific workspace(s). A
workspace is part of the ACE executive, and some amount of workspace is
needed by any module which calls IAC utilities. The workspace provides a
highly dynamic storage capability, and its use allows the elimination of
arbitrary fixed size storage limitations.
An IAC database is organized in the form of a host directory or subdirectory.
The IAC system provides a database catalog (file spec IACCAT.IAC) which
contains characteristics of each IAC file stored in the database; the catalog
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is used to access files, and may be queried to locate and describe files of
interest. IAC also provides a database activities file (file spec
IACACT.ACT) which manages the database for multi-user concurrent access.
Each IAC file consists of a data file and/or an associated narrative text
file. An IAC file may be stored in a database or a workspace. (In the case
of the workspace, the text file is usually stored in the default directory,
which for this purpose is considered to be a logical extension of the
workspace).
An IAC file is identified by a four part spec, of the form
namecnumber.type;version
where 'rnumber1 and Aversion' are optional inputs.
An IAC data file may be of class RELATION, ARRAY, USER, OR ANY. The first
three classes are considered to be 'structured' files, which allow various
degrees of IAC manipulation and query; class ANY is considered to be
'unstructured'. The data file may in some cases be stored simply as a host
file on a host directory, independent of any database or workspace.
The host file system is used as a mechanism for providing editing and other
host operating system capabilities. The host file system also is important
in supporting the operation of the IAC database, since the various component
files within the database are physically stored as separate host files.
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2.0 EXECUTIVE COWANDS
The IAC executive program is called ACE (Analysis Capability Executive). A
user controls the sequence of tasks within ACE by giving either complete or
partial commands, and by relying upon the command processor to prompt for any
missing information. In other words, the user/executive interface provides a
dual command language and tutorial prompting capability. Thus the executive
can 'adapt1 to various user modes of input, consistent with a user's level of
experience in using each particular command. (See also Appendix A).
As a simple example, the following three ACE command input sequences are all
equivalent.
ACE >MERGE RELATION NODES.DAT/101 NODES.NEW
ACE >MERGE RELATION NOOES.DAT
/start-index-value >/101
MERGE-rel-spec >NODES.NEW
ACE >MERGE RELATION
rel-spec >NODES.DAT
/start-index-value >/101 NODES.NEW
In order to support the dual command/tutorial interface, all ACE commands are
defined by the system as a series of 'nodes' (parts and sub-parts), and
stored in a table type format. For each node the table defines an
appropriate user prompt, user aids in the form of help and examples,
permissible data input classes and types, and relationships between the given
node and any lower level nodes. The command processor compares user input
against the structure of the table, and transfers from node to node within
the table as required. Whenever additional input is needed, the prompt
associated with the corresponding node is displayed to the user. The
processor provides appropriate node position transfers and recovery in case
of input errors.
The user/executive interface also provides the capability to predefine and
then reference an auxiliary sequence of command or data items. This may be
done via two methods. The first is to simply place the auxiliary input on a
host file, and then to reference this file during execution. The second
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method is to use the ACE macro and amacro substitution capabilities (see
Section 2.2). It may also be useful to combine these methods, e.g. for
implementing analysis solution path sequences, where specific file names etc.
need to be inserted at run time.
Host system identified execution errors (e.g. arithmetic overflow) can occur
either during executive computations or within application modules being run
by the executive. The IAC philosophy is to trap all such errors, report them
to the user, and return control to the interactive user within the executive
program for a decision on how to proceed.
Output from ACE may be placed in one or more files, depending upon the type
of output and the specifications of the user. Output includes the major
computational and query type output, the tutorial prompts, help information,
messages, and any module interface associated output.
2.1 COMMAND DIAGRAMS
The ACE commands are described with the aid of the command diagrams of Figure
2.1-1. It is suggested that the casual user merely scan the top level boxes
in these diagrams to develop a basic understanding of the available commands.
The more sophisticated user may find it helpful to understand and reference
the diagrams in detail; this will provide information on required versus
optional items, valid item types, relationships between groups of items, etc.
The following notes are pertinent to a more detailed usage of the command
diagrams.
1. A user may provide input to ACE via either a command mode, a tutorial
prompt mode, or a user controlled combination of the two modes.
2. Each box within a command diagram represents a syntactic command
'node1. The box encloses the node-associated user.prompt. At any
node the user may input data for that node and following nodes. User
help and examples information is available at most command nodes.
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3. Above each box is given the node 'class' and sometimes a 'type1. A
prefix "-" on the class indicates an optional node. Node classes and
types are defined in Table 2.1-1.
4. Each node box indicates a single occurrence, unless the enclosed
prompt is followed by an item in parentheses. A number item
indicates the fixed number of occurrences, and an "*" item indicates
a variable (one or more) number of occurrences.
5. Dash-line boxes indicate that the nodes are only typical examples in
a general command structure.
6. A node-associated user input item is called a 'token'. Node classes
having directly associated tokens are KEY, NUL, SYS, SYM and VAL.
7. Input tokens for node classes KEY and SYS may be abbreviated to
leading characters which are unique within the particular usage
context. ,
8. An alphanumeric token is a sequence of alpha and/or numeric
characters. Alpha includes "A".."Z" and " _ ", while numeric includes
9. The six class names beginning with "G" indicate 'group1 nodes. A
group node represents all of the associated lower level nodes.
10. A user prompt beginning with the 5 characters "list(" indicates that
the next level group members must either be collectively enclosed
within parentheses or /and be separated from one another by commas.
11. 'Control inputs' may be used at any node in order to display
associated help and examples information, to transfer from node to
node, etc. A control input consists of a "%" followed by other
appropriate characters. For example, "%H" displays help information
at the current node, and "%UU" may be used to move two node levels
upward.
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Class
KEY
NUL
SYS
SYM
GOR
GUN
GAL
GOS
GUS
GAS
EXT
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
Type
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
11
Rl
R2
12
Z4
LI
Cn
C*
CFILE
HFILE
NAME
NUMBER
NAMNUM
TYPE
STRING
AR
NA
Description
Keyvalue (predefined character sequence, without quotes)
Null token (character "*")
IAC system token (initial character "$")
Special IAC symbol: ()[],/=..&&
Group of ordered nodes
Group of unordered nodes
Group of alternate nodes
Group of ordered nodes with separators
Group of unordered nodes with separators
Group of alternate nodes with separators
External (e.g. callable routine) defined node
Integer value (1 numeric storage unit)
Real value (1 numeric storage unit)
Real value (2 numeric storage units)
Complex value (2 numeric storage units)
Complex value (4 numeric storage units)
Logical value (1 numeric storage unit)
Character value (n character storage units)
Character value (variable character storage units)
IAC (cataloged) file spec
Complete host file spec, optionally within quotes
Maximum 10-character alphanumeric, starting with alpha
Maximum 10-character integer
NAME followed by optional ":" and NUMBER
One of the strings 11, Rl, R2, Z2, Z4, LI, Cn, C*
Character value, within quotes
Arithmetic value (readable via single FORTRAN F format)
Nonar Unmet ic value, possibly within quotes
Table 2.1-1: Command Node Classes and Types
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2.2 MACROS AND AMACROS
Two ways are provided by ACE to expand the user's command. Macros replace
specially identified 'macro calls' with text defined previously. In this
way, long and frequently used strings of text can be entered with a shorter
macro call, or a definition be set to be used by macro calls in a command
file. On the other hand, amacros replace their 'amacro calls' with the input
supplied by the user in response to a prompt. This has obvious uses in a
standard command file which could be applied to any of a number of datasets:
the user could fill in which is needed during execution without editing the
command file.
Macro and amacro calls are identified by the use of special characters to
delimit the reference. Replacement occurs sequentially, left to right, in
the command line. Both macros and amacros may contain other macro and amacro
calls within the replacement text. These nested calls are evaluated when the
text containing them has replaced the original reference.
The following topics deal with the syntax of macros and amacros, and with a
more thorough description of macro usage. Please note that because of this
syntax, use of the characters "@" and "?" at any time within ACE must be done
with the consideration of these rules. Even the appearance of these two
characters within a quoted string will not avoid their possible interpreta-
tion as part of a macro or amacro reference.
Macro Syntax and Overview - ACE will interpret all characters between two
single @ characters as a macro call. However, two adjacent @'s are condensed
into a single @, which is then treated as text and not as one of the call's
delimiters. (For example, "@@C0MFILE" could be used for the invocation of a
command file on the host system.) In its simplest form, a macro call con-
sists of:
@ID-value@
A relation called MACRO.RELATION must have been previously defined with two
attributes named ID and TEXT, both specified as Cn or C* type. ACE searches
this table for a match between the ID-value supplied by the user and a value
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in the ID attribute; if successful, the string @ID-value@ is replaced with
the string value of TEXT in the corresponding position in the table. No
blanks are inserted that are not part of the TEXT string value.
The more complete form of the macro call, explained in the final topic of
this section, is:
@ID-name = ID-value, TEXT-name (old-string new-string...)...@
Amacro Syntax and Overview - ACE interprets all characters between two single
? characters as an amacro call. Two adjacent ?'s are condensed into a single
? which is then treated as text, not one of a call's delimiters. An amacro
call consists of:
?prompt-string?
The entire string, including the delimiting question marks and any condensed
marks, appears as a user prompt, followed by a prompting carat. The user
must then enter the appropriate text, which then replaces the amacro call
string in the command line. If the input text is to be treated as one char-
acter literal but contains blanks or special characters then it should be
enclosed in single quotes.
Detailed Consideration of Macro Usage - The simple form of the macro given
previously is most useful for abbreviations. Much more powerful capability
is offered in the complete syntax, described below. The related SET MACRO
command allows other tables besides MACRO.RELATION to be used to interpret
the macro calls, and these tables may have many attributes. The SET MACRO
command also allows the default attribute names to be changed from ID and
TEXT, and/or allows the macro recognition and interpretation process to be
turned off.
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@ID-name = ID-value, TEXT-name (old-string new-string...)...©
I
 (c)
(B)
Only the ID-value is required within the @ characters. The following options
may be used to fill in the other items.
(A) This option gives the name of the attribute to be searched for an
exact match with ID-value. The equal sign is required. The name
defaults to ID.
(B) A replacement string is generated for each occurrence of this option,
using the value of the named text attribute. If the option is
omitted, one generation from the attribute named TEXT is used. The
comma is required for each description of a generated string. The
TEXT-name is optional if substitution pairs (option C) are present,
defaulting to TEXT.
(C) Portions of the text attribute value can be altered by the macro call
supplied by the user. Within the required parentheses are pairs of
substitution strings. The text attribute value is scanned from left
to right for a substring matching any of the old-string values given;
every successful match is replaced by the corresponding new-string
(but the scan then continues just beyond the new-string, to look for
further old-string matches). In cases of ambiguity such as PI and
Pll, the longer match is chosen.
Note that amacros embedded within macros, either in the call or in the text
value, are not evaluated until after the macro call is evaluated and replaced
in the command line. Therefore a call such as "@VALUE,?Which text?@" will
not work; the amacro will not be resolved before the macro looks for the text
attribute name. The amacro could be placed in a substitution option, but
each substitution will cause the prompt - one prompt does not fill in all the
replacements. A way around this problem is given in Example 2.
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Examples - The following four examples illustrate the usage of ACE macros and
amacros.
Example 1. Interactive use of standard files makes abbreviation for file
names convenient. The user might enter these ACE commands:
DEFINE RELATION MACRO.RELATION (ID,C*/A5 TEXT,C*/A30)
LOAD MACRO.RELATION N,'SATELLITE.NASTRAN'$
GET @N(a
LOAD @N(3, ...
PUT @N@
Example 2. A command file has been set up to refer to a file via one amacro
call to name it and several subsequent macro calls. Assuming the relation
for the macros has been defined as in Example 1, the command file might
contain:
UNLOAD MACRO.RELATION ID EQ #FILE#
LOAD MACRO.RELATION #FILE#,?WHICH FILE? $
GET <3#FILE#@
SHOW FILE (@#FILE#<a)
PUT @#FILE#<3
SET 10 INPUT = '*'
Note the amacro in line 2 which will prompt the user who invokes the command
procedure.
Example 3. Several files with similar names are frequently generated. Rather
than have an abbreviation for each in the macro relation, substitution within
the macro call is used. Assuming the relation has been loaded with
"STD,'BASECASE.STD"' the call might be:
GET @STD, (0 Dl)@ becoming GET BASECASE.STD1
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Example 4. This Is a contrived example to display the power of macros.
DEFINE RELATION MACRO.MINE (ID,C*/A5 TEXT,C*/A30 ALT.C*)
SET MACRO (REL=MACRO.MINE)
LOAD MACRO.MINE A,'MACRO.RELATION','MACRO.MINE1,
B, '<a<3A, ( " . " " :2. " )@<a',' ??NUMBER??' $
PRINT <3A@ $A *
PRINT @A,(N 'N $A *')@ resulting in the same as the prior line
PRINT (3A,ALT<3 $A *
PRINT @B,(2 '@@@@B,ALT@@@@')@ which causes the prompt 7NUMBER? to
appear and the reply to be included in PRINT MACROrreply.RELATION.
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3.0 MODULES
Modules available within IAC are of four general types:
1. Major technical modules (e.g. MSC NASTRAN and DISCOS) which provide
standalone computational capability as well as support for various
multi-discipline solution paths;
2. Interface modules (e.g. INDA and INSA) which provide required data
flow in the solution paths;
3. Special purpose modules such as ACE and PLOT; and
4. User provided modules.
The execution of an IAC module is generally performed via an executive RUN
command, which defines appropriate parameter specifications. Execution may,
however, be accomplished by the user in a standalone mode, via direct
definition of the module associated parameter file. This section defines the
requirements and options for RUN command execution of each of the currently
available IAC modules. Section 7 (Module Implementation) describes the
approach for implementing modules within IAC.
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3.1 MSC NASTRAN/TECKPLOT
MSC NASTRAN (Reference 7) is a general purpose finite-element analysis
program with emphasis in the structural and thermal technologies. This
section describes the IAC implementation of MSC NASTRAN, and the associated
graphics module TECKPLOT. The general RUN schematic for executing these
modules within ACE is shown in Figure 3.1-1. The listed RUN statement
parameters and diagrammed files describe all of the specific lAC-provided
NASTRAN capabilities. The following is a summary of NASTRAN RUN parameters
which may be specified.
F = basic file name
FIN = input file spec
PRT = print option (default = NO)
RFA = Rigid Format Alter id's
FR = restart file name
ASG = auxiliary JCL file spec
WSL = working set size (default = installation defined)
SCRATCH = scratch directory spec (default = installation defined)
DBDISP = database disposition (default = KEEP)
option
However, it can be expected that many of these capabilities will be used only
infrequently. A frequently used abbreviated form of the RUN statement is
RUN NASTRAN (F = name, PRT = option)
Any MSC-supplied Rigid Format sequence may be executed from within IAC, using
this command. The Rigid Format number is specified on the SOLUTION card in
the executive control portion of the input file.
The F parameter in the RUN statement is used to name basic NASTRAN files. As
shown in Figure 3.1-1, file type OAT is the bulk input file; F04, F06 and PCH
are output files which respectively contain message (log) information, bulk
output listing and punch output (punch output may include checkpoint
dictionary); SAV .is a NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file used to store output from an IAC
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Host file
NASTRAN bulk
input
t
F.OAT
or FIN
1 F
F.F04
F.F06 J
F.PCH
Host files
Bulk output
listings
Restart
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database
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FR.PCH
FR.DBO
NASTRAN F.NPT
F.DBO
Checkpoint
and/or
database
T i ieb
Host file
Auxiliary
JCL
i r
Host file
Graphics
output
t
ASG
F.PLT
L
FN
 J T
\
F.SAV
ECKPLOT \
1 1 ICi
Host file
IAC
defined
OUTPUT2 file
RUN NASTRAN (F=name, FIN=spec, PRT=option, RFA=(id-list)+
,FR=name, ASG=spec, WSL=size, SCRATCH=spec+
,DBOISP=option)
RUN TECKPLOT (FN=spec)
Figure 3.1-1: MSC NASTRAN/TECKPLOT RUN Schematic
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Rigid Format Alter sequence (see RFA parameter); and PIT contains output plot
data.
The PRT parameter controls printing of the output listing files, and equals
one of the keyvalues YES, NO (default) or HOLD; YES causes printing followed
by automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files
unprinted in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print
queue, with later printing by the user followed by automatic deletion from
the user's directory.
As an example, the user might input the statement
RUN NASTRAN (F = PLATFORM, PRT = YES)
and provide an input file which contains a "SOLUTION 24" card. This would
cause a NASTRAN structural statics analysis to be performed. Input would be
read from the file PLATFORM.DAT. The output would be temporarily written on
files (bulk output on PLATFORM.F06 and solution log on PLATFORM.F04), until
these files are printed on the line printer. (File type specifications such
as DAT, F04 and F06 are MSC naming conventions for running NASTRAN on the VAX
computer. NASTRAN permanent output files are normally generated in the
user's host directory.)
The complete set of NASTRAN parameters is given by the RUN statement shown in
Figure 3.1-1.
FIN is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete input file spec
to be used instead of the F-spec name.OAT.
The RFA parameter allows any Rigid Format Alter sequence (special IAC-
defined, standard MSC-supplied or arbitrary user-defined) to be executed, and
may be multiple valued.
IAC currently provides several special Alter sequences, in order to
accomplish specific data flow requirements. The RFA id's and associated
definitions are as follows.
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RFA = IACDMAP1 ' (normal modes, Section 3.1.2)
RFA = IACOMAP2 (thermal nonlinear steady state, Section 3.1.1)
RFA = IACDMAP3 (thermal transient, Section 3.1.1)
RFA = IACDMAP5 (static deformation, Section 3.1.2)
For a standard MSC-supplied Alter, the Rigid Format number is given on the
input file SOLUTION card, and the RFA parameter specifies the Alter name
(consistent with the usual MSC naming convention, the RFA id is RFxxDxx,
where x is a digit).
The IAC NASTRAN JCL first attempts to identify an RFA id as one of the
special IAC names, e.g. IACDMAP1. If not successful, it then attempts to
identify the id as one of the standard NASTRAN Alter names. If still not
successful, it attempts to use the id value as the complete spec of a file
which contains a user defined Alter sequence.
The FR parameter gives the name (or optionally the entire leading portion of
a file spec, down through the name) for restarting from an existing NASTRAN
database file (type 080), or from an existing checkpoint file (type NPT) and
associated punch file (type PCH).
ASG gives the spec of a command file containing an auxiliary set of JCL,
which is to be executed during the course of the NASTRAN run. The auxiliary
JCL is executed just after the standard IAC NASTRAN JCL file assignments.
WSL defines the working set size (number of pages of actual memory) for the
run.
SCRATCH allows the user to specify a host directory for storing scratch files
during NASTRAN execution, with the default being an installation-dependent
scratch directory; the scratch files are automatically deleted after
execution is completed.
D80ISP provides an option for disposing of a NASTRAN created database; the
keyvalue KEEP (default) keeps the database in existence, and DELETE deletes
it.
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The MSC implementation of NASTRAN on the VAX was designed for a batch mode of
execution. Within this implementation, all NASTRAN jobs were intended to be
submitted to a single queue, so that only one NASTRAN job is in execution at
a time. (This was a practical restriction based on the host resources used
by NASTRAN). In the IAC implementation of NASTRAN, the NASTRAN JCL has been
modified to permit interactive execution via the IAC RUN command, i.e.
execution where the user remains in the loop with a certain amount of
control, and is informed when the NASTRAN execution has been completed.
Also, it is possible to submit a batch job via the IAC SUBMIT command to one
of several different queues. However, it is recommended that the IAC user
run long NASTRAN jobs in the batch mode, submitting them to a special
installation-provided NASTRAN queue.
In order to implement IAC required solution paths, some specific NASTRAN
thermal and structural computational sequences have been developed. The
following two sections give details for using these sequences.
3.1.1 NASTRAN THERMAL
IAC provides two special Rigid Format Alter sequences, denoted by IACDMAP2
and IACDMAP3, respectively, for nonlinear steady-state and transient thermal
analysis. They can be used either for standalone analysis, or as part of the
IAC Solution Path II or IV (see Section 4). These sequences provide for
various time-dependent properties and computed data to be written to a
NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file name.SAV. Time values are output only for the transient
run, and correspond to the time interval specified on the NASTRAN input TSTEP
card. The interface module INTA (see Section 3.7) can later be used to read
this file and insert appropriate data into the database. In executing a
NASTRAN thermal analysis with these Rigid Format Alter sequences, only one
input load case is handled in a single thermal analysis run.
Steady-State - The steady-state run is executed using a statement of the form
RUN NASTRAN (RFA - IACDMAP2, F = name)
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The NASTRAN input executive control must contain a "SOL 74" card to identify
the run as nonlinear steady-state. It must also contain a "READ 9" card- to
access the IACDMAP2 Rigid Format Alter sequence; this card should appear
prior to the CEND card, and prior to any user defined Alters.
Transient - The transient run is executed using a statement of the form
RUN NASTRAN (RFA = IACDMAP3, F = name)
The NASTRAN input executive control must contain a "SOL 89" card to identify
the run as transient. It must also contain a "READ 9" card to access the
IACDMAP3 Rigid Format Alter sequence; this card should appear prior to the
CEND card, and prior to any user defined Alters.
3.1.2 NASTRAN STRUCTURAL
Normal-Modes - In addition to the usual standalone NASTRAN structural
capabilities, IAC provides a special DMAP sequence, denoted by IACDMAP1, for
normal-modes analysis. It is generally used as part of the IAC Solution Path
III or IV (see Section 4). This sequence provides for dynamic normal-modes
data to be written to a NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file name.SAV. The interface module
INDA (see Section 3.8) can later be used to read this file and insert
appropriate data into the database. The sequence is executed using a
statement of the form
RUN NASTRAN (RFA = IACDMAP1, F = name)
The NASTRAN input executive control must not contain a "SOL" card. However
it must contain a "READ 9" card to access the special DMAP sequence; this
card should appear prior to the CEND card.
Static Deformation - IAC provides a special Rigid Format Alter sequence,
denoted by IACDMAP5, for static deformation analysis. It can be used either
for standalone analysis, or as part of the IAC Solution Path II or IV (see
Section 4). This sequence provides for nodal and/or modal displacements, and
various other element/nodal data, to be written to a NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file
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name.SAV. The interface module INSA (see Section 3.11) can later be used to
read this file and insert appropriate data into the database. The run is
executed using a statement of the form
RUN NASTRAN (RFA = IACOMAP5, F = name)
The NASTRAN input executive control must contain a "SOL 24" card to identify
the run as statics. It must also contain a "READ 9" card to access the Rigid
Format Alter sequence; this card should appear prior to the CEND card, and
prior to any user defined Alters. Data written to the OUTPUT2 file depends
on particular case-control, load sets, scalar-point freedoms, and multi-point
constraints defined in the NASTRAN bulk input file. Processing of the
OUTPUT2 file by INSA is controlled by two NASTRAN DTI type tables, named
IACTIME and IACMOOE, defined in the NASTRAN bulk input file. NASTRAN does
not use these tables directly, but simply passes them on to the OUTPUT2 file.
IACTIME correlates time values with solution subcase id's, and IACMODE
correlates mode id's with scalar-point id's. The NASTRAN IACDMAP5 sequence
and associated INSA interface module provide the following options, listed
according to the tables (IACTIME and/or IACMODE) which the option requires in
the bulk input.
1. IACTIME - The interface module INSAT (see Section 3.9) will usually
be used to read a node/time/temperature array from the IAC database,
and automatically generate NASTRAN statics input data consisting of
the IACTIME table and the thermal load cases. NASTRAN IACDMAP5
computes deformations for specified thermal (and/or mechanical)
loadings, via a series of one or more solution subcases. Data
written to the OUTPUT2 file allows INSA to create in the database
various nodal and element associated data.
2. IACMODE - The interface module INSAM (see Section 3.10) w i l l usually
be used to read a mode-shape definition array from the IAC database,
and automatically generate NASTRAN statics input data consisting of
the IACMODE table, scalar-point freedoms (one for each mode) and
multipoint constraints (one for each nodal freedom, making that
freedom dependent upon the modal freedoms). NASTRAN IACDMAP5 uses
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the MPC's to perform a nodal-to-modal basis conversion (similar to
static condensation) on the input model, so that deformations are
restricted to a combination of the mode shapes. Data written to the
OUTPUT2 file allows INSA to create in the database various nodal,
modal and element associated data.
3. IACTIME and IACMODE - When both tables are present in the NASTRAN
bulk input, the combined capabilities of options 1 and 2 are
available. Data written by NASTRAN IACDMAP5 to the OUTPUT2 file
allows INSA to create in the database various nodal, modal and
element associated data.
4. When neither the IACTIME nor IACMODE table is present in the NASTRAN
bulk input, NASTRAN IACDMAP5 computes nodal deformations as in option
1. Data written to the OUTPUT2 file allows INSA to create in the
database various nodal and element associated data.
3.1.3 TECKPLOT EXECUTION
TECKPLOT provides interactive display of Tektronix-like plots from a NASTRAN
generated plot file. Additional information is provided in the MSC NASTRAN
Application Manual (Reference 2). The following TECKPLOT RUN parameter is
required.
FN = plot file spec
The FN parameter defines a complete file spec for the input plot file.
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3.2 DISCOS
DISCOS (Dynamic Interaction Simulation of Controls and Structure) is a very
general system dynamics module for time-domain and frequency-domain analysis.
It analyzes multiple-flexible-body spacecraft, including nonlinear
gyrodynamics and controls effects, but subject to linear stiffness definition
for each body. Appendix C describes lAC-associated DISCOS enhancements,
including the nametag/id free-field input option, the generation of the A,B,C
system definition matrices, and the time-domain interactive graphics. Major
aspects of the DISCOS theory and computational flow are provided in Reference
8. The general run schematic for executing DISCOS within ACE is shown in
Figure 3.2-1. The following is a summary of DISCOS RUN parameters which may
be specified.
F = basic file name
FIN = input file spec
FP = plot file spec
EXE = user load module spec
ITAG = input file layout (default = installation defined)
AREA = data storage area (default = DH)
ABC = ABC matrix name
PRT = print option (default = NO)
SCRATCH = scratch directory spec (default = installation defined)
A typical abbreviated form of the RUN statement is
RUN DISCOS (EXE=spec, F=name)
The F parameter names the input file (name.DAT), the output file (name.LIS),
and the plot-time-history file (name.PLT).
FIN is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete input file spec
to be used instead of the F-spec name.DAT.
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,AREA=code, ABC=name, PRT=option, SCRATCH=spec)
Figure 3.2-1: DISCOS RUN Schematic
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FP gives the spec of a previously created plot-time-history file to be used
as input for the current run in order to perform additional plotting. A new
plot file is created if and only if the FP parameter is not given.
EXE is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete spec for a user-
defined load module, to be executed instead of the standard DISCOS module.
ITAG has the value TAG or NOTAG (default = installation defined) and defines
the layout of the bulk input file. TAG indicates nametag/id layout, and
NOTAG indicates no-nametag layout. For the two respective input file
descriptions, see Appendix C of the IAC user manual, and the source listing
of the DISCOS DEF3 routine.
The AREA parameter gives the storage area from/to which IAC files are to be
transferred. D indicates database; H indicates host directory; DH (default)
indicates database if possible, else host directory; and HD indicates host
directory if possible, else database. For example, a DISCOS array read
operation following the default AREA=DH specification results in an attempt
to retrieve the array from the IAC database; if retrieval is not successful
(e.g. database not open, invalid IAC file spec, or file not found), an
attempt is then made to retrive the array from the host directory.
ABC is an optional parameter which gives the name of the output plant
definition matrices (ABC.A, ABC.B, and ABC.C). These matrices are generated
if and only if ABC is specified. They are stored in the host directory or
the IAC database, depending upon the value of the AREA parameter. See
Appendix C for details of the associated system model linearization and the
A,B,C matrix generation prcedures.
The PR parameter controls printing of the output listing file and equals one
of the key values YES, NO (default), or HOLD; YES causes printing followed by
automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files unprinted
in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print queue with
later printing, by the user followed by automatic deletion from the user's
directory.
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SCRATCH allows the user to specify a host directory for storing scratch files
during DISCOS execution, with the default being an installation dependent
scratch directory; the scratch files are automatically deleted after
execution is completed.
As an example, the user might input the ACE command
RUN DISCOS (EXE=DISCX.EXE, F=DISH)
This would cause the user's DISCOS executable DISCX.EXE to be run, using the
input file DISH.DAT, and forming the output file DISH.LIS and (assuming that
a non-zero plot interval was specified in the DISCOS input data) the output
plot-time-history file DISH.PTH.
At a later time, the user might input the command
RUN DISCOS (EXE=DISCX.EXE, F=DISH, FP=DISH.PTH).
This would cause DISCOS to be run in the interactive plotting mode, using the
previously generated plot-time-history file DISH.PTH, without any further
analysis.
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3.3 TRASYS/TRASPLOT
This section describes the IAC implementation of the TRASYS II (Thermal
Radiation Analysis SYStem) module, and the associated graphics module
TRASPLOT (References 9-11). The general RUN schematic for executing these
modules within ACE is shown in Figure 3.3-1. The listed RUN statement
parameters and diagrammed files describe all of the specific lAC-provided
TRASYS capabilities. The following is a summary of the TRASYS RUN parameters
which may be specified.
F = basic file name
FIN = input file spec
PRT = print option (default = NO)
FR = restart file name
FOR = user source names
OBJ = user object names
LIB = user library specs
LIST = listing generation options (default = NOFOR,NOCMP,NOLNK)
SCRATCH = scratch directory spec (default = installation defined)
A frequently used form of the TRASYS RUN statement is
RUN TRASYS (F = name, PRT = option, FR = name)
This statement executes a two-part TRASYS module, consisting of the
preprocessor to generate an executable processor program, and the processor
to perform the analysis.
The F parameter in the RUN statement is used to name basic TRASYS files. As
shown in Figure 3.3-1, file type INP is the bulk input file; LPP and LP are
output listing files from the preprocessor and processor, respectively; the
TRJ file is used to handle trajectory data; the FOR, CMP and LNK files are
output FORTRAN, compiler and linker listings, respectively, resulting from
the preprocessor execution; RPP and RP are checkpoint files which can be used
to save results from the preprocessor and processor, respectively; BCD
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Figure 3.3-1: TRASYS/TRASPLOT RUN Schematic
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contains BCD output data; CPP and CP are, respectively, preprocessor and
processor output punch files, which may contain data for later input to a
thermal analyzer such as SINDA or NASTRAN; and PIT is the plot data file for
input to TRASPLOT.
The PRT parameter controls printing of the output listing files, and equals
one of the keyvalues YES, NO (default) or HOLD; YES causes printing followed
by automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files
unprinted in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print
queue, with later printing by the user followed by automatic deletion from
the user's directory.
FR gives the name (or optionally the entire leading portion of a file spec,
down through the name) for restarting from existing checkpoint files (types
RPP and RP).
The complete set of TRASYS parameters is given by the RUN statement shown in
Figure 3.3-1.
FIN is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete input file spec
to be used instead of the F-spec name.DAT.
FOR, OBJ and LIB identify user subroutines in the form of source code, object
code and libraries, respectively. These subroutines are linked into the
TRASYS module prior to execution; in case of duplicate subroutine names, user
routines will replace the corresponding TRASYS routines. Note that for user
libraries, LIB defines a complete link type of spec which may include the
directory and type and must include "/LIB".
LIST controls generation of the preprocessor output listings (printing is
controlled by PRT); it is a keyvalue list which may contain FOR or NOFOR, CMP
or NOCMP, and LNK or NOLNK, to specify generation or no generation of the
respective FORTRAN, compiler and linker output files (compiler and linker
files will be generated in case errors are detected, regardless of the LIST
values).
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SCRATCH allows the user to specify a host directory spec for storing scratch
files during TRASYS execution, with the default being an installation-
dependent scratch directory; the scratch files are automatically deleted
after execution is completed.
TRASPLOT Execution - TRASPLOT provides interactive display of plots from a
TRASYS generated plot file. The input plot file is specified by the user via
an interactive prompt within the TRASPLOT module. There are no TRASPLOT RUN
parameters.
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3.4 SINDA/ISIN
This section describes the IAC implementation of the SINDA module (finite-
difference thermal analyzer with fluid flow addition), and the associated IAC
database interface module ISIN (Interface from SINda). Detailed SINDA
documentation is contained in Reference 12. The general RUN schematic for
executing these modules within ACE is shown in Figure 3.4-1. The following
is a summary of SINDA RUN parameters which may be specified.
F = basic file name
FIN = input file spec
PRT = print option (default = NO)
INTERVAL = save time interval
FOR = user source names
OBJ = user object names
LIB = user library specs
LIST = listing generation options (default = NOFOR,NOCMP,NOLNK)
SCRATCH = scratch directory spec (default = installation defined)
A common abbreviated form of the SINDA RUN statement is
RUN SINDA (F = name, PRT = option)
This statement executes a two-part SINDA module, consisting of a preprocessor
to generate an executable processor program, and the processor to perform the
analysis.
The F parameter in the RUN statement is used to name basic SINDA files. As
shown in Figure 3.4-1, file type OAT is the bulk input file; PUT and OUT are
output listing files; SAV is an optional output file containing data which
may be inserted into an IAC database; and FOR, CMP and INK are the respective
FORTRAN, compiler and linker output files.
The PRT parameter controls printing of the output listing files, and equals
one of the keyvalues YES, NO (default) or HOLD; YES causes printing followed
by automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files
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Figure 3.4-1: SINDA/ISIN RUN Schematic
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unprinted in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print
queue, with later printing by the user followed by automatic deletion from
the user's directory.
The complete set of SINDA parameters is given by the RUN statement shown in
Figure 3.4-1.
FIN is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete input file spec
to be used instead of the F-spec name.DAT.
INTERVAL is an optional parameter; if given it causes output of certain SINDA
computed data to the binary F.SAV file, and specifies the time interval at
which that data is saved. The interval is relative to the SINDA print time
step, e.g. a value of 1 indicates data saved at each print time step, 2
indicates every other print time step, etc. Selected data from the save file
can later be processed and stored in an IAC database, via the interface
module ISIN.
FOR, OBJ and LIB identify user subroutines in the form of source code, object
code and object libraries, respectively. These subroutines are linked into
the SINDA module prior to execution; in case of duplicate subroutine names,
user routines will replace the corresponding SINDA routines. Note that each
value of LIB defines a complete link type of spec which may include the
directory and type and must include "/LIB".
LIST controls generation of the preprocessor output listings (printing is
controlled by PRT); it is a keyvalue list which may contain FOR or NOFOR, CMP
or NOCMP, and LNK or NOLNK, to specify generation or no generation of the
respective FORTRAN, compiler and linker output files (compiler and linker
files are generated in case errors are detected, regardless of the LIST
values).
SCRATCH allows the user to specify a host directory for storing scratch files
during SINDA execution, with the default being an installation-dependent
scratch directory; the scratch files are automatically deleted after execu-
tion is completed.
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SINDA/IAC Pata-Flow Approach - In developing the SINDA/IAC interface
approach, a major consideration is the fact that the SINDA bulk input file
may contain general user-supplied FORTRAN-like statements, which are compiled
into executable code by a SINDA preprocessor. It is also considered
desirable to have an open-ended SINDA/IAC data-flow approach, whereby
additional data may in the future be identified for storage in the database.
The developed approach therefore consists of the following steps.
1) SINDA is run the user. The normal SINDA precompiler generates appropri-
ate FORTRAN code, based on the user's bulk input file.
2) If the INTERVAL parameter has been specified, an IAC processor modifies
the SINDA generated FORTRAN by inserting calls to a utility routine
IACSAV. Each call sequence identifies a SINDA variable name (e.g. T)
representing a vector of data, and a corresponding ISIN nametag, to be
saved on the F.SAV file.
3) The SINDA link and execution steps are performed.
4) The interface routine ISIN may be run by the user, with a list of selec-
ted IAC array types. ISIN finds on the binary F.SAV file all nametag
data variables required to create the selected arrays, creates the
arrays, and inserts them into the IAC database.
This approach uses existing SINDA data handling tools and avoids modification
of the SINDA code. It also provides a general capability by which additional
SINDA/IAC data-flow can be implemented in the future.
ISIN Execution - The following is a summary of ISIN RUN parameters which may
be specified.
FS = SINDA save file spec
M = mesh relation spec
D = output array name
TYPE = output array types (default = TEMP)
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The form of the ISIN RUN statement is
RUN ISIN (FS = spec, M = spec, 0 = name, TYPE = (type-list))
The FS parameter gives the spec for the save file of SINDA computed data, to
be input to ISIN.
M is an optional parameter which gives the spec of a mesh relation to be read
from the database. If M is provided, the attributes (e.g. NODE,X,Y,Z) in
this relation are incorporated, where appropriate, into the SINDA arrays
output to the database.
D gives the name (or optionally the name:number) for all array files to be
output by ISIN to the IAC database.
TYPE selects the array file types (TEMP, NCAP, CONO, QFLOW, QAPPL, QNET) to
be output to the IAC database. Default is the single array of type TEMP.
SINDA/IAC Arrays - The six currently available IAC array file types are
described in Figure 3.4-2. Note that if the M parameter is specified, all
occurrences of the attribute NID in the figure are replaced by the M mesh
relation attributes.
An example RUN statement for ISIN might be
RUN ISIN (FS = SINPROB.SAV, D=PROBX, TYPE = (TEMP, QFLOW))
ISIN would then read the SINDA save file SINPROB.SAV, and create and insert
the array files PROBX.TEMP and PROBX.QFLOW, into the IAC database.
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Figure 3.4-2: SINOA/IAC Arrays
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Array type/description
TEMP - temperature by node
Attribute name/type/description
TEMP Rl - temperature values
NID II - node id's
TIME Rl - time values
NCAP - capacitance by node NCAP Rl -
NID II -
TYPE C6 -
TIME Rl -
capacitance values
node id's
node types
time values
COND - conductance by node pair COND Rl -
ID II -
TYPE C4 -
NIDI II -
NID2 II -
TIME Rl -
conductance values
connector id's
connector types
node id 1
node id 2
time values
QFLOW - heat flow by node pair QFLOW Rl
ID II
TYPE C4
NIDI II
NID2 II
TIME Rl
heat flow values
connector id's
connector types
node id 1
node id 2
time values
QAPPL- applied heat by node QAPPL Rl - applied heat values
NID II - node id's
SID II - source id's
TIME Rl - time values
QNET - net heat flow by node QNET Rl - net heat flow values
NID II - node id's
TIME Rl - time values
Figure 3.4-2: SINDA/IAC Arrays - (Continued)
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3.5 ORACLS
ORACLS (References 13, 14) is a collection of subroutines for design of con-
trollers and filters, emphasizing modern control methods. The general RUN
schematic for executing the ORACLS module within ACE is shown in Figure 3.5-
1, and details of the ORACLS capabilities and ORACLS/IAC interface are given
in Appendix D. The following is a summary of ORACLS RUN parameters which may
be specified.
STD = standard load module name (default = REGEST)
EXE = user load module spec
F = basic file name
FIN = input file spec
AREA = array storage area (default = HO)
PRT = print option (default = NO)
The form of the RUN statement is
RUN ORACLS (STD = name, EXE = name, F = name, FIN = spec,+
AREA = code, PRT = option)
which executes one of the standard or user defined ORACLS main programs.
STD and EXE are alternate (mutually exclusive) parameters, only one of which
is given in a particular run. STD names a standard (IAC defined) program. The
default STD value is REGEST which is a program to solve either the continuous
or discrete time-invariant regulator/estimator/compensator problem with noise
free measurements. The other standard driver program available is TIMFST to
compute time responses of open and closed loop systems for discrete or con-
tinuous data. A description of these standard drivers and their operation is
contained in Appendix D. The EXE parameter gives the spec for a special
executable load module (user defined) program which may be created via the
ACE LINK command.
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The F parameter names the input file (name.DAT) and the output file
(name.LIS). FIN is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete
input file spec to be used instead of the F-spec name.DAT.
The AREA parameter gives the storage area from/to which IAC arrays are to be
transferred. D indicates database; H indicates host directory; DH indicates
database if possible, else host directory; and HD (default) indicates host
directory if possible, else database. For example, an ORACLS array read
operation following an AREA=DH specification results in an attempt to
retrieve the array from the IAC database; if the retrieval is not successful
(e.g. database not open, invalid IAC file spec, or file not found), an
attempt is then made to retrieve the array from the host directory.
The PRT parameter controls printing of the output listing files, and equals
one of the keyvalues YES, NO (default), or HOLD; YES causes printing followed
by automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files
unprinted in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print
queue, with later printing by the user followed by automatic deletion from
the user's directory.
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3.6 MIMIC
MIMIC (Model Integration via Mesh Interpolation Coefficients) transforms
field values (e.g. temperatures, pressures or stress tensors) from one model
to another. Either scalar or nonscalar field values can be handled. The
transformation involves coordinate based interpolation over 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D
metric space. The coordinates are arbitrary, for example: time TIME;
distance X; 2-D mesh coordinates X, Y; 3-D mesh coordinates X, Y, Z; etc.
This section describes the MIMIC RUN schematic and parameters, summarizes the
transformation process and RUN cases, and provides some typical RUN examples.
MIMIC theory and example problems are given in Appendix E.
Run Schematic and Parameters - The general RUN schematic for executing the
MIMIC module within ACE is shown in Figure 3.6-1. The following is a summary
of MIMIC RUN parameters which may be specified.
MA = mesh A spec
MB = mesh B spec
C = coefficients spec
A = field A spec
B = field B spec
AREA = data storage area (default = HD)
XM = mesh coordinate names (default = X, Y, Z)
IMA = identifier name in mesh A (default = $1)
IFA = identifier name in field A (default = $11)
A typical abbreviated form of the RUN statement is
RUN MIMIC (MA = spec, MB = spec, A = spec, B = spec)
In the naming convention for the above parameters, the characters A and B
indicate entities associated with the respective meshes A and B.
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The MA parameter gives the spec of the input mesh A relation. This relation
must contain the IMA identifier attribute or index, whose values will be used
to identify computed multipliers; it must also contain one or more of the XM
coordinate attributes, whose values will be interpolated to compute the mul-
tipliers; it may in addition contain arbitrary other attributes.
MB gives the spec of the input mesh B relation. This relation must contain
one or more of the XM coordinate attributes (these must be the same as those
present in mesh A); it may in addition contain arbitrary other attributes,
which will become part of the computed coefficients C relation and thereby
passed on to become part of the field B array.
The C parameter gives the spec of the input or output coefficients relation,
which contains the multiplier coefficients to be applied to field A values in
order to compute field B values. Usually this relation is generated by
MIMIC, and the user does not need to be concerned with its contents. It must
include the attributes IDLIST and CFLIST; it may in addition contain arbi-
trary other attributes, which will become part of the computed field B array.
The attribute IDLIST contains integer identifier values which match values of
the IMA and IFA attributes; CFLIST contains double precision multiplier
coefficients; if IDLIST and CFLIST are nonscalars, they must both have the
same fixed size.
The A parameter gives the spec of the input field A array. This array must
contain the IFA identifier attribute, whose values will be referenced by the
coefficients IDLIST attribute.
B gives the spec of the output field B array to be computed.
The AREA parameter gives the storage area from/to which IAC relations and
arrays are to be transferred. D indicates database; H indicates host
directory; DH indicates database if possible, else host directory; and HD
(default) indicates host directory if possible, else database. For example,
a MIMIC mesh-A read operation following an AREA=DH specification results in
an attempt to retrieve the mesh from the IAC database; if the retrieval is
not successful (e.g. database not open, invalid IAC file spec, or file not
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found), an attempt is then made to retrieve the mesh from the host directory.
The XM parameter may be used to specify names of mesh coordinates. Each co-
ordinate must be of type real, either single or double precision. At least
an initial sequence of these names must be present as attributes in both
meshes A and B; for example, if XM = (X, Y, Z), then meshes A and B could
both contain the attribute X or they could both contain the attributes X and
Y. The mesh coordinates will be interpolated to compute values of the coef-
ficients relation attributes IDLIST and CFLIST.
IMA may be used to give the name of the identifier in the mesh A relation.
This identifier may be an attribute name (e.g. designating node id's);
alternatively it may be the $1 index name (e.g. designating node numbers).
The identifier values must be of type integer.
IFA may be used to give the name of the identifier in the field A array. This
identifier is similar to IMA; it may be either an attribute name, or one of
the index names $11, $12, etc. The identifier values must be of type
integer.
Note that more flexibility is provided if the IMA and IFA identifiers refer
to an attribute rather than an index. The points in the field A array may
then be ordered differently from those in the mesh A relation; in fact, the
mesh A relation may even contain points which are not referenced by the field
A array.
Transformation Process - The field value transformation process can be sum-
marized by the symbolic equation
B = C x A
which indicates that values in the field array B are computed by multiplying
values in the field art-ay A by coefficients in the relation C. As would be
expected in such a multiplication process, there occurs a replacement of the
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A array index and attributes associated with IFA, by the C relation index and
attributes (except attributes IDLIST and CFLIST, which are discarded).
RUN Cases - MIMIC provides four basic RUN case options, as summarized by the
following table.
Case Parameters Input
1 MA, MB, C, A, B MA, MB, A C, B
2 MA, MB, A, B MA, MB, A B
3 MA, MB, C MA., MB C
4 C, A, B C, A B
Case 1 performs all steps in the transformation process. It uses the mesh
relations MA and MB to compute the coefficients relation C, and stores C in
the database or host directory. It then uses C and the field array A to
generate the field array B, and stores B.
Case 2 is identical to Case 1, except that C is not stored.
Case 3 performs only the first part of the transformation process. It uses
mesh relations MA and MB to compute the coefficients relation C, and stores
C.
Case 4 performs only the last part of the transformation process. It uses
the coefficients relation C and the field array A to generate the field array
B, and stores B.
Typical RUN Examples - The RUN statement
RUN MIMIC (MA=A.MESH, MB=B.MESH, A=OLD.TEMP, B=NEW.TEMP)
performs a Case 2 process. Mesh coordinates are taken as either X, (X,Y) or
(X, Y, Z), depending upon the attributes present in the A.MESH and B.MESH •
mesh relations. IMA is taken as $1 and IFA is taken as $11, indicating that
all identifier definitions and references are based on index values. The
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NEW.TEMP field array is computed and stored; it contains all attributes from
OLD.TEMP, except that the attributes associated with index 1 are replaced by
the attributes from B.MESH.
As another example, the RUN statement
RUN MIMIC (MA=THERMAL.MESH, MB=STRUCTURAL.MESH, C=C.DAT+
,IMA=NODE)
performs a Case 3 process. Mesh coordinates are taken in the same manner as
for the previous example. The C.DAT coefficients relation is computed and
stored. The NODE attribute in THERMAL.MESH is used as an identifier, which
means that NODE values are stored in the C.DAT attribute IDLIST.
As a final example, the RUN statement
RUN MIMIC (MA=A.TIMES, MB=B.TIMES, A=PRES.A, B=PRES.B,+
C=C.STOR, XM=TIME, IFA='$I2')
performs a Case 1 process. The single mesh coordinate attribute TIME is used
from A.TIMES and B.TIMES, i.e. interpolation is performed in a one-
dimensional space. Index values from A.TIMES are stored in the C.DAT
attribute IDLIST; these values then reference index 2 in the A.PRES field
array. The B.PRES field array is computed and stored; it contains all attri-
butes from A.PRES, except that attributes associated with index 2 are
replaced by attributes from B.TIMES.
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3.7 INTA
The IAC interface module INTA (Interface from NASTRAN Thermal Analyzer) reads
data from a NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file, created by either an IACDMAP2 nonlinear
steady-state or an IACDMAP3 transient thermal run. INTA reformats the data
into IAC standard array form, and stores the arrays in the IAC database.
The general RUN schematic for executing the INTA module within ACE is shown
in Figure 3.7-1. The following is a summary of INTA RUN parameters which may
be specified.
FN = NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file spec
D = output array name
TYPE = output array types
The form of the INTA RUN statement is
RUN INTA (FN = name, D = name, Type = (type-list))
The FN parameter gives the spec for the NASTRAN OUTPUT? file, to be input to
INTA.
This file is generated during the NASTRAN IACDMAP2 and IACDMAP3 execution,
and the user does not usually need to be concerned with its contents. It
contains the NASTRAN CASECC table of case control; the GPLS table of node
(grid and scalar point) id's; the BGPDTS table of node location coordinates
(basic system); the ECTS table of element connections; the EST element
summary table; the BJJ matrix of nodal capacitances; the OLB1 table of output
times (only for a transient run); the UGVS matrix of nodal temperatures; and
the OEF1X table of element flux related data.
The D parameter gives the name (or optionally the name:number) for all array
files to be output by INTA to the IAC database.
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TYPE selects the array file types (TEMP, FLUX, NCAP) to be output to the IAC
database.
An example run statement for INTA might be
RUN INTA (FN = NASPROB3.SAV, D=PROB3, TYPE = (FLUX, TEMP))
INTA would then read the NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file NASPROB3.SAV, and create and
insert the array files PROB3.FLUX and PROB3.TEMP, into the IAC database.
NASTRAN-Thermal/IAC Files - The three currently available IAC array file
types are described in Figure 3.7-2.
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Note: COMP values for CHBOY element are
QAPPL, QCONV, QRAD, QTOTAL; for other
elements are XGRAD, YGRAD, ZGRAD,
XFLUX, YFLUX, ZFLUX
TYPE values for CHBDY element are
AREA3, AREA4, LINE, ELLCYL, POINT,
FTUBE, REV; for other elements are
blank.
Figure 3.7-2: NASTRAN-Thermal/IAC Arrays
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Array type/description Attribute name/type/description
TEMP - nodal temperature TEMP Rl - nodal temperatures
NID II - node id's
TYPE Cl - node types
X Rl - X coordinates
Y Rl - Y coordinates
Z Rl - Z coordinates
TIME Rl - time values
NCAP - nodal capacitance NCAP R2 - nodal capacitances
NID II - node id's
TYPE Cl - node types
X Rl - X coordinates
Y Rl - Y coordinates
Z Rl - Z coordinates
TIME Rl - time values
FLUX - element flux data FLUX Rl -
EID II
ENAME C8
COMP C6
TYPE C6
TIME Rl
element fluxes or
temperature
gradients
element id's
element names
flux or gradient
components
element types
time values
Figure 3.7-2: NASTRAN-Thermal/IAC Arrays (Continued)
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3.8 INDA
The IAC interface module INDA (Interface from NASTRAN Dynamics Analyzer)
reads data from a NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file created by an IACDMAP1 normal-modes
analysis, reformats it into IAC standard relation and/or array files, and
stores the files in the database.
INDA is usually executed within IAC Solution Path III or before IAC Solution
Path IV (see Section 4). The general RUN schematic for executing the INDA
module within ACE is shown in Figure 3.8-1. The following is a summary of
INDA RUN parameters which may be specified.
FN = NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file spec
MODE = mode id's
D = output file name
TYPE = output file types
The FN parameter gives the spec for the NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file to be input to
INDA. This file was generated during the IACDMAP1 execution, and normally
the user is not concerned with its contents. It contains the NASTRAN GPL
table of node id's; the BGPDT table of node location coordinates (basic
system); the g-set mass matrix, MGG; the g-set eigenvector matrix, PHIG; and
the modal stiffness, mass and damping matrices KHH, MHH and BHH. The BHH
matrix is optional.
MODE specifies a list of mode id values, which may optionally include the IAC
range operator ".." and the IAC increment operator "&&". If an increment is
not defined, 1 is the default. An example mode id list could be of the form
"(1, 36.. 10, 30 .. 60 && 10)". MODE is required when file types MODE,
MSTIF, MDAMP and/or MMASS are output to the database.
The D parameter gives the name (or optionally the name:number) for all IAC
relation and/or array files output by INDA to the IAC database.
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Host file
NASTRAN
OUTPUT2
normal -modes
data
-' ./ .
IAC relations
Output
relations
\
D.rtypes*
[NDA \
D.atypes**
IAC arrays
Output
arrays
* rtypes = NODE, NMASS
** atypes = MODE, MSTIF, MDAMP, MMASS
RUN INDA (FN=spec, MODE=(mode-id-list), D=name, TYPE=(type-1ist))
Figure 3.8-1: INDA RUN Schematic
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TYPE selects the file types (NODE, NMASS, MODE, MSTIF, MDAMP and MMASS) to be
output to the IAC database. The default is to select all types for which
data exists on the OUTPUT2 file.
An example RUN statement for INDA might be
RUN INDA (FN=TETRA.SAV, MODE = (1..5)
, D=TETRA , TYPE=(NODE,NMASS,MODE,MSTIF))
INDA would read the NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file TETRA.SAV and create and insert IAC
files TETRA.NODE, TETRA.NMASS, TETRA.MODE and TETRA.MSTIF into the database.
TETRA.MSTIF would contain modal stiffnesses for only modes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
NASTRAN-Dynanrics/IAC Files - the available IAC file types are described in
Figure 3.8-2. Types NODE and NMASS are relations and the others are arrays.
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Type NMASS - nodal masses
Type MODE - mode shapes
Type MSTIF - modal stiffness
Type MDAMP - nodal damping
Type MMASS - modal mass
Figure 3.8-2: NASTRAN-Dynamics/IAC Files
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File type/description Attribute name/type/description
NODE - node definitions
NMASS - nodal masses
MODE - mode shapes
NID
X
Y
Z
NID
MASS
IXX
IYY
111
IXY
IXZ
IYZ
SX
SY
SZ
TX
TY
TZ
RX
RY
RZ
NID
X
Y
Z
MID
11
Rl
Rl
Rl
11
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
11
Rl
Rl
Rl
11
node id's
X coordinates
Y coordinates
Z coordinates
node id's
masses
XX inertias
YY inertias
ZZ inertias
XY inertias
XZ inertias
YZ inertias
X static moments
Y static moments
Z static moments
nodal X translations
nodal Y translation
nodal Z translation
nodal X rotations
nodal Y rotations
nodal Z rotations
node id's
X coordinates
Y coordinates
Z coordinates
mode id's
Figure 3.8-2: NASTRAN-Oynanrics/IAC Files (Continued)
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File type/description
MSTIF- modal stiffness
Attribute name/type/description
MDAMP - modal damping
MMASS - modal mass
MSTIF R2 -
RMID II -
CMID 12 -
MDAMP R2 -
RMID II -
CMID II -
modal stiffnesses
row mode id's
column mode id's
modal damping
row mode id's
column mode id's
MMASS R2 - modal masses
RMID II - row mode id's
CMID II - column mode id's
Figure 3.8-2: NASTRAN Oynaraics/IAC Files (Continued)
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3.9 INSAT
The IAC interface module INSAT (Interface to NASTRAN Statics Analyzer for
Thermal data) reads a preliminary NASTRAN bulk input file for a structural
statics run, and an array of nodal temperature data. INSAT then creates an
enhanced NASTRAN bulk input file by automatically generating cards which
define thermal load sets, and a table which correlates time values with
solution subcase id's.
INSAT is usually executed prior to the IACDMAP5 static solution sequence (see
Section 3.1.2), and within the IAC Solution Paths II and IV (see Section 4).
The NASTRAN statics run will include thermal load efects, however, the
preliminary user-supplied input file is missing the required thermal load
sets.
INSAT generates the NASTRAN thermal load sets, one for each time specified by
the user in the INSAT RUN command. INSAT also generates a NASTRAN DTI table
named IACTIME which correlates the specified time values with solution
subcase id's. The times are ordered as specified in the RUN command. INSAT
merges these data with the preliminary input file, and creates an enhanced
input file suitable for NASTRAN IACDMAP5 execution. Note that the IACTIME
table is passed along by the NASTRAN IACDMAP5 sequence to an OUTPUT2 file,
where it is utilized by the INSA module (see Section 3.11) to form certain
IAC database arrays.
The general RUN schematic for executing the INSAT module within ACE is shown
in Figure 3.9-1. The following is a summary of INSAT RUN parameters which
may be specified.
FIN = preliminary NASTRAN input file spec
TEMP = input array spec
TIME = time value list
FN = enhanced NASTRAN input file spec
SCID = beginning subcase id (default = 1001)
TLIO = beginning thermal load set id (default = 1001)
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IAC array
Nodal
temperature
array
Host file
NASTRAN
bulk input
TEMP
FIN
INSAT
Host file
Enhanced
NASTRAN
bulk input
RUN INSAT (FIN=spec, TEMP=spec, TIME=(time-list)+
,FN=spec, SCID=id, TLID=id)
Figure 3.9-1: INSAT RUN Schematic
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A common form of the RUN statement for INSAT is
RUN INSAT (FIN = spec, TEMP = spec, TIME = (time-list), FN = spec)
The FIN parameter gives the spec of the preliminary user-supplied NASTRAN
bulk input file, read by INSAT.
TEMP gives the spec of the input nodal temperature array, which is read from
the IAC database. The array file must contain a TEMP attribute of real
temperatures. The temperature values are in the form of a 2-D array (number
of nodes by number of times). The array file must also contain an NID
attribute of integer node id's, associated with array index 1; and a TIME
attribute of real times, associated with array index 2. The file may in
addition contain arbitrary other attributes. Note that each real attribute
may be of either single or double precision type.
TIME specifies a list of real time values, which may optionally include the
IAC range operator ".." and the IAC increment operator "&&". Note that with
real values, use of one of these operators requires the other operator. For
example, the time list could be of the form "(1., 2.0, 6...20. && 2.0)". For
each specified time value, nodal temperatures are extracted via interpolation
from the array, and a corresponding thermal load set is inserted into the
NASTRAN input file. INSAT provides linear interpolation on time, and values
of the array TIME attribute must be in increasing order; if a specified time
value is outside the range of the array, temperatures are taken from the
closest time available, and a warning message is written.
The FN parameter gives the spec of the enhanced NASTRAN bulk input file,
written by INSAT.
SCID is an optional parameter which specifies the beginning subcase id (in
the IACTIME table). The default value is 1001; i.e. subcases are assigned
default id's of 1001, 1002, ---, 1000+n, corresponding to the list of n
specified times.
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TLID Is an optional parameter which specifies the beginning thermal load set
id. The default value is 1001; i.e. thermal load sets are assigned default
id's of 1001, 1002, — , 1000+n, corresponding to the list of n specified
times.
In order to provide desired flexibility, the user is given certain options
and responsibilities. The user is responsible for generating all required
NASTRAN case-control data, including solution subcase definitions which
select the INSAT generated thermal load sets. In performing this task the
user should maintain consistency of the data, with the thermal load set id's
and IACTIME table subcase id's generated by INSAT; this can be accomplished
by defining user data consistent with INSAT generated data, or by editing the
INSAT data. The user may choose to supplement the INSAT thermal load
definitions with mechanical loads or additional thermal loads. Then it is
the user's responsibility to assign appropriate additional load case id's and
solution subcase id's, and to add appropriate data to the case-control and
the IACTIME table.
An example RUN statement for INSAT might be
RUN INSAT(FIN = OISHP.DAT, TIME = (0.2, 0.8, 1.4, 5.0)+
, TEMP = TLOAD1.TEMP, FN = DISHC.DAT, SCID = 101)
INSAT would then read the preliminary NASTRAN bulk input file DISHP.DAT, and
extract nodal temperatures (at time points 0.2, 0.8, 1.4, 5.0) from the IAC
database array TLOAD1.TEMP. For these respective time points it would
generate NASTRAN thermal load sets (with set id's 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004);
and the IACTIME table (correlating the selected time values and the subcase
id's 101, 102, 103, 104). The generated data would be merged with existing
card images in the DISHP.DAT file, to create the enhanced NASTRAN bulk input
file DISHC.DAT. Assuming the existence of appropriate data in the DISHP.DAT
file, the DISHC.DAT file would then be ready for use in a NASTRAN statics run
to compute nodal displacements, stresses, etc.
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3.10 INSAM
The IAC interface module INSAM (Interface to NASTRAN Statics Analyzer for
Modal data) reads a preliminary NASTRAN bulk input file for a structural
statics run, and an array of mode-shape definitions. INSAM then creates an
enhanced NASTRAN bulk input file by automatically generating cards which
define a nodal-to-modal conversion; the conversion definition includes
scalar-point freedoms, multi-point constraints, and a table which correlates
mode id's with scalar-point id's. The theoretical basis for the INSAM nodal-
to-modal conversion is described in Appendix F.
INSAM is usually executed prior to the IACDMAP5 sequence (see Section 3.1.2)
and within the IAC Solution Path IV (see Section 4). The NASTRAN statics run
will be based on modal displacement freedoms, however, the preliminary user- .
supplied input file is missing the nodal-to-modal conversion definition.
INSAM generates NASTRAN scalar-point freedoms, one for each mode; and MPC
equations, one for each existing nodal freedom. The form of the MPC
equations is
q = 4>a
where q is a particular nodal freedom, a is the vector of scalar freedoms,
and $ is a row of the total mode-shapes matrix. INSAM also generates a
NASTRAN DTI table named IACMODE which correlates the mode id's with scalar-
point id's. The mode id's are ordered as given in the input mode-shape
arrays. INSAM merges these data with the preliminary input file, and creates
an enhanced input file suitable for NASTRAN IACOMAP5 execution. Note that
the IACMODE table is passed along by the NASTRAN IACDMAP5 sequence to an
OUTPUT2 file, where it is utilized by the INSA module (see Section 3.11) to
form certain IAC database arrays.
The general RUN schematic for executing the INSAM module within ACE is shown
in Figure 3.10-1. The following is a summary of INSAM RUN parameters which
may be specified.
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IAC array
Mode-shapes
array
Host file
Preliminary
NASTRAN
bulk input
MODES
FIN
INSAM
FN
Host file
Enhanced
NASTRAN
bulk input
RUN INSAM (FIN=spec, MODES=spec, FN=spec,SPID=id, MPCID=id+
,CONT=value)
Figure 3.10-1: INSAM RUN Schematic
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FIN = preliminary NASTRAN input file spec
MODES = input array spec
FN = enhanced NASTRAN input file spec
SPID = beginning scalar-point id (default = 1001)
MPCID = MPC set id (default = 1001)
CONT = beginning MPC continuation (default = 1001)
A common form of the RUN statement for INSAM is
RUN INSAM (FIN = spec, MOOES = spec, FN = spec)
The FIN parameter gives the spec of the preliminary user-supplied NASTRAN
bulk input file, read by INSAM.
MODES gives the spec of the input mode-shapes array, which is read from the
IAC database. The array file must contain one or more of the six attributes
Tl, T2, T3, Rl, R2, R3 of real nodal displacements, which respectively
correspond to the X-Y-Z translations and X-Y-Z rotations; the displacement
values for each component are in the form of a 2-D array (number of nodes by
number of modes); any of the six attributes not present in the file is
treated by INSAM as if it contained all zero values. The array file must
also contain an NID attribute of integer node id's, associated with array
index 1; and an MID attribute of integer mode id's, associated with array
index 2. The file may in addition contain arbitrary other attributes. Note
that each real attribute may be of either single or double precision type.
The FN parameter gives the spec of the enhanced NASTRAN bulk input file,
written by INSAM.
SPID is an optional parameter which specifies the beginning scalar-point id.
The default value is 1001; i.e. scalar points are assigned default id's of
1001, 1002, —, 1000+m, corresponding to the list of m input modes.
MPCID is an optional parameter which specifies the multi-point constraint set
id. The default id is 1001.
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CONT is an optional parameter which specifies an integer used to form the
beginning MPC card continuation indicator. The default integer is 1001; i.e.
MPC card continuation indicators are assigned values B001001, B001002, — ,-.-
in sequence as required.
The user is responsible for generating all required NASTRAN case-control
data, including selection of the INSAM generated MPC set. The case control
will not generally include other MPC or SPC set selections, unless the user
wishes to define a subcase for which the INSAM nodal-to-modal conversion is
not performed. However, any rigid body modes should be constrained via
SUPPORT cards.
An example RUN statement for INSAM might be
RUN INSAM (FIN=BOOM.DAT, MODES=BMODES.DAT+
,FN=BOOMM.DAT, SPID=101, CONT-5001)
INSAM would then read the preliminary NASTRAN bulk input file BOOM.DAT, and
extract modal data for all existing modes from the database array file
BMODES.DAT. It would generate NASTRAN scalar points with id's 101, 102, —,
100+m); the IACMODE table (correlating the mode id's and the generated
scalar-point id's); and MPC equations (using the MPC set id 1001, and
continuation indicators B005001, B005002, —). The generated data would be
merged with existing card images in the BOOM.DAT file, to create the enhanced
NASTRAN bulk input file BOOMM.DAT. Assuming the existence of appropriate
data in the BOOM.DAT file, the BOOMM.DAT file would then be ready for use in
a NASTRAN statics run to compute nodal and modal displacements, stresses,
etc.
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3.11 INSA
The IAC interface module INSA (Interface from NASTRAN Statics Analyzer) reads
data from a NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file created by an IACDMAP5 structural statics
run, reformats it into IAC standard array and/or relation files, and stores
the files in the IAC database. The general RUN schematic for executing the
INSA module within ACE is shown in Figure 3.11-1. The following is a summary
of INSA RUN parameters which may be specified.
FN = NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file spec
D = output file name
TYPE = output file types
The form of the INSA RUN statement is
RUN INSA (FN = spec, 0 = name, TYPE = (type-list))
The FN parameter gives the spec for the NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file, to be input to
INSA. This file is generated during the NASTRAN IACDMAP5 execution, and the
user does not usually need to be concerned with its contents. It contains
the NASTRAN CASECC table of Case Control; the GPL table of node (and mode,
i.e. scalar point) id's; the BGPOT table of node location coordinates (basic
system); and the UGV matrix of nodal displacements. It may also contain the
IACTIME table which correlates time values with solution subcase id's (see
module INSAT); the IACMODE table which correlates mode id's with scalar point
id's, thereby partitioning the set of scalar point freedoms into nodal
freedoms and modal freedoms (see module INSAM); the ONRGY1 table of element
energy data; and the OGPFB1 table of node force balance data.
The D parameter gives the name for all array and relation files to be output
by INSA to the IAC database. The number (in the IAC spec) for these files is
equal to 1 for the arrays, and is equal to the NASTRAN subcase id for the
relations. Note that each IAC array contains data for all subcases, while
each IAC relation contains data for only a single subcase.
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Host file
NASTRAN
OUTPUT2
statics data
FN
IAC arrays
Output
arrays
D.atypes*
INSA
D.rtypes**
IAC relations
Output
relations
*atypes = NDISP, MDISP
**rtypes = ENERGY, NFORCE, NSTRESS, NSTRAIN
RUN INSA (FN=spec, D=name, TYPE=(type-list))
Figure 3.11-1: INSA RUN Schematic
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Type selects the array and relation file types (NDISP, MDISP, ENERGY, NFORCE,
NSTRESS, NSTRAIN), to be output to the IAC database.
NASTRAN-Statics/IAC Database Files - The six currently available IAC file
types are described in Figure 3.11-2. The first two types are arrays, and
the last four types are relations.
The MDISP array can be generated only if the IACMODE table is available, in
which case MDISP contains data for only the tabulated scalar points (modes);
the SPID and MID attribute values are ordered as in the table.
If the IACTIME table is not available, the NDISP and MDISP arrays contain
data for all subcases referenced by the NASTRAN output requests. If this
table is available, NDISP and MDISP contain data for only the tabulated
subcases (times); the subcase and TIME attribute values are ordered as in the
table.
The ENERGY and NFORCE relations can be generated only if the respective ESE
and GPFORCE output requests were present in the NASTRAN Case Control. Note
that these relations contain data for only the elements and nodes referenced
by the NASTRAN output requests. A separate relation is generated for each
subcase referenced by the output requests. Additional information on these
data is available in the NASTRAN Programmer Manual, Section 2.3.79.
The NSTRESS relation can be generated only if both the GPSTRESS and STRESS
output requests were present in the NASTRAN Case Control. Note that this
relation contains data for only those nodes/elements defined on SURFACE
and/or VOLUME Case Control cards. A separate relation is generated for each
subcase referenced by the output requests. Additional information on these
data is available in the NASTRAN User Manual, Section 3.2.4; and the
Programmer Manual, Sections 2.3.129 and 4.206.
The NSTRAIN relation hdb form and Case Control requirements similar to the
NSTRESS relation, except that the STRESS output request is replaced by
STRAIN.
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An example RUN statement for INSA might be
RUN INSA (FN=STATRUN.SAV, D=STATBEAM, TYPE=(NDISP,ENERGY))
INSA would then read the NASTRAN OUTPUT2 file STATRUN.SAV and create and
insert the array file STATBEAM.NDISP and one or more relation files
STATBEAM.ENERGY, into the IAC database.
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Type NDISP - nodal displacements
Note: COMP values for NASTRAN Grid points are
Tl, T2, T3, Rl, R2, R3; for single
scalar points are S.
Type MDISP - modal displacements
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Type ENERGY - element strain energy
Type NFORCE - nodal force balance
Type NSTRESS - nodal stresses
Note: FORMAT values are S for surface
stress; VD for volume direct stress;
VP for volume principal stress. Fiber
values are Zl, Z2, or MID.
Type NSTRAIN - nodal strains
Note: FORMAT values are S for surface
stress; VD for volume direct stress;
VP for volume principal stress. Fiber
values are MID or CURV.
Figure 3.11-2: NASTRAN-Statics/IAC Files
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File type/description Attribute name/t.ype/description
NDISP - nodal temperature
MDISP - modal displacements
ENERGY - element strain energy
NFORCE - nodal force balance
NDISP
NID
COMP
X
Y
Z
SUBCASE
TIME
MDISP
SPID
MID
SUBCASE
TIME
EID
ENERGY
PERCENT
DENSITY
NID
FNAME[*|
EID[*|
FORCE[6,*|
R2
11
C2
Rl
Rl
Rl
11
Rl
R2
11
11
11
Rl
11
Rl
Rl
Rl
11
C8
11
Rl
nodal displacements
node id's
node components
X coordinates
Y coordinates
Z coordinates
subcase id's
time values
modal displacements
scalar point id's
mode id's
subcase id's
time values
element id's
strain energies
percent of totals
energy densities
node id's
force names
element id's
forces
Figure 3.11-2: NASTRAN-Statics/IAC Files (Continued)
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File type/description
NSTRESS - nodal stresses
Attribute name/type/description
NIO
SVID
II
II
FORMAT C2
EID II
FIBER C4
STRESSt*] Rl
node id's
surface or volume
id's
stress formats
element id's
stress locations
nodal stresses
NSTRAIN - nodal strains NID II
SVID II
FORMAT C2
EID II
FIBER C4
STRAIN[*] Rl
node id
surface or volume id
strain format
element id
strain type
nodal strains
Figure 3.11-2: NASTRAN-Statics/IAC Files (Continued)
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3.12 ACE
ACE (Analysis Capability Executive) is the main executive program for IAC.
ACE provides several major functions:
1. an input command/tutorial processor, including on-line help and
examples;
2. a driver code to execute other general application modules;
3. an access controller to allow concurrent usage of databases;
4. an extensive data management/query capability, including data-
structures of relational, array and user-defined forms, and providing
cataloging of both structured and unstructured files; and
5. a generic data processor, supporting an interface between IAC and
"foreign module" character-formatted data.
ACE executes in the same general manner as any other IAC module. For
example, ACE itself may be executed via a RUN command within the ACE
executive. (Although not usually done, such an execution might be useful,
e.g. to make available to the user two different executive workspaces). The
general RUN schematic for executing ACE is shown in Figure 3.12-1. The
following is a summary of ACE RUN parameters which may be specified.
INPUT = input strings
EXE = user load module spec
The INPUT parameter is optional and gives the ACE input stream, in the form
of a list of one or more strings. If given, each string value becomes a line
in the ACE primary input file. If not given, the ACE primary input file is
the terminal for an interactive run or a null file for a batch run. (An
attempt to read a null file results in an end-of-file error message.)
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Host file
Primary
input file
IAC relation
Macro
relation(s)
Host file
OUTPUT
file(s)
Host file
Message
file(s)
Host file
ECHO
file(s)
ACE
Host file
Alternate
input
file(s)
Host file
Amacro
input
file(s)
Host file
PROMPT
file(s)
Host file
JOURNAL
file(s)
IAC file
IAC cata-
logued
file(s)
RUN ACE (INPUT=(string-list), EXE=spec)
Note: At start of execution, the three input type host files
are all equivalenced to one another; the output, prompt
and message files are equivalenced; and the JOURNAL and
ECHO files are absent. The ACE "SET 10" command may be
used to redefine the file specs and/or file
equivalences.
Figure 3.12-1: ACE RUN Schematic
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EXE is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete spec for a user-
defined load module, to be executed instead of the standard ACE module.
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3.13 PLOT
PLOT is the IAC system plot module. It is used to create graphs and charts,
which generally display relationships between a number of different
variables. PLOT can handle an arbitrary number of variables, points, curves,
legends, etc.
The tabular data for PLOT usually originates from an IAC relation or array,
in which each variable is represented as an attribute and each point is
represented as a tuple. However, the input to PLOT is in the form of a
character formatted plot file. This file may be created within the IAC ACE
executive, via the PLOT command; it may also be created directly by a user or
an application module.
Appendix B defines the plot file format. The general RUN schematic for the
PLOT module is shown in Figure 3.13-1. There are no RUN parameters; plot -
file specs may be selected interactively within the PLOT module.
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Host file
Plot file(s) PLOT
Figure 3.13-1: PLOT RUN Schematic
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3.14 MODELI
This section describes the IAC implementation of the MODELI (Multi Optimal
Differential Equation Language, Interactive dialect) module for generating
and displaying numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations.
Detailed MODELI documentation is contained in Reference 17. The general RUN
schematic for executing the MODELI module within ACE is shown in Figure 3.14-
1. The following is a summary of MODELI RUN parameters which may be
specified.
FM = new model file name
FA = analysis file name
PRT = print option (default = NO)
EXE = executable load module name
FOR = user source names
OBJ = user object names
LIB = user library specs
LIST = listing generation options (default = NOFOR,NOCMP,NOLNK)
SCRATCH = scratch directory spec (default = installation defined)
A common abbreviated form of the MODELI RUN statement is
RUN MODELI (FM = name, PRT = option)
This statement executes a two-part MODELI module, consisting of a
preprocessor to generate an executable processor program, and the processor
to perform the analysis.
The FM parameter is used to name files associated with the MODELI
preprocessor. File type DAT is the new model definition input file; MGL is
the model generation listing; EXE is the new model executable processor
program; and FOR, CMP and LNK are the respective FORTRAN, compiler and linker
output files. File type AUX is output from the MODELI WRITE command.
FA is used to name files associated with the MODELI processor. File type DAT
is the analysis problem definition input file; and AUX is output from the
MODELI WRITE command (if the FM parameter is not defined).
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DISPLAY, PLOT
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Figure 3.14-1: MODELI RUN Schematic
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The PRT parameter controls printing of the output listing files, and equals
one of the keyvalues YES, NO (default) or HOLD; YES causes printing followed
by automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files
unprinted in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print
queue, with later printing by the user followed by automatic deletion from
the user's directory.
EXE is used to save the new model executable processor program, when FM is
defined. IF FM is not defined, EXE is the name of the executable processor
program from an old model.
FOR, OBJ and LIB identify user subroutines in the form of source code, object
code and object libraries, respectively. These subroutines are linked into
the MODELI processor module prior to execution; in case of duplicate
subroutine names, user routines will replace the corresponding MODELI
routines. Note that each value of LIB defines a complete link type of spec
which may include the directory and type and must include "/LIB".
LIST controls generation of the preprocessor output listings (printing is
controlled by PRT); it is a keyvalue list which may contain FOR or NOFOR, CMP
or NOCMP, and LNK or NOLNK, to specify generation or no generation of the
respective FORTRAN, compiler and linker output files (compiler and linker
files are generated in case errors are detected, regardless of the LIST
values).
SCRATCH allows the user to specify a host directory for storing scratch files
during MODELI execution, with the default being an installation-dependent
scratch directory; the scratch files are automatically deleted after execu-
tion is completed.
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3.15 USER
This section describes the IAC implementation of the USER module. USER
provides a generic capability for executing a user owned module within ACE,
without requiring the usual module implementation procedure described in
Section 7. For example, the information usually inserted into the
MODULES.MOD and module RUN tables is already provided for USER in a generic
form. Note, however, that if RUN parameters are to be passed from ACE to the
user module, the user module must be programmed to read these parameters (see
Section 7). The USER capability may be convenient for initial testing of new
modules, and for handling of modules which are not often used or which are
specific to only a few users. The following is a summary of USER RUN
parameters which may be specified.
EXE = executable file spec of module software
JCL = command file spec of module software
II = integer values
Rl = real values
R2 = double precision real values
Z2 = complex values
Z4 = double precision complex values
LI = logical values
C = character values
HFILE = host file specs
CFILE = IAC cataloged file specs
NAME = name values
NUMBER = number values
NAMNUM = name:number values
TYPE = type values
STRING = string values
AR = arithmetic values
NA = nonarithmetic values
EXE and JCL are alternate (mutually exclusive) parameters, only one of which
is given in a particular run. EXE gives the spec of the user module
executable file, and JCL gives the spec of the user module command file. One
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Figure 3.15-1: USER RUN Schematic
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of these parameters is-required in order to accomplish execution of the user
module software.
The other parameters are all optional, and provide for various types of
values to be transferred to the user module, via the IAC parameter file. See
Sections 6.4 and 7.0 for information on the parameter file, and Table 2.1-1
for additional description of the data types. These parameters are
summarized as follows.
II defines a list of integer values, which may optionally include the IAC
range operator ".." and the IAC increment operator "&&".
Rl defines a list of real values, which may optionally include the IAC range
operator ".." and the IAC increment operator "&&".
R2 defines a list of double precision values, which may optionally include
the IAC range operator ".." and the IAC increment operator "&&".
22 defines a list of complex values. Each complex value is composed of a
real value and an imaginary value separated by blank(s) and/or a comma.
Z4 defines a list of double precision complex values. Each complex value is
composed of a double precision real value and a double precision imaginary
value separated by blank(s) and/or a comma.
LI defines a list of logical values.
C defines a list of character values (each value is of arbitrary length).
HFILE defines a list of host file specs.
CFILE defines a list of IAC cataloged file specs.
NAME defines a list of alphanumeric values. Each value must be composed of a
maximum of 10 characters and the first character must be alpha. Alpha is A-Z
and " ".
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NUMBER defines a 11st of integer values. Each value must be composed of a
maximum of 10 integer characters.
NAMNUM defines a list of values of the form name:number. The name part must
be of type NAME and the number part must be of type NUMBER. The :number part
is optional.
Type defines a list of character values. Each value must be II, Rl, R2, Z2,
Z4, LI, Cn or C*. where n is an unsigned integer.
STRING defines a list of character values. Each character value must be
enclosed with apostrophes.
AR defines a list of arithmetic values. Each value must be readable by a
single FORTRAN F format.
NA defines a list of nonarithmetic values. Each value must be enclosed in
apostrophes or hot be readable by a single FORTRAN F format.
Each given value of the parameters II, Rl, etc. results in the sequential
generation of one logical card image record on the USER module parameter file
(or more than one record if the value is greater than 50 characters in
length). An exception occurs for the complex parameters 12 and Z4, where
each value generates two records (the first for the real part and the second
for the imaginery). For example, the RUN statement
RUN USER (EXE=MYPROG.EXE, Il=(l,10,100), Rl=23.5+
, Z2=(l.0,2.0 5.E6,3.5E5), C=FLAG3)
would generate consecutive parameter file records containing the following
value fields. (See Section 7 for other fields on the records.)
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10
100
23.*
1.0
2.0
5.£
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3.16 RIM
RIM (Relational Information Management system) is a database management
module. RIM is based upon the relational algebra model for data management
and has been used for both engineering and business data. The module may be
executed in either of two modes: menu or command. The menu mode prompts the
user for the input required to create, update and/or query the database. The
command mode requires the direct input of commands. A guide to using RIM can
be found in Reference 18. The general RUN schematic for executing RIM within
ACE is shown in Figure 3.16-1. The IAC implementation of RIM provides the
following optional RUN parameters.
F = basic file name
FIN = input file spec
PRT = print option (default = NO)
A common form of the RUN statement for an interactive execution is
RUN RIM
which assumes the primary input and output files are assigned to the
terminal.
The optional F parameter names the primary input file (name.DAT) and the
primary output file (name.LIS). If F is not defined, the primary input file
is the terminal (interactive) or a null file (batch), and the primary output
file is the terminal (interactive) or a log file (batch).
FIN is an optional parameter which defines a complete input file spec to be
used instead of F-spec name.DAT.
The PRT parameter controls printing of the output listing file, and equals
one of the keyvalues YES, NO (default), or HOLD; YES causes printing followed
by automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files
unprinted in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print
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Figure 3.16-1: RIM RUN Schematic
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queue, with later printing by the user followed by automatic deletion from
the user's directory.
IAC/RIM Data Transfer - Data can be transferred from IAC to RIM by using
lAC's SET 10 and PRINT commands and RIM's LOAD and INPUT commands. The data
transfer from RIM to IAC is accomplished by RIM's OUTPUT and UNLOAD commands
and lAC's GETG command. The vehicle of transfer is a formatted host file
which is written by IAC and read by RIM, or written by RIM and read by IAC.
In many cases the file does not have to be edited before it is read.
To minimize any editing, the following IAC and host subset capabilities
should be emphasized.
Data structure classes relation only
Attribute names 1-8 alphanumeric characters
Attribute types ' scalars, and 1- or 2-dimensional
nonscalars
Data types integer, real, double precision and
character
Host file specs 1-8 characters (prefer alphanumeric
name only)
Host file record length 80 characters
lAC-to-RIM Example - Assume that the B-mesh coordinates as defined in Figure
E.2-2 exist as an IAC relation in the form of a host file. The following
sequence of ACE and RIM commands results in the storing of this relation into
a RIM database, and the display of the relation by RIM. Note that if the IAC
relation had existed in an IAC database, the first ACE command GETS would be
replaced by the command GET.
ACE >GETS MESH.8 MESH.B
ACE >SET 10 OUTPUT=TORIM
ACE >PRINT MESH.B $A *
ACE >RUN RIM
R>OPEN TEST
R>DEFINE TEST
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D> ATTRIBUTES
D>POINT INT
D>X DOUB
D>Y DOUB
D>RELATION
0>MESHB WITH POINT X Y
D>END
R>LOAD MESHB
L>INPUT TORIM
L>ENO
R>SELECT ALL FROM MESHB
RIM-To-IAC Example - Assume that the B-mesh coordinates from the previous
example exist as a RIM relation in a RIM database. The following sequence of
ACE and RIM commands results in the storing of this relation into an ACE
workspace, and the display of the relation by ACE. Note that the relation
could then be stored permanently via the ACE PUT or PUTS command.
ACE >RUN RIM
R>OPEN TEST
R>OUTPUT TOIAC
R>UNLOAD DATA MESHB
R>OUTPUT OUTPUT
R>EXIT
ACE >HOST 'EDIT TOIAC1
(delete RIM non data lines at beginning and at end of file TOIAC)
ACE >GETG TOIAC MESHB.FROMRIM +
POINT,12 ,X,R2 ,Y,R2
ACE >PRINT MESHB.FROMRIM $A *
Note on Character Data - ACE and RIM use an apostrophe and a double quote,
respectively, as enclosing delimiters for character data. The delimiter is
required if the data contains an embedded blank or special character. An
embedded delimiter must be doubled. The ACE PRINT command does not
automatically enclose character data with delimiters, but can be made to add
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a beginning and trailing double quote to an attribute value via appropriate
definition of the PRINT format. If POINT is a character data attribute, then
the appropriate ACE command would be
ACE >REDEFINE MESH.B POINT,CIO/11H" ,A, 1H1"
RIM's UNLOAD command always encloses character data in double quotes. The
quotes have to be converted to apostrophes (if required) or eliminated by an
editor before input to the ACE GETG command.
Note on Non-Sealars - RIM input requires one level of parentheses for vectors
and two levels for matrices. The ACE PRINT command does not automatically
enclose non-scalars with parentheses, but can be made to add a left and right
parentheses by adding parentheses literals to the PRINT-items list.
As an illustration, if the X and Y coordinates from the previous example were
defined in the form of a 2 by n matrix XY, then the PRINT command would be
ACE > PRINT MESH.B POINT,'(',XY[..),')' *
RIM's UNLOAD command always uses parentheses to define vectors and matrices.
GETG does not accept parentheses, thus these must be eliminated (e.g. by
editing) before GETG is executed.
For other special operations involving non-scalars, the ACE PRINT
dimensionality function $D, and cardinality functions $C and $Ci, may also be
useful in transferring information about the data.
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3.17 SAMSAN
SAMSAN (Reference 19) is an expandable library of state-of-the-art algorithms
for classical analysis of large order systems emphasizing SAMpled System
ANalysis. The general RUN schematic for executing the SAMSAN module within
ACE is shown in Figure 3.17-1. The following is a summary of SAMSAN RUN
parameters which may be specified.
STD = standard load module name (default = NULL)
EXE = user load module spec
F = basic file name
FIN = input file spec
AREA = array storage area (default = HD)
PRT = print option (default = NO)
The form of the RUN statement is
RUN SAMSAN (STD = name, EXE = name, F = name, FIN = spec,+
AREA = code, PRT = option)
which executes one of the standard or user defined SAMSAN main programs.
STD and EXE are alternate (mutually exclusive) parameters, only one of which
is given in a particular run. STD names a standard (IAC defined) program.
The default STD value is NULL, which prints the parameter file on the
terminal (or log file for batch). The EXE parameter gives the spec for a
special executable load module (user defined) program which may be created
via the ACE LINK command.
The F parameter names the input file (name.DAT) and the output file
(name.OUT). FIN is an optical parameter; if given it defines a complete
input file spec to be used instead of the F-spec name.DAT.
The AREA parameter gives the storage area from/to which IAC arrays are to be
transferred. D indicates database; H indicates host directory; DH indicates
database if possible, else host directory; and HD indicates host directory if
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Figure 3.17-1: SAMSAN RUN Schematic
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possible, else database. For example, a SAMSAN array read operation
following an AREA=DH specification results in an attempt to retrieve the
array from the IAC database; if the retrieval is not successful (e.g.
database not open, invalid IAC file spec, or file not found), an attempt is
then made to retrieve the array from the host directory.
The PRT parameter controls printing of the output listing files, and equals
one of the keyvalues YES, NO (default), or HOLD; YES causes printing followed
by automatic deletion from the user's directory; NO leaves the files
unprinted in the directory; and HOLD causes them to be held for the print
queue, with later printing by the user followed by automatic deletion from
the user's directory.
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4.0 SOLUTION PATHS
In this section some important multi-discipline technical capabilities of IAC
are described in terms of four predefined solution paths, for which
particular computational and data-flow requirements have been identified and
implemented. These solution paths are: I) Standalone; II) Thermal/
Structural; III) Structural/Control (time or frequency domain); and IV)
Thermal/Structural/Control (time domain). A Solution Path V Thermal/
Structural/Control (fully coupled) has been studied and is a possible future
extension, applicable to problems such as thermal flutter. (See Appendix
F.4). The solution paths are summarized in Figure 4.0-1.
A modular philosophy has been emphasized in developing these IAC solution
path capabilities; that is, the various computational and data-flow
operations have been implemented as individual logical building blocks within
IAC, to be combined by the engineering analyst as required for a particular
application. This modular engineer-in-the-loop approach is used in
preference to the alternative of a more monolithic and highly automated
process. It is felt that the needs of complex design analysis tasks are best
served by a detailed involvement on the part of the analyst, in order to 1)
develop a.n insight into the system behavior, and 2) use this insight in a
creative manner to make required analytical decisions. The solution paths
are therefore described as complete sequences, but are composed of well
defined individual execution steps. The user can run a complete solution
path following the steps indicated, rerun certain portions of a path, or
modify some of the solution steps to suit particular user requirements. The
following sections address each of the respective IAC solution paths.
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Figure 4.0-1: IAC Solution Paths
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4.1 PATH I - STANDALONE
IAC Solution Path I is considered to be simply the set of solution
capabilities provided by the individual technical modules, supplemented by
the data management and graphics capabilities of the IAC system. Sections 2
and 3 of this manual have already discussed IAC capabilities from the
viewpoint of the individual commands and modules which are available. Those
sections are intended to be the primary reference for Solution Path I
activities; they should also provide the user with insight into how the
individual capabilities can be combined to form additional user-defined
solution paths.
4.2 PATH II - THERMAL/STRUCTURAL
The IAC thermal/structural solution path uses an input thermal loading
environment to compute steady-state or transient thermal deformations, via
the coupling of a thermal analyzer and a structural statics analyzer. The
current IAC Solution Path II is based on use of the SINDA or MSC NASTRAN
module for thermal analysis, and MSC NASTRAN for the statics analysis. The
flow diagram in Figure 4.2-1 shows the Solution Path II modules, data flow,
and required RUN statements. Step 1 in this solution path is to run the
thermal analyzer (either nonlinear steady state, or transient), in order to
generate a file of node/time/temperature data. Step 2 is to run the ISIN or
INTA module, which transforms these data into an IAC array. At this point
the MIMIC module may be run in an optional step 3, in order to transform
temperatures from the thermal mesh to the structural mesh. In step 4, the
INSAT module is run. This extracts data at user-specified time points,
transforms it into NASTRAN thermal-load-set form, merges these load sets and
a time/subcase correlation table with a user-supplied NASTRAN statics input
file, and generates an enhanced NASTRAN input file. Finally, step 5 runs the
NASTRAN structural statics analyzer to compute displacements
and stresses, including results for each thermal load case. (If desired, the
statics analysis could be performed using NASTRAN Rigid-Format-Alter
IACDMAP5, followed by execution of the INSA module, in order to store various
computed quantities for query and evaluation.)
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Figure 4.2-1: Solution Path II - Thermal/Structural
4.3 PATH III - STRUCTURAL/CONTROL
The IAC structural/control solution path provides either a time-domain or
frequency-domain analysis, via the coupling of a structural normal-modes
analyzer and a system dynamics module. The current IAC Solution Path III is
based on use of the MSC NASTRAN module for normal-modes analysis, and the
DISCOS module for system dynamics (dynamics and controls) analysis. The flow
diagram in Figure 4.3-1 shows the Solution Path III modules, data flow, and
required RUN statements. Steps 1 and 2 in the solution path are performed
for each flexible body in the system. Step 1 is to run a NASTRAN normal-
modes analysis for the body. Step 2 is to run the INDA module. This module
extracts dynamics data for user-specified mode numbers, contracts the data to
eliminate any non-selected modes, and generates required IAC array and
relation files. Step 3 is to run the DISCOS module, whose input file may
contain IAC file references to dynamics data for all of the flexible bodies
in the system, in order to perform either a time-domain or frequency-domain
analysis. Results of the DISCOS system analysis can then be displayed and
evaluated using the printer output and/or the interactive graphics
capabilities.
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4.4 PATH IV - THERMAL/STRUCTURAL/CONTROL
The IAC thermal/structural/control solution path provides a time-domain
structural-control capability, as in Path III, but with the added capability
to handle quasi-static time varying thermal loading effects. The methodology
for Solution Path IV is described in Appendix F. It is assumed that thermal
effects are weakly coupled with the system dynamics behavior, i.e. that the
thermal loads can be computed a priori without direct regard for the dynamic
changes in configuration. Although the primary purpose of this solution path
is to handle quasi-static thermal loadings, the requirements for handling
quasi-static mechanical loadings are virtually identical, and both types of
loadings may be included independently or in a combined fashion.
IAC Solution Path IV is usually implemented using four technical modules - a
transient thermal analyzer, a structural dynamic normal-modes analyzer, a
structural static deformation analyzer, and a system dynamics analyzer. The
current IAC solution path is based on use of the SINDA or MSC NASTRAN module
for the thermal analysis, NASTRAN for normal-modes and statics analyses, and
the DISCOS module for the time-domain system dynamics analysis. The flow
diagram in Figure 4.4-1 shows the modules, data flow, and required RUN
statements for operation of the last part of Solution Path IV. The diagram
assumes that required data from the transient thermal and the normal-modes
analyses are already existing as IAC files (see Solution Paths II and III),
and therefore only the NASTRAN static deformation and DISCOS system dynamics
modules are described.
Steps 1 through 4 in this solution path are performed for each flexible body
in the system. Steps 1 and 2 involve the building of an enhanced bulk input
file for the NASTRAN structural statics run, via the modules INSAT and INSAM;
these two modules may be run in either order. INSAT uses an IAC
node/time/temperature array to add thermal load sets, as described in Section
3.9. INSAM uses an IAC dynamic mode-shapes array to add appropriate scalar
freedom and MPC definitions, as described in Section 3.10. The effect of the
INSAM-generated data additions is to transform the NASTRAN static problem
from a nodal (physical coordinates) basis to a modal (generalized
coordinates) basis.
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The mode-shapes definitions supplied to INSAM for the Solution Path IV
analysis could be chosen by the user in any one of several forms:
1. Dynamics modes (e.g. created via NASTRAN IACDMAP1 and INDA) which are
orthogonal or orthonormal with respect to the nodal mass or stiffness
matrix.
2. Selected nonorthogonal thermal deformation shapes.
3. Arbitrary user defined mode shapes.
4. Some combination of 1, 2, and 3, above.
The selection criterion should be that the mode shapes must allow an
acceptable simulation of the actual time history behavior, via a DISCOS time-
domain analysis.
Step 3 is to run the NASTRAN statics module, in order to compute the output
file of nodal and modal thermal displacement time histories. This is
accomplished using the NASTRAN Rigid-Format-Alter sequence IACDMAP5, as
discussed in Section 3.1.2. Step 4 is to run the INSA module, which inserts
the required modal displacement array into the database.
Step 5 is to run a DISCOS time-domain analysis, including input quasi-static
loads. These loads for Solution Path IV are in the form of a
mode/time/thermal-displacement IAC array (one array per flexible body).
DISCOS integrates the solution over time, using linear interpolation on the
mode/time/displacement data to compute the quasi-static loads at each time
step.
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5.0 DATA ORGANIZATION AND STORAGE
The IAC approach to data organization and storage provides a formal database
and data management system, complete with various types of data structures,
detailed data manipulation and query, etc. The approach also provides for
cataloging and the efficient storage and handling of less structured types of
data, which are of critical concern to most computational modules. This
section describes both of these very different but complementary IAC
features.
The section is intended to be used for two purposes: 1) as a help for the
more sophisticated users, who wish to understand the detailed structure and
handling of IAC data; and 2) as a reference for application programmers, who
need to call IAC utility routines and/or directly access and manipulate IAC
data.
Section 5.1 describes the three types of IAC data areas (database, workspace
and host file system). Section 5.2 summarizes the two types of IAC files
(structured and unstructured). Sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively describe
the IAC structured data file types (RELATION, ARRAY and USER) in general, and
the RELATION and ARRAY file types in particular. Finally, Section 5.5
discusses the three IAC provided techniques (integrated, interfaced and
generic) for accomplishing data flow between different modules.
5.1 DATA AREAS
IAC provides for access to, and communication between, three types of data
areas: 1) a concurrent multi-user database; 2) a RAM memory user-specific
workspace; and 3) the ordinary host computer file system.
An IAC database is a permanent storage area containing a cataloged collection
of IAC files. The workspace provides for direct user processing of IAC data
(e.g. for data definition, manipulation and query) as well as for support of
executive or application program data processing requirements. An IAC data-
base or a host computer file may be accessible to many different users, while
an IAC workspace is a private area accessible, to only a single
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user. IAC data transfer utilities (see Section 6.3) provide for various
kinds of communication between the three types of data areas.
The following Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 deal with the respective data-
base, workspace and host file system data areas.
5.1.1 DATABASE
The schematic of an IAC database is shown in Figure 5.1-1. The database is
stored in, and is identified by the spec of, a host directory (or subdirec-
tory). Only one IAC database may reside in a particular directory;
conversely, the directory may contain additional data which is not associated
with the database.
The physical database consists of a number of individual host files, two of
which (the activities file and the catalog file) have special significance.
The logical database consists of a number of 'IAC files' (cataloged files),
each of which may consist of a data host file and/or an associated text host
file. IAC files are discussed in Section 5.2. The remainder of this section
is presented in two topics: the first describes the database activities, and
the second describes the database catalog.
Database Activities - The database activities file is a sequential formatted
file, used to control multi-user concurrent access to the database; the host
spec of this file is IACACT.IAC. The activities file consists of 85-
character records.
The first 4 records comprise an activities header, which describes the
overall database characteristics.
Each succeeding record defines an activity, via the following format.
Item Characters Format
spec 1:43 A43
username 44:53 A10
code 54 Al
date 55:62 A8
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time 63:73 All
runid 74:81 A8
not used 82:85
Activities may be defined for three kinds of entities, as follows.
Code
overall database $DATABASE C,N
catalog $CATALOG R.W.L
IAC file name:number.type;version R,W,D,A,L
An overall database activity is added when the database is opened, and
deleted when it is closed; the code defines the type of open access, and is
either C (concurrent) or N (noconcurrent).
A catalog activity may occur when only the catalog attributes are to be
processed, or when these attributes must be processed in order to process the
cataloged IAC files; the code indicates the type of catalog processing, and
is either R (read), W (write) or L (lock).
An IAC file activity code is either R (read), W (write), D (delete), A
(archive) or L (lock). Note that the code A indicates either an archive or
unarchive activity; L indicates a lock against all activities.
The following table defines the relationships between various activities on a
particular entity.
Codes allowed Codes allowed
Existing code (other runid) (same runid)
C C C
N N
R R R
W W
0 D
A A
L — RWDAL
Database Catalog - The database catalog file is a sequential binary file,
used to store the file level attributes for each IAC file in the database;
the host spec of this file is IACCAT.IAC.
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Figure 5.1-1: IAC Database Schematic
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The database catalog file is a structured file of class RELATION (see
Sections 5.3 and 5.4). It contains the following 16 attributes.
Name Type Format Description
NAME CIO 1X.A10 IAC file name
NUMBER II IX,110 IAC file number
TYPE CIO 1X.A10 IAC file type
VERSION II IX,110 IAC file version
CLASS CIO 1X,A10 RELATION, ARRAY, USER, or ANY
STATUS Cl IX,Al N=normal, A=archived, I=incomplete
DATASPEC C20 1X,A20 Data file host spec
TEXTSPEC C20 1X.A20 Text file host spec
DATE C8 IX,A8 Date cataloged
TIME Cll IX,All Time cataloged
OWNER CIO 1X,A10 Owner (creator)
MODULE CIO 1X,A10 Creating module
PO C5 IX,A5 Owner privileges (RWDAL)
PN C5 IX,A5 Non-owner privileges (RWDAL)
KEYWORDS C50 /1X,A50 Keywords identification string
TITLE C80 /1X,A50 Title identification string
5.1.2 WORKSPACE
This section describes the architecture and application of the IAC workspace.
The following topics describe the general approach, the workspace organiza-
tion, and some specific information relative to the executive program work-
space.
General Approach - Memory storage requirements within IAC tend to involve
many different groups of data, and neither the number of such groups nor
their individual sizes can be predetermined. The IAC approach to this
problem is to assign, for each user, a RAM memory storage area (either real
or virtual). Associated storage management software is provided to
dynamically allocate the assigned memory into logical subareas as they are
required. The host addressing and/or paging algorithm then supports the
location and retrieval of data within the individual subareas, in a manner
transparent to the IAC software. This memory storage area, and the
associated IAC management software, is referred to as the IAC workspace.
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The workspace was designed to support general application modules, as well as
the particular needs of the executive program. A module may utilize an IAC
workspace either as a simple dynamic buffer for data input and output, or in
a more sophisticated manner to provide dynamic memory management for part or
all of the module's data. The workspace provides memory operations such as
allocation, deletion, extension and truncation. The workspace manager
software is provided as a set of documented utility subroutines (see Section
6) in order to facilitate its utilization by application module programmers.
Workspace Organization - The workspace is an area of real or virtual memory,
unique to each IAC user and module. The workspace consists of two FORTRAN 77
array areas: one dimensioned in numeric storage units and the other dimen-
sioned in character storage units. Each area is dynamically broken into sub-
areas called entries, which are the basic elements targeted by the workspace
utilities.
An entry can be a vector from an IAC table or array, in which case its data
elements are all of the same type. However, this is not required; for
example, each record in an IAC USER class file may become an entry in an IAC
workspace.
All entries are described in the workspace TOC (table of contents). The TOC
is a table whose rows refer to entries in the workspace and whose columns
contain identification, size and location information. As entries are added,
modified and deleted, the workspace manager updates the TOC information.
The TOC contains seven numeric-type columns and two character-type columns,
as described in Figure 5.1-3a.
When a module requests the creation of a workspace, it specifies the size of
the numeric and character areas (see utility IACBEG in Section 6). Four
active rows are initially defined in the new TOC. The first two rows are
used by the TOC for its own self description, since the TOC storage itself
requires a numeric and a character entry. The next two rows describe the
initial free space. The initialized TOC configuration is shown in Figure
5.1-3b. There the number of rows in the TOC is denoted by 'n', the size in
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BID ELEN ELOC ESOB ENOB . NUL1 NUL2 ENAM ETYP
EID
ELEN
ELOC
ESOB
ENOB
NUL1,
NUL2
ENAM
ETYP
E.ID
(Entry ID) This is an integer which is the basis for communication
between the workspace user and manager. Its values are:
+ for numeric entries (EID = row number in TOC)
for character entries (EID = - row number in TOC)
0 for unassigned entries (inactive, unused TOC rows)
(Entry LENgth) This integer is the size in number of FORTRAN numeric
or character 'units' of the entry. Special values are:
+ for allocated entries
for free space entries
(Entry LOCation) The index of the first storage location of the
entry in numeric or character units is in this integer.
(Entry Size Of Block) Entries are stored by physical subunits called
'blocks' which are constant in size (measured in number of numeric or
character units). The size of these blocks is given in this integer.
Special values are:
+ permits the workspace manager to increase or decrease the ENOB
permits the manager to increase but not decrease the ENOB
(Entry Number Of Blocks) This integer is the number of blocks
assigned to the entry.
(NULL spaces 1 & 2) These numeric spaces are not normally
used. However, the workspace manager may use these columns for
sorting and other randomly occurring operations.
(Entry NAMe) This 10-character string is the name of the entry.
Special system names begin with a "$".
(Entry TYPe) This 10-character string is the type of the entry.
Special system types begin with a "$".
(a) TOC Column Definitions
ELEN ELOC ESOB ENOB NUL1 NUL2 ENAM ETYP
1
-2
3
-4
0
7n
20n
-(lnum-7n)
-(lchr-20n)
--
etc.
1
1
7n+l
20n+l
—
1
1
1
1
--
7n
20n
lnum-7n
lchr-20n
--
—
—
—
--
—
—
—
—
—
—
TOC
TOC
FREESPACE
FREESPACE
NUMERIC
CHARACTER
NUMERIC
CHARACTER
(b) TOC Initial Configuration
Figure 5.1-3: Workspace TOC
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numeric units of the numeric area is 'Inum', and the size in character units
of the character area is 'Ichr'. Rows 5 through 'n' are initially marked as
unassigned, with EID = 0. The TOC can be increased or decreased in size as
required. The workspace manager keeps track of frequently needed items of
information about the TOC such as 'n1 or the currently available number of
unassigned rows.
The workspace manager utilities are defined in detail in Section 6. Users
should always go through an IAC utility to modify or access the workspace
TOC, or the TOC may become corrupted.
Executive Program Workspace - The ACE executive program utilizes an IAC
workspace to support most of its operations, including command processing,
module execution, and data manipulation and query. By utilizing the
workspace concept, the executive has been able to avoid virtually all of the
arbitrary and annoying potential restrictions on individual sizes (for
example, the maximum number of conditions in a user query, the maximum size
of an input command or an output logical data group, or the maximum number of
parts in a data structure).
A major use of the workspace within the executive program involves the local
storage and manipulation of IAC files. In order to manage these files, the
executive maintains a workspace catalog whose organization is somewhat
similar to that of the database catalog. The executive workspace catalog may
be considered to logically contain the following attributes.
Name Type Description
SPEC C43 IAC file spec (name:number.type;version)
CLASS CIO RELATION, ARRAY, USER or ANY
OATAPSEC C20 Data file host spec
TEXTSPEC C20 Text file host spec
PO C5 Owner privileges (RWDAL)
PN C5 Non-owner privileges (RWDAL)
KEYWORDS C50 Keywords identification string
TITLE C80 Title identification string
EIDEID II Entry ID list
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The EIDEID attribute is the ID of the workspace entry which contains the list
of all entry ID's for the data file. EIDEID provides access to these
entries; it is used by the executive to display information such as the
number of entries and the total logical sizes (numeric and character storage
units) of all combined entries in the file.
5.1.3 HOST FILE SYSTEM
The host file system may be used within IAC for several different purposes.
Typical functions of the system are briefly summarized in the following
topics.
Support of the Database - As indicated by Figure 5.1-1, the IAC database
architecture extensively utilizes the host file system capabilities. The
database activities, the database catalog, and the database cataloged data
and text information (see Section 5.2) are all organized as individual host
files in the database directory.
This form of organization allows a user, when necessary, to access
information in the files directly via host operating system commands. It is
an efficient approach for storing arbitrary application program formatted
data (unstructured files) in the database, because it does not require
copying and reformatting of that data. Finally, it tends to increase the
robustness of the database, because operating anomalies (e.g. hardware or
power failures, software errors) do not destroy the integrity of the database
through broken addressing chains, etc.; any resulting data destruction is
localized to a single file, and standard host operating system tools can be
used for backup and recovery.
Logical Extension of the Workspace - The host file system is also used as a
logical extension of the IAC workspace, during storing and processing of data
and text files. For example, the IAC basic file transfer utilities (IACGET
and IACPUT) serve to transfer files between the database and the 'workspace';
the actual workspace is used for structured data files, while the user's host
file system directory is used for text and unstructured data files. This
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provides for 'native mode1 editing and manipulation of the text and
unstructured files, using standard operating system capabilities.
Support of Arbitrary User Functions - The host file system supports several
IAC related user functions. The ACE HOST command allows a user, from within
the ACE executive program, to execute any sequence of host operating system
commands; these may include various operations involving the host file
system. Executive program input commands or data, and various types of
executive output, may be directly supported by the host file system.
The executive generic data-flow capability (see Section 5.5) provides a very
important interface to the host file system. By this means, selected data
within character formatted host files can be communicated to or from
structured data files in the executive workspace; this data can in turn be
manipulated and queried, or transmitted to or from an IAC database.
An IAC structured file (RELATION, ARRAY or USER class) may consist of a data
and/or a text host file. These host files may, if necessary, be individually
accessed by the user.
Finally, an IAC unstructured file (ANY class) is a host file, in its
originaly created form, which has been cataloged into an IAC database.
Application modules often logically treat such files as host files, and read
them directly.
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5.2 IAC FILES
This section gives the definition of an IAC file, explains the syntax of an
IAC file spec, and summarizes the IAC file organization.
IAC File Definition - Logically, an IAC file is a group of information, which
is cataloged in an IAC database or in an ACE executive workspace.
Physically, the IAC file consists of a data file, which contains 'structured1
or 'unstructured' data (see last topic in this section), and/or a text host
file, which contains textual information describing the contents of the IAC
file. The database or workspace catalog contains associated information,
such as title, keywords, class and access privileges.
IAC File Spec - An IAC file spec has the four-part form
name:number.type;version
where "rnumber" and ";version" are optional user inputs.
The name and type are maximum 10-character alphanumerics, with first
character alpha. Alpha includes upper case A-Z and underscore "_". The
number and version are any integers representable via the FORTRAN "110"
format. If the number is not specified, the default is 1. If the version is
not specified, the default is the highest version for an existing spec, or
the maximum of (l,highest+l) for a new spec.
A reference to an existing IAC file spec may in some contexts (e.g. in the
IACUNC utility or the executive GET command) include wild cards "*" within
any part of the spec, to indicate "any existing", i.e. any null or non-null
sequence of characters. A definition for a new IAC file spec may in some
contexts (e.g. in the IACREN utility or the executive RENAME command) include
a single wild card "*" for any part of the spec, to indicate "same as
existing part".
IAC File Organization - As noted previously, an IAC file physically consists
of a data file and/or a text host file. The data file may be stored,
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depending upon the context, either as a host file or as a number of entries
in the workspace. Use of an IAC file spec generally indicates an operation
on the entire logical IAC file; for example, the IACDEL utility or the
executive DELETE command deletes both the data file and the text host file.
The text host file contains user defined textual information describing the
contents of the IAC file. The text file is character formatted.
The data file may be 'unstructured' (IAC class is ANY). In this case the
file must exist as a host file, either in the database host directory if the
IAC file is logically in the database, or in the user host directory if the
IAC file is logically in the workspace. The IAC system does not alter, or
insert any information into, the data file during the cataloging process.
Alternatively, the data file may be 'structured1 (IAC class is RELATION,
ARRAY or USER). In this case the file may exist in one of two ways, either
as a host file in the database if the IAC file is logically in the database,
or as a number of entries in the workspace if the IAC file is logically in
the workspace. The detailed organization of IAC structured data files is
described in the next Section 5.3.
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5.3 STRUCTURED DATA FILES
A structured data file contains data in an IAC standard organization and
format. The logical IAC file, of which the data file is a part, is
designated as belonging to one of the classes RELATION, ARRAY or USER.
Generation of data in the form of a structured file will allow various kinds
of transfer of the data via IAC standard utilities; the RELATION and ARRAY
classes of files also enable detailed query of their data via ACE executive
commands.
5.3.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATION
Figure 5.3-1 illustrates typical forms for the ARRAY, RELATION and USER class
data structures (data files). Each class can be most effective for
particular applications.
The ARRAY is probably the most important IAC data structure. It is effective
for both computational and query purposes, and is used to support most of the
IAC technical module interfaces. This structure is a generalization of
vector and matrix type data, and can be considered to include the RELATION
structure as a subset. The ARRAY shown in Figure 5.3-1 is 2-dimensional and
contains transient nodal temperature data. The core of the general structure
consists of one or more arrays of arbitrary order (e.g. a matrix may be
represented as a second order ARRAY), and each dimension (index) may be of
arbitrary size. In order to facilitate user query of the data, each index
may have an associated table (relation) consisting of one or more labels.
Each part of the structure (i.e label or array) can be referenced by name.
An important feature of the ARRAY is the ability to also reference data by
index (IAC provides a linear array index as well as an index for each of the
dimensions). The ARRAY data structure is used to handle much of the data for
IAC modules and solution paths, e.g. nodal temperature data, mode shapes,
mass and stiffness matrices, displacement and stress data, and
plant/controller definition matrices.
The RELATION data structure represents table type data. It may be of
arbitrary size, as measured by its number of columns and number of rows.
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Figure 5.3-1: IAC Data Structures
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Each column can be referenced by name, and values may also be referenced by
index (row number). The RELATION shown in Figure 5.3-1 contains simple
configuration type data. For many applications the RELATION is inferior to
the ARRAY, in terms of storage and computational efficiency, as well as query
capabilities. However, IAC usage has shown the RELATION to be effective in
representing management type data (e.g. data on costs, schedules and
personnel), in defining project configurations, and for numerically
representing certain types of graphics data. The IAC database catalog is
another special type of relation structure. The relational form also can be
useful in communications between different integrated systems, since other
data forms can usually be converted into logically equivalent relational
form.
The USER data structure provides a user with considerable flexibility in
defining arbitrary groups of data and relationships among them. IAC facili-
ties handling of USER data by providing a standard means of organizing the
user defined data groups, and of managing the associated data types, data
group identifiers, and sizes.
5.3.2 PHYSICAL ORGANIZATION
A structured data file is stored in the host file system as a binary
sequential file. (It is generally accepted in the data management field that
if more than 5 percent of a data set is to be processed, then sequential
access is most efficient; this is the case for most engineering
applications.) There are three types of records in the file; these records
are referred to, respectively, as Record 0, Record 1, and Entry Records.
Each type of record is described in one of the following topics.
Record 0 - Record 0 consists of a single 30-character string, defined as
follows.
Item Characters Format Description
IAC 1:10 A10 IAC identifier
class 11:20 A10 RELATION, ARRAY or USER
unit 21 Al Record 1 unit flag (C)
size 22:30 19 Record 1 size
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The data is binary; however, the Format column indicates how the data could
be transferred (via reads or writes) between an internal character array and
appropriate FORTRAN variables. (Note that some machines do not even
differentiate between binary character and formatted character data.) In
other words, the character values in the record are left justified, and the
integer value is right justified.
The unit and size values enable reading of the following Record 1. The unit
value is always C, indicating that Record 1 contains character data; the size
value indicates the number of character storage units contained in Record 1.
Record 1 - The next record, referred to as Record 1, is an ordered list of
30-character strings, each of which describes a succeeding record (an Entry
Record) in the file. The size of Record 1, in characters, is the size value
from Record 0; it is equal to 30 times the number of Entry Records. Each 30-
character string is defined as follows.
Item Characters Format Description
name 1:10 A10 Entry (record) name
type 11:20 A10 Entry type
unit 21 Al Entry unit flag (N or C)
size 22:30 19 . Entry size
The Format column is to be interpreted in the same manner as for Record 0.
The unit and size values enable reading of the corresponding Entry Records.
A unit value of N indicates that the entry (record) contains numeric data,
and C indicates character data; the size value indicates the number of
numeric or character storage units contained in the entry.
The name and type together comprise the name.type identifier for the entry.
Each name or type is a 10-character alphanumeric, with first character alpha.
Alpha here includes upper-case A-Z, underscore "_", and the system reserved
designator "$". Each entry identifier within a particular file should be
unique.
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The following table provides a list of currently defined entry names and
types, and the corresponding structured file classes (A, R, U respectively
denote ARRAY, RELATION, USER) in which the entry may be contained.
Name Type Classes Description
name type A,R,U General user defined vector
$RELATION $DES R Relation descriptor
$ARRAY $DESO A Array index 0 descriptor
$ARRAY $DESi A Array index i descriptor
name $ATT A,R Attribute values
name $ATTL A,R Attribute element lengths (numeric
or character storage units)
name $ATTi A,R Nonscalar attribute index i size
(elements)
name $RULE A,R Data validation rule (conditions)
Any of the three classes of structured files may contain general user defined
vector entries. The name and type for such an entry are arbitrary, as long
as they follow the convention defined above, and do not contain "$". The
general user defined entry may contain an arbitrary group (vector) of numeric
or character data. The entry may be used within a USER class file as part of
a user defined data structure; it may also be stored within a RELATION or
ARRAY class file, as additional information not associated with the standard
defined data structure.
The types beginning with $DES are used to store descriptor information for a
RELATION or ARRAY (see Section 5.4).
The types beginning with $ATT contain information for a particular attribute
in a RELATION or ARRAY; the attribute is identified by1 the associated name.
The $ATT (with no catenated characters) type entry is always present for each
attribute and contains the attribute values. The other $ATT (with catenated
characters) type entries may be used to define additional information needed
for the attribute. In order to explain these other types, let the following
parameters be defined.
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nt = number of tuples (rows in a RELATION, or in an ARRAY
associated relation)
ne = number of stored data elements in an attribute; for a scalar
attribute, ne = nt; for a nonscalar attribute, ne = sum (over
nt) of products of the attribute index sizes.
nu = number of storage units (numeric or character) used per data
element.
The $ATTL entry, if present, indicates, variable length elements; it is cur-
rently used only for character attributes defined with a C* data. type. Using
the above parameter definitions, the $ATTL entry contains ne integer lengths
(values of nu), and gives the number of storage units in each data element,
i.e. the number which may be thought of as replacing the variable length *
indicator.
A $ATTi entry, if present, indicates variable size associated with index
number i of a nonscalar attribute.. Each $ATTi entry contains nt integer
sizes. For example, an attribute having a subscript definition [*,,5,*] would
have associated entry types $ATT1 and $ATT3.
The $RULE entry type contains a standard IAC condition, in character string
form, for checking the validity of data within a RELATION or ARRAY (e.g.
after loading or changing). The data is valid if a TALLY type query results
in selection of all tuples from the file.
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5.4 RELATION AND ARRAY FILES
Section 5.3 describes the general characteristics and physical organization
of IAC data structures (structured files). The present section provides some
additional details of the physical organization for RELATION and ARRAY files,
in particular the organization of their descriptor entries.
Entry types beginning with $DES are used to store descriptor information for
a RELATION or ARRAY. This information defines how the other entries are
' /
logically related within the overall data structure.
Each descriptor is stored as a character entry (record). A RELATION has one
descriptor. An ARRAY might logically be considered to be a group of one or
more associated relations; the ARRAY contains at most one RELATION-like
descriptor entry for each index (for the linear index 0, and for each of the
dimensioning indexes 1, 2, etc.). As an example, consider a 2-dimensional
ARRAY, with an associated table (relation) corresponding to index 2. This
data structure would have a $ARRAY.$DESO entry describing the characteristics
of the core array, and a $ARRAY.$DES2 entry describing the characteristics of
the associated table.
Each descriptor contains an initial string of 50 characters, which describes
overall characteristics of the relation (or core array). This is followed by
another string of 50 characters for each attribute. Note that the core of an
ARRAY structure may contain more than one attribute, i.e. multiple arrays of
possibly different data types may be stacked together.
The substring items defined within the initial 50-character string, and each
succeeding 50-character string, are described below.
Item
na
nt
ardim
Characters
1:5
6:15
16:35
36:50
Format Description
15 Number of attributes
110 Number of tuples
A20 Array dimensions
(blank for relation)
Not used
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name 1:10 A10 Attribute name
atdim 11:20 A10 Attribute dimensions
(blank for scalar)
type 21:25 A5 Attribute data type
format 26:50 A25 Output display format
The Format column is to be interpreted merely as a method for reading values
from, or- writing them to, an internal character array (see Section,5.3.1,
Record 0 topic).
If the descriptor is associated with a linear array index 0, the item na
often has the value 1; however, it may be larger if the file.contains
multiple arrays. The s.ize nt is the size of the associated index. The item,
ardim is blank except for an array linear index 0; in that case it defines
the array dimensions, with the product of the dimensions equal to nt; ardim
contains no internal blanks, and its dimensions are separated by commas.
The item name is an alphanumeric (see Section 5.3).
The item atdim has a value similar to ardim, and defines the index sizes
(dimensions) for a nonscalar attribute; each size is either a pos.itive
integer value, or the value "*•" which indicates variable size.
The item type has one of the values II, Rl, R2, Zl, Z2, LI, Cn or C*; the n
is an integer value, and "*" denotes variable length, character string.
The item format may be any FORTRAN 77 compatible format (outer parentheses
not required), valid for output display of the scalar attribute or nonscalar
attribute element.
The following requirements should be noted for ARRAY and RELATION files.
1. A RELATION or ARRAY may not have a descriptor which defines no
attributes.
2. Array dimensions must be greater than zero.
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3. The descriptor for a core array (index 0) must exist and must be
consistent with any other existing descriptors (index 1, 2, etc.) for
the ARRAY.
4. The descriptor for a core array (index 0) may not contain "*", i.e.
all nonscalars must have fixed dimensions and data types must be
fixed length.
5. All entry identifiers (name and type) must be unique within the file.
6. A file may contain entries other than those referenced by a
descriptor.
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5.5 DATA FLOW TECHNIQUES
IAC facilitates the flow of data between different modules or between a
module and the user, by providing a central database storage area, standard
data structures and formats, and various data management tools. In order to
serve the needs of diverse modules and users for communicating with the
database, IAC provides three different data flow techniques. Referring to
Figure 5.5-1, these techniques are denoted respectively by the terms
"integrated," "interfaced," and "generic." Each technique is useful for
certain types of applications depending upon the particular module
characteristics, the resources available, and current and future user needs.
In describing these techniques here the emphasis is on dealing, with already
existing modules, but many of the same considerations apply even if a new
module is being developed specifically for use within the IAC system.
In the integrated approach, IAC database read/write utilities are linked
directly into the module, along with any necessary code for conversion of
data structures and formats. This approach can be effective if a fairly
mature module source code is available, programming personnel are familiar
with the module code, and. the current and future data flow requirements are
well defined. Integrated data flow has been provided for IAC modules such as
DISCOS and ORACLS.
The interfaced technique uses an intermediate module, called an interface
module, to bridge between the database and a module formatted binary file.
(In some cases, especially for database-to-module flow, a character formatted
file such as a module card, image input file may be utilized.) This technique
can be used effectively where module source code is not available or the
software is difficult to modify, and the module is capable of reading or
writing the required data via a module defined file. It is also helpful
where users wish to save significant quantities of module computed data on an
output file, and then to decide at some later time which selected items of
data are to be converted and stored in the database. Interface modules are
used to provide data flow for IAC modules such as SINDA and NASTRAN. In the
case of NASTRAN, several different interface modules have been developed;
some of these modules process NASTRAN generated binary files to extract
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Figure 5.5-1: IAC Data Flow Techniques
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computed nodal temperatures, static displacements, normal modes data, etc.;
other modules use data in an IAC database to generate enhanced bulk input
files for NASTRAN containing added data such as thermal load sets or
constraint equations.
The generic data flow aproach is characterized by a human-readable character
formatted file, and user-in-the-loop control. The process tends to be less
automated than for the integrated or interfaced technique, but provides con-
siderable flexibility and may in some cases prove to be more efficient. As
implemented within the IAC executive, the generic data processor provides the
user with sophisticated tools for selecting and formatting the data to be
read or written. Data may be selected based on criteria such as line,
positions or groups, character positions or values, presence or absence of
certain character sequences, or similar criteria applied to free-field data
items within the line. The IAC generic data flow capability is often used to
extract data from printed output files, e.g. NASTRAN stress data, so that the
data can be queried and plotted. It is helpful in generating partial input
files, e.g. a list of element or node point definitions from data available
in the database. The generic technique has many other uses as well, such as
in transferring data between two different types of host computers.
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6.0 IAC UTILITIES
The IAC Utilities are FORTRAN 77 subroutines or functions that are callable
by user programs as well as by IAC application modules and the ACE Executive.
All IAC utility procedures and common blocks are named with 'IAC' as the
first three characters. Programmers are encouraged NOT to name their own
procedures and common blocks starting with these letters so that utility
references can be easily identified.
Section 6.1 describes the Workspace Utilities, which aid in managing the RAM
memory area assigned to each user. These utilities are named 'lACWxx' to
identify them. They can be used to find, describe, allocate and deallocate
'entries' in the Workspace.
Section 6.2 is concerned with the Database/File Management Utilities; these
can be used to manage the database, or to manipulate whole files without the
necessity of copying them into the workspace first. However, editing or
searching type functions here deal only with the database catalog, and not
with individual files.
Section 6.3 describes the File Transfer Utilities. These move files or
portions thereof between the IAC Database, the Workspace, and Host Files.
Section 6.4 describes Utility Condition Processing. Information is given
concerning condition processing variables and the message utility.
Miscellaneous Utilities are described in Section 6.5. The general purpose
functions available to the programmer but not described in a previous section
are given here.
Last is Section 6.6 consisting of an abbreviated summary of all utilities.
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6.1 WORKSPACE UTILITIES
A Brief Review of the Workspace - The Workspace is an area of RAM memory
unique to each IAC user. In it occur all data manipulations not treating an
entire file as an amorphous entity. The Workspace consists of two FORTRAN 77
array areas: one dimensioned in numeric storage units (which includes
logical data) and the other dimensioned in character storage units. Each
area is dynamically broken into subareas called entries, which are the basic
elements targeted by the Workspace utilities.
An entry may be described simply as a group of consecutive numeric or
character storage units. An entry can be a vector from a table or array, in
which case its data elements are all of the same type. However, this is not
required; for example, a record in a USER class file corresponds to an entry,
and may contain an arbitrary collection of data value types.
All entries are described in the Workspace Table of Contents (abbreviated to
TOC). The TOC is a table whose rows refer to entries in the Workspace and
whose columns contain identification, size and location information. As
entries are added, modified, and deleted, the Workspace Manager updates the
TOC information. The following topic subsection describes the TOC more
fully.
Workspace TOC Description - The Workspace Table of Contents (called the TOC)
is a nine column table with a variable number of rows, each row corresponding
to a Workspace 'entry'. There are seven numeric-type columns and two columns
of character type, as described below.
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EID ELEN ELOC ESOB ENOB NUL1 NUL2 ENAM ETYP
EID (Entry ID) This is an integer which is the basis for communication
between the Workspace user and manager. Its values are:
+ for numeric entries (EID = row number in TOC)
for character entries (EID = - row number in TOC)
0 for unassigned entries (inactive, unused TOC rows)
ELEN (Entry LENgth) This integer is the size in number of FORTRAN numeric
or character 'units' of the entry. Special values are:
+ for allocated entries
for free space entries
ELOC (Entry LOCation) The index of the first storage location of the
entry in numeric or character units is in this integer.
ESOB (Entry Size Of Block) Entries are stored by physical subunits called
'blocks' which are constant in size (measured in number of numeric or
character units). The size of these blocks is given in this integer.
Special values are:
+ permits the Workspace manager to increase or decrease the ENOB
permits the manager to increase but not decrease the ENOB
ENOB (Entry Number Of Blocks) This integer is the number of blocks
assigned to the entry.
NUL1, (NULL spaces 1 & 2) These numeric spaces are not normally
NUL2 used. However, the Workspace Manager may use these columns for
sorting and other randomly occurring operations.
ENAM (Entry NAMe) This 10-character string is the name of the entry.
Special system names begin with a "$".
ETYP (Entry TYPe) This 10-character string is the type of the entry.
Special system types begin with a "$".
When the TOC is initialized, the module that requested the creation of the
Workspace defines the size of the character and numeric areas in the
Workspace. Four active rows are initially defined in the new TOC. The first
two rows are used by the TOC for its own self description, since the TOC
storage itself requires a numeric and a character entry. The next two rows
describe the initial free space. The initialized TOC configuration is shown
below.
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EID ELEN ELOC ESOB ENOB NULL NUL2 ENAM ETYP
1
-2
3
-4
0
7n
20n
-(lnum-7n)
-(lchr-20n)
—
etc.
1
1
7n+l
20n+l
—
1
1
1
1
—
7n
20n
lnum-7n
lchr-20n
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
TOC
TOC
FREESPACE
FREESPACE
NUMERIC
CHARACTER
NUMERIC
CHARACTER
The number of rows in the TOC is 'n1, the size in numeric units of the
numeric area is 'Inum1, and the size in character units of the character area
is 'Ichr'. Rows 5 through 'n1 are initially marked as unassigned, with EID =
0. The TOC can be increased or decreased in size as required. The Workspace
Manager keeps track of frequently needed items of information about the TOC
such as 'n1 or the currently available number of unassigned rows.
Users should always go through an IAC utility to modify or access the TOC, or
the TOC may become corrupted.
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Workspace Memory Allocation - IACWAM, IACWAB
SUBROUTINE IACWAM (ENAM, ETYP, UFLAG, ELEN, ELOC, EID)
IAC Workspace Allocate Main entry
Purpose: Allocate an unallocated (freespace) area of a given size.
An unassigned row in the TOC is filled in with argument
values and values supplied from the free space as
determined by the Workspace manager. The allocation
fails if a FREESPACE entry in the TOC cannot accommodate
the allocation request.
TOC columns ESOB and ENOB are set to 1 and ELEN,
respectively.
ENAM (in) Name of new entry.
ETYP (in) Type of new entry.
UFLAG (in) Storage units flag (N for numeric, C for
character).
ELEN (in) Area length needed in UFLAG storage units.
ELOC (out) Starting location in Workspace area (0 if failed).
EIO (out) Entry ID assigned to the new entry (0 if failed).
SUBROUTINE IACWAB (ENAM, ETYP, UFLAG, FRAC, ELEN, ELOC, EIO)
IAC Workspace Allocate Big entry
Purpose: Allocate an area as large as the greater of a given size,
and a given fraction of the largest unallocated
(freespace) area. An unassigned row in the TOC is set to
values from the arguments and values determined by the
workspace manager from the FREESPACE entries in the TOC.
The ESOB and ENOB values are 1 and ELEN, respectively.
The allocation fails if a FREESPACE entry in the TOC
cannot accommodate the allocation request.
ENAM (in) The new entry's name, put in ENAM in the TOC.
ETYP (in) The new entry's type, put in ETYP in the TOC.
UFLAG (in) Indicator for the entry's storage units, N if
numeric or C if character.
FRAC (in) The requested fraction of the largest area in
FREESPACE.
ELEN (in) The minimum required area length, in storage
units.
(out) The actual length allocated (0 if failed).
ELOC (out) The starting location in the Workspace area (0 if
failed).
EIO (out) The new entry's entry ID (0 if failed).
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Workspace Memory Deallocation - IACWED
SUBROUTINE IACWED (EID)
IAC Workspace Entry Deallocate
Purpose: Deallocate a given entry, returning its storage to free
space. This must not be used on subentries or the
entries containing them.
EID (in) An allocated entry's ID, to be deallocated,
(out) 0 if deallocation accomplished, otherwise
unchanged.
Workspace TOC Manipulation - IACWAS, IACWEE, IACWEP, IACWER
SUBROUTINE IACWAS (EID, E.LEN, ESOB, ELOC)
IAC Workspace Attribute Set
Purpose: The length and/or block size of an entry in the Workspace
may be altered by the user to gain more efficiency than
the manager gets. This must not be used on subentries or
the entry containing them.
EID (in) The existing entry's entry ID.
ELEN (in) The new. entry length in the Workspace.
ESOB (in) The new size of block for the entry. If zero, the
Workspace manager may alter the block size as it
sees fit, retaining the. sign of the prior ESOB
value.
ELOC (out) The entry's location in the workspace, changed if
a COPY operation was required, or 0 if the set
operation failed.
SUBROUTINE IACWEE (EID1, EID2)
IAC Workspace Entry Exchange
Purpose: Exchange ID's between two given entries.
All TOC attributes are swapped between the two EID's,
which means all row values except in the EID column are
exchanged.
EID1
EID2
(in)
(in)
One entry ID.
Another entry ID.
SUBROUTINE IACWEP
IAC Workspace Entry Packing
Purpose: The free space is aggregated at the end of the Workspace.
All allocated entries are copied (if necessary) to fill
up the beginning of the Workspace. A single FREESPACE
entry in each of the numeric and character areas is left
at the end.
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SUBROUTINE IACWER (EID, ENAM, ETYP)
IAC Workspace Entry Rename
Purpose: Change the name and type of a Workspace entry.
EID (in) Existing entry's ID.
ENAM (in) The new string to go into the ENAM column in the
TOC.
ETYP (in) The new string to go into the ETYP column in the
TOC.
Workspace Entry Description Retrieval - IACWAR, IACWEA, IACWEI, IACWEL
SUBROUTINE IACWAR (EID, ELEN, ESOB, ELOC)
IAC Workspace Attribute Retrieval
Purpose: Based on the EID, retrieve an entry's length, block size,
and location attributes.
EID (in) Existing entry's ID.
ELEN (out) Length of entry in storage units (0 if not found).
ESOB (out) Size of entry's blocks, less than 0 if the
Workspace manager is forbidden to decrease the
number of blocks that the entry has (0 if not
found).
ELOC (out) Starting location of the entry (0 if not found).
SUBROUTINE IACWEA (EID, ELEN, ELOC, ENAM, ETYP)
IAC Workspace Entry Attributes
Purpose: Based on the EID, retrieve an entry's length, location,
name and type attributes.
EID (in) Existing entry's ID.
ELEN (out) Length of entry in storage units (0 if not found).
ELOC (out) Starting location of the entry (0 if not found).
ENAM (out) Name of the entry (blank if not found).
ETYP (out) Type of the entry (blank if not found).
INTEGER FUNCTION IACWEI (ENAM, ETYP, EIDEID)
IAC Workspace Entry Identifier
Purpose: Return the entry ID based on the name and type, searching
a given list of EID's in an entry whose EID is known.
ENAM (in) Expected name of entry.
ETYP (in) Expected type of entry.
EIDEID (in) EID of an entry which consists of a list of EID's
to be searched.
IACWEI (out) The appropriate entry's EID (0 if no unique one
found).
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SUBROUTINE IACWEL (ENAM, ETYP, EIDEID, ELEN, ELOC, EID)
IAC Workspace Entry Locate
Purpose: Based on an entry's name, type and a list of EID1s to
search among, retrieve the entry's length, location and
ID.
ENAM (in) Expected name of entry.
ETYP (in) Expected type of entry.
EIDEID (in) Entry ID of a list of EID's, one of which should
be an entry with the expected name and type.
ELEN (out) Length in storage units of found entry (0 if
failed).
ELOC (out) Location in the Workspace of the found entry (0 if
failed).
EID (out) Entry ID for the found entry (0 if failed).
Workspace Subentrv Assignment and Deassiqnment - IACWDE, IACWSA
SUBROUTINE IACWDE (EID)
IAC Workspace Deassign Entry
Purpose: Deassign an entry which may intersect or overlap with
entries that are still active, deallocating any areas no
longer referenced by any active entry.
EID (in) Existing entry or subentry ID.
(out) Zero if the deassign succeeds, otherwise left
alone.
SUBROUTINE IACWSA (ENAM, ETYPE, EEID, ELEN, ELOC, EID)
IAC Workspace Subentry Assignment
Purpose: Assign a specified subarea within an existing allocated
area as an entry which can be handled with the normal
entry manipulating utilities. DO NOT DEALLOCATE these
subentries with subroutine IACWED; instead DEASSIGN them
with IACWDE.
ENAM (in) The new subentry's name.
ETYP (in) The new subentry's type.
EEID (in) The existing entry's ID over which the subentry
will be laid.
ELEN (in) The new subentry's length.
ELOC (in) The new subentry's starting location, which must
be within the area of the existing entry which the
subentry intersects.
EID (out) The entry ID granted to the subentry.
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6.2 DATABASE/FILE MANAGEMENT UTILITIES
A Brief Review of the Database - The Database is stored in, and is identified
by the spec of, a host directory or subdirectory. A Database consists of a
number of individual host files, two of which (the activities file and the
catalog file) have special significance.
The activities file (host spec IACACT.IAC) is a sequential formatted file,
used to control multi-user concurrent access to the Database; the first four
records provide some general information for the overall Database, and each
following record defines one of the current activities. The catalog file
(host spec IACCAT.IAC) is a sequential binary file, used to describe and
access the IAC (cataloged) files in the Database; it has the form of a
relation (table), and contains one row for each IAC file.
Each IAC file may consist of two host files - a data file and an associated
textual information file. The data file may be 'structured,' having the IAC
class of RELATION, ARRAY or USER; alternatively it may be 'unstructured,'
having the IAC class of ANY.
Database Catalog Description - The Database catalog contains the following
attributes (columns).
Name Type Format
NAME
NUMBER
TYPE
VERSION
CLASS
STATUS
DATASPEC
TEXTSPEC
DATE
TIME
OWNER
MODULE
PO
PN
KEYWORDS
TITLE
CIO
11
CIO
11
CIO
Cl
C20
C20
C8
Cll
CIO
CIO
C5
C5
C50
C80
1X.A10
IX, 110
1X.A10ix, no
1X.A10
LX.A1
1X,A20
1X,A20
1X.A8
IX, All
1X.A10
1X.A10
IX, A5
IX, A5
/1X.A50
/1X.A80
Description
IAC file name
IAC file number
IAC file type
IAC file version
RELATION, ARRAY, USER, or ANY
N=normal, A=archived, I=incomplete
Data file host spec
Text file host spec
Date cataloged
Time cataloged
Owner (creator)
Creating module
Owner privileges (RWDAL)
Non-owner privileges (RWDAL)
Keywords identification string.
Title identification string
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Values in the type column above refer to the IAC defined data type (I denotes
integer, C denotes character, trailing integer denotes number of numeric or
character storage units).
The NAME, NUMBER, TYPE and VERSION: attributes comprise the IAC file spec,
which has the general form name:number.type;version.
The DATE attribute has the form yy:.mm:dd where yy is the year value 00 to 99,
mm is the month value 0.1 to 12, and dd is the day value 01 to 31. TIME has
the form hh:mm:ss.cc where hh is the hour value 00 to 23, mm. is the minute
value 00 to 59, ss is the second' value 00 to 59, and cc is the hundredth
second value 00 to 99.
PO and PN define the access privileges available to the owner and nonowner,
respectively, of the IAC file. They are packed character values: R
indicates privilege to read; W indicates write; D indicates delete; A
indicates archive and unarchive; and' L indicates lock, i.e.. the privilege to
lock the file against all types of access.
KEYWORDS and TITLE are used for file identification and retrieval purposes.
They may contain any sequence of characters.
Database Open/Close Utilities - IACOPE, IACCLO
SUBROUTINE IACOPE (DBSPEC, USER, STATUS, ACCESS)
IAC OPEn database
Purpose: Open an existing or new database.
DBSPEC (in) Database spec. This is a character string which
defines the spec of an existing host directory or
subdirectory where the database resides. Only one
database per directory or subdirectory is per-
mitted. Opening a database causes any currently
open database to be closed automatically.
USER (in) A maximum 10-character string which defines the
user name. This name becomes the owner when a new
database is opened.
STATUS (in) A keyvalue string equal to OLD or NEW (or an
abbreviation thereof). OLD opens an existing
database, and NEW initializes and opens a new
database.
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ACCESS (in) A keyvalue string equal to CONCURRENT or NOCON-
CURRENT (or an abbreviation thereof). NOCON-
CURRENT provides more efficient access, but does
not support concurrent users or job tasks.
SUBROUTINE IACCLO
IAC CLOse database
Purpose: Close a currently open database.
File Lock/Unlock Utilities - IACLOC, IACUNL
SUBROUTINE IACLOC (FSPECS, ACT)
IAC LOCk activity
Purpose: Enter a username-and-jobid-associated activity into the
activities file of the currently open database. The
activity may relate to the overall database, to the
database catalog, or to one of the cataloged IAC files.
FSPECS (in) A character string containing either a list of IAC
file specifications (the specs are separated by
commas) ; $CATALOG to indicate an activity on the
catalog; or $DATABASE to indicate an activity on
the overall database.
ACT (in) A 1-character string equal to either R (read
activity), W (write), 0 (delete), A (archive), L
(lock against all activities), C (concurrent
open), or N (no-concurrent open).
SUBROUTINE IACUNL (FSPECS, ACT)
IAC UNLock activity
Purpose: Remove a username-and-jobid-associated activity from the
activities file of the currently open database. The
activity may relate to the overall database, to the
database catalog, or to one of the cataloged IAC files.
FSPECS
ACT
(in) A character string containing either a list of IAC
file specifications (the specs are separated by
commas and may include wild card asterisks to
accept all existing substrings as replacement for
the *); $CATALOG (or an abbreviation) to indicate
an activity on the catalog; or $DATABASE (or an
abbreviation) to indicate an access (open)
activity on the overall database.
(in) A 1-character string equal to either C (concurrent
access), N (noconcurrent access), R (read
activity), W (write), D (delete), A (archive), L
(lock), or * (all activities).
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File Archive/Unarchive Utilities - IACARC, IACUNA
SUBROUTINE IACARC (QUAL, FSPECS)
IAC ARChive files listed in catalog
Purpose: Archive IAC files, each consisting of a host data file
and/or an associated host text file, in the currently
open database. The effect of executing this utility is
to change the catalog STATUS attribute for each specified
file to A (archived). The other catalog attributes remain
unchanged, and the file remains in the database
directory. The user has responsibility for physically
removing the file from the database directory and
disposing of the file, after archiving.
QUAL (in) A 1-character string equal to either V (verify) or
N (noverify). V causes a verification message to
be written to the IAC message file(s).
FSPECS (in) The IAC file specifications of the files to be
archived. Wild card asterisks may be used within
any part of the spec to indicate 'all existing1.
SUBROUTINE IACUNA (QUAL, FSPECS)
IAC UNArchive files listed in catalog
Purpose: Unarchive IAC files, each consisting of a host data file
and/or an associated host text file, in the currently
open database. The effect of executing this utility is
to change the catalog STATUS attribute for each specified
file to N (normal). The other catalog attributes remain
unchanged, and the file remains in the database
directory. The user has responsibility for physically
providing the file in the database directory, before
unarchiving.
QUAL (in) A 1-character string equal to either V (verify) or
N (noverify). V causes a verification message to
be written to the IAC message file(s).
FSPECS (in) The IAC file specifications of the files to be
unarchived. Wild card asterisks may be used
within any part of the spec to indicate 'all
existing1.
File Cataloq/Uncataloq Utilities - IACCAT, IACUNC
SUBROUTINE IACCAT (QUAL, FSPEC, FCLASS, EIDATT)
IAC CATalog file into database
Purpose: Catalog an IAC file, consisting of a data host file
and/or an associated text host file, into the currently
open database. The data and/or text host files must
exist in the database directory before cataloging.
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QUAL (in) A 1-character string equal to either V (verify) or
N (noverify). V causes a verification message to
be written to the IAC message file(s).
FSPEC (in) The IAC file specification of the file to be cata-
loged. No asterisk wild cards may be used.
FCLASS (in) The IAC file class, equal to either ARRAY,
RELATION, USER or ANY.
EIDATT (in) The entry ID of a 180-character string of user-
defined catalog attributes OATASPEC, TEXTSPEC, PO,
PN, KEYWORDS and TITLE. See Section 5. A blank
value for DATASPEC or TEXTSPEC indicates that the
respective host data or text file is absent. An
"*" value for PO or PN results in the generation
of a database dependent default value.
SUBROUTINE IACUNC (QUAL, FSPECS)
IAC UNCatalog file from database
Purpose: Uncatalog an IAC file, consisting of a data host file
and/or an associated text host file, from the currently
open database. The data and/or text host files remain in
the database directory after uncataloging.
QUAL (in) A 1-character string equal to either V (verify) or
N (noverify). V causes a verification message to
be written to the IAC message file(s).
FSPECS (in) The IAC file specifications of the files to be
uncataloged. Wild card asterisks may be used
within any part of a spec to indicate 'all
existing1.
File Delete/Purqe/Rename Utilities - IACDEL, IACPUR, IACREN
SUBROUTINE IACDEL (QUAL, FSPECS)
IAC DELete files from database
Purpose: Delete IAC files, each consisting of a host data file
and/or an associated host text file, from the currently
open database. The file attributes are deleted from the
database catalog, and the files are deleted from the
database directory.
QUAL (in) A 1-character string equal to either V (verify) or
N (noverify). V causes a verification message to
be written to the IAC message file(s).
FSPECS (in) The IAC file specifications of the files to be
deleted. Wild card asterisks may be used within
any part of a spec to indicate 'all existing1.
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SUBROUTINE IACPUR (QUAL, FSPECS)
IAC PURge files from database
Purpose: Delete all but the highest version of each specified IAC
file, from the currently open database. The file attri-
butes are deleted from the database catalog, and the
files are deleted from the database directory.
QUAL (in) A 1-character string equal to either V (verify) or
N (noverify). V causes a verification message to
be written to the IAC message file(s).
FSPECS (in) The IAC file specifications of the files to be
purged. Wild card asterisks may be used within
any part of a spec to indicate 'all existing'.
SUBROUTINE IACREN (QUAL, FSPECS, RFSPEC)
IAC REName file in database
Purpose: Change IAC file specifications, in the currently open
database.
QUAL (in) A 1-character string equal to either V (verify) or
N (noverify). V causes a verification message to
be written to the IAC message file(s).
FSPECS (in) The existing IAC file specifications of the files
to be renamed. Wild card asterisks may be used
within any part of the spec to indicate 'all
existing'.
RFSPEC (in) The new IAC file specification for the files to be
renamed. A wild card asterisk may be used for any
part of the spec to indicate 'same as correspond-
ing part in existing spec1.
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6.3 FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES
A Brief Review of the IAC Data Areas and Files - There are three data areas
available to IAC modules: the IAC Database, the IAC Workspace, and the Host
File system. The database provides for cataloging of data files along with
narrative text, titles, keywords, etc., for file level query and retrieval
purposes. Handling of values within records or entries of a file must be
done when the file is in the IAC workspace or the Host File system. The file
transfer utilities are provided to move data among these different areas.
An IAC file logically consists of a data file and/or a narrative text file.
IAC data files are designated as either 'structured' or 'unstructured1,
depending upon their contents. A structured file belongs to one of the three
classes RELATION, ARRAY or USER; it contains logical data groupings called
'entries', some of which may be defined according to IAC standard formats.
An unstructured file belongs to class ANY; it can be anything—an executable
module, command procedure, log file, or even a structured file—that an IAC
user may need to reference.
The IAC workspace file transfer utilities are IACGET and IACPUT. These
utilities handle all classes of IAC files. The first will get a file from
the IAC Database or the Host File system, and transfer it to either the IAC
Workspace or the Host File system, depending on the type of file
('structured1 or not). The other reverses the transfer. Qualifying options
are provided for the verification of successful completion, selection of the
area from/to which the file is to be transferred, and for selection of data
and/or accompanying descriptive text.
The user storage file transfer utilities are IACREA and IACWRI. These
utilities handle all classes of IAC files. The first will get a file from
the IAC Database or the Host File system, and transfer it to user provided
storage. The other reverses the transfer. Qualifying options are provided
as for IACGET and IACPUT.
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IAC Workspace File Transfer Utilities - IACGET, IACPUT
SUBROUTINE IACGET (QUAL, FSPEC, FCLASS, ESPECS, EIDEID, EIDATT)
IAC GET file to IAC workspace.
Purpose: Copy an IAC structured data file, from a host directory
or an IAC database, to the IAC workspace. The text file
from an IAC database file may also be copied to the
default directory.
QUAL (in) A character string of 'keyname=value' qualifiers
separated by commas. The available qualifiers are
described in Table 6.3-1.
FSPEC (in) The spec of the host file (may include directory
etc.) or IAC database file.
FCLASS (in) The expected file class (ARRAY, RELATION or USER).
If the value is non-blank, it is checked against
the actual class,
(out) The actual file class.
ESPECS (in) A character string containing entry 'name.type1
specifications, separated by commas if there are
more than one. These entries are selected from
the structured file. Asterisks can be used within
the name or type as 'wild cards' to accept all
existing substrings as replacement for the *.
EIDEID (out) The entry ID of a list of all copied entry ID'S
for a structured file. The length of this entry is
equal to the number of retrieved entries. If no
entries are retrieved, the entry pointed to by
EIDEID has length 0.
EIDATT (out) The entry ID of a 180-character string of user
defined catalog attributes DATASPEC, TEXTSPEC, PO,
PN, KEYWORDS and TITLE. See Section 5.1.1. If
the file is copied from a host directory, the
string is blank. If the file is copied from an IAC
database, the string contains values from the
database catalog; if the data or text files are
not copied (see QUAL argument), then DATASPEC or
TEXTSPEC is set to blank.
Note: IACGET may also be used to copy an IAC unstructured data
file (class ANY). For FCLASS (in) of ANY, ESPECS is
ignored. For FCLASS (out) of ANY, EIDEID is set to zero
and the data and/or text files are copied to the default
directory.
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SUBROUTINE IACPUT (QUAL, FSPEC, FCLASS, ESPECS, EIDEID, EIDATT)
IAC PUT file from IAC workspace.
Purpose: Copy an IAC structured data file, from the IAC workspace
to a host directory or an IAC database. The text file
from IAC database file may also be copied from the
default directory.
QUAL (in) A character string of keyname=value qualifiers
separated by commas. The available qualifiers are
described in Table 6.3-1.
FSPEC (in) The spec of the host file (may include directory
etc.) or IAC database file.
FCLASS (in) The file class (ARRAY, RELATION or USER).
ESPECS (in) A character string containing entry 'name.type1
specifications, separated by commas if there are
more than one. These entries are selected from
the entries pointed to by the EIOEID argument.
Asterisks can be used within the name or type as
'wild cards' to accept all existing substrings as
replacement for the *.
EIDEID (in) The entry ID of a list of copiable entry ID's
(zeros in the list are ignored) for a structured
file.
EIDATT (in) The entry ID of a 180-character string of user
defined catalog attributes DATASPEC, TEXTSPEC, PO,
PN, KEYWORDS and TITLE. See Section 5.1.1. If
the file is copied to a host directory, EIDATT is
ignored. If the file is copied to an IAC
database, the value of "*" for DATASPEC, PO or PN
results in the generation of a database dependent
default for insertion into the catalog. If the
data or text file is not copied (see the QUAL
argument), a blank value is inserted into the
catalog.
Note: IACPUT may also be used to copy an IAC un-structured data
file (class ANY). For FCLASS (in) of ANY, the arguments
ESPECS and EIDEID are ignored; and the data and/or text
files are copied to the default directory.
V=V This qualifier specifies the verification option. Value
N V requests that a message be written indicating whether
null the file transfer was successful; N does not; and null
(default) is equivalent to N.
A=H This qualifier specifies the area from/to which the file
D is to be transferred. H specifies host directory; D
HO specifies database; HD specifies host directory if
OH possible, else database; DH specifies database if
null possible, else host directory; and null (default) is
equivalent to HD. For example, a file read with an A=DH
specification results in an attempt to retrieve the file
from the IAC database; if retrieval is not successful
(e.g. database not open, invalid IAC file spec, file not
found, or error during read), an attempt is then made to
retrieve the file from the host directory.
D=D If the file is being transferred to or from the host
N directory, this qualifier is ignored. If the file is
null being transferred to or from an IAC database, the value 0
specifies that the data file within the IAC file is to be
transferred; N does not; and null (default) is equivalent
to D.
T=T If the file is being transferred to or from the host
N directory, this qualifier is ignored. If the file is
null being transferred to or from an IAC database, the value T
specifies that the text file within the IAC file is to be
transferred; N does not; and null (default) is equivalent
to N.
Table 6.3-1: Qualifiers for File Transfer Utilities
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User-Storage File Transfer Utilities - IACREA, IACWRI
SUBROUTINE IACREA (QUAL, FSPEC, FCLASS, ESPECS, LIABLE, ETABLE, UCATT
, LNAR, NAR, LCAR, CAR)
IAC REAd file to user storage
Purpose: Copy an IAC structured data file, from a host directory
or an IAC database to user provided storage. The text
file from an IAC database file may also be copied to the
default directory.
QUAL (in) A character string of 'keyname=value' qualifiers
separated by commas. The available qualifiers are
described in Table 6.3-1.
FSPEC (in) The spec of the host file (may include directory
etc.) or IAC database file.
FCLASS (in) The expected file class (ARRAY, RELATION, or
USER). If the value is non-blank, it is checked
against the actual class,
(out) The actual file class.
ESPECS (in) A character string containing entry 'name.type1
specifications, separated by commas if there are
more than one. These entries are selected from
the structured file. Asterisks can be used within
the name or type as 'wild cards' to accept all
existing substrings as replacement for the *.
LTABLE (in) A two element integer vector. LTABLE(l) is the
maximum size (number of lines) of ETABLE.
LTABLE(2) is the current actual size (number of
lines) of ETABLE, i.e. the number of entries for
which storage has been pre-allocated by the user,
(out) LTABLE(l) is unchanged. LTABLE(2) is the final
actual size of ETABLE, i.e. the total number of
entries retrieved; this is the sum of the number
of pre-allocated entries and the number of entries
post-allocated by IACREA.
ETABLE (in) A table of 80-character lines (an array of 80-
character elements). See Table 6.3-2 for ETABLE
format. Each line 1 through LTABLE(2)
corresponds to a pre-allocated entry, which is to
be retrieved based upon the ESPECS specifications:
colums 1-40 in each of these lines must be defined
and 41-80 may be blank. Other lines are ignored,
(out) Lines 1 through input LTABLE(2) (corresponding to
pre-allocated entries) are unchanged, except that
if the maximum and actual sizes (column 41-60 and
61-80) were blank, the maximum sizes is set to the
length (columns 22-30) and the actual sizes is set
to the size of the retrieved entry. Each line
input LTABLE(2)+1 through output LTABLE(2)
corresponds to an additional post-allocated entry,
which is retrieved based upon the ESPECS
specifications; columns 1-80 in each of these
lines are defined by IACREA.
UCATT (out) A ISO-character string of user defined catalog
attributes DATASPEC, TEXTSPEC, PO, PN, KEYWORDS
and TITLE. See Section 5.1.1. If the file is
copied from a host directory, UCATT is set to
blank. If the file is copied from an IAC
database, UCATT contains values from the database
catalog; if the data or text files are not copied
(see QUAL argument) then DATASPEC or TEXTSPEC is
set to blank.
LNAR (in) The maximum length (last available storage
location) of the array NAR. Note that length is
measured in numeric storage units. .
(out) The actual length (last used storage location) of
the array NAR.
NAR (in) User provided numeric storage array,
LCAR (in) The maximum length (last available storage
location) of the array CAR. Note that length is
measured in character storage units,
(out) The actual length (last used storage location) of
the array CAR.
CAR (in) User provided character storage array.
Note: IACREA may also be used to copy an IAC unstructured data
file (class ANY). For FCLASS (in) of ANY, the input
arguments ESPECS, LTABLE, ETABLE, LNAR, NAR, LCAR and CAR
are ignored. For FCLASS (out) of ANY, there is no output
for arguments LTABLE, ETABLE, LNAR, and LCAR; and the
data and/or text files are copied to the default
directory.
SUBROUTINE IACWRI (QUAL, FSPEC, FCLASS, ESPECS, LIABLE, ETABLE, UCATT
, LNAR, NAR, LCAR, CAR)
IAC WRIte file from user storage
Purpose: Copy an IAC structured data file, from user provided
storage to a host directory or an IAC database. The text
file for an IAC database file may also be copied from the
default directory.
QUAL (in) A character string of 'keyname=value' qualifiers
separated by commas. The available qualifiers are
described in Table 6.3-1.
FSPEC (in) The spec of the host file (may include directory
etc.) or IAC database file.
FCLASS (in) The file class (ARRAY, RELATION, or USER).
ESPECS (in) A character string containing entry 'name.type1
specifications, separated by commas if there are
more than one. These entries correspond to the
lines within ETABLE. Asterisks can be used
within the name or type substrings as 'wild cards'
to accept all existing substrings as replacement
for the *.
LTABLE (in) A two element integer vector. LTABLE(l) is the
maximum size (number of lines) of ETABLE.
LTABLE(2) is the number of allocated entries,
(out) LTABLE(l) is unchanged. LTABLE(2) is the number
of entries that were written, based upon the
ESPECS specifications.
ETABLE (in) A table of 80-character lines (an array of 80-
character elements). See Table 6.3-2 for ETABLE
format. Each line 1 through LTABLE(2) defines an
entry in the user provided storage arrays (NAR and
CAR). If the maximum and actual sizes (columns
41-60 and 61-80) are blank, then the entry size
is the length (columns 22-30).
UCATT (in) A 180-character string of user defined catalog
attributes DATASPEC, TEXTSPEC, PO, PN, KEYWORDS
and TITLE. See Section 5.1.1. If the file is
copied to a host directory, UCATT is ignored. If
the file is copied to an IAC database, the value
of "*" for DATASPEC, PO or PN results in the
generation of a database dependent default for
insertion into the catalog. If the data or text
file is not copied (see the QUAL argument), a
blank value is inserted into the catalog.
LNAR (in) The maximum length (last available storage
location) of the array NAR. Note that length is
measured in numeric storage units.
NAR (in) User provided numeric storage array.
LCAR (in) The maximum length (last available storage
location) of the array CAR. Note that length is
measured in character storage units.
CAR (in) User provided character storage array.
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Note: lACWRI may also be used to copy an IAC unstructured data
file (class ANY). For FCLASS of ANY, the arguments
ESPECS, LIABLE, ETABLE, LNAR, NAR, LCAR and CAR are
ignored; and the data and/or text files are copied from
the default directory.
Entity
name
type
unit
length
location
maximum sizes
actual sizes
Columns
1:10
11:20
21:21
22:30
31:40
41:60
61:80
Format
A10
A10
Al
19
110
A20
A20
Description
entry name
entry type
storage flag (C or N)
maximum total size
starting location
maximum index sizes
actual index sizes
Notes: 1) Maximum and actual sizes may be used to
define the unpacked storage characteristics
of an entry; these sizes are represented as
a left-adjusted string of integers,
separated by commas. Number of actual sizes
must equal number of maximum sizes, and each
actual size must be less than or equal to
the corresponding maximum size. The length
is the product of the maximum sizes. All
sizes are measured in terms of numeric or
character storage units.
2) IACREA allows the last actual index size to
be "*" on input. On output, IACREA will
replace the "*" with the actual size.
3) IACREA allows the length to be negative on
input. The negative length indicates an
optional entry. If this entry is found in
the file, IACREA returns the length as a
positive value.
Table 6.3-2: ETABLE Format for IACREA and IACWRI Utilities
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6.4 UTILITY CONDITION PROCESSING
A Brief Review of Condition Information Available - The IAC utilities
recognize four levels of message/error conditions. Conditions of level 0
(message prefixed with INFORMATION*) are informational and do not result
from any type of error. The other three condition levels correspond to an
error level, generally having the following respective characteristics.
Level 1 (message prefixed with *WARNING*) is an error that permits a limited
continuation of the function and does no damage to recorded data. Level 2
(message prefixed with *ERROR*) is more severe; the function cannot continue,
and is prevented from damaging recorded data. Level 3 (message prefixed with
*ABORT*) occurs when an unrecoverable error happens and the module must be
aborted.
Three common blocks (IACMEC, IACMAD and IACOUT) contain a number of IAC
integer variables affecting, or resulting from, the condition handling
process. The variables within these common blocks are available via the
utilities IACOND and IACINT. (See Section 6.5). For example, the statement
IERR = IACOND ( )
sets the value of the user variable IERR to the current IAC condition level.
(It is usually advisable to check the condition level after a call to other
IAC utilities). The statement
CALL IACINT ('SET', 'CLEVEL1, 0)
would set the condition level to zero, and the statement
CALL IACINT ('GET1, 'NWARN', N)
would get the value of the current number of IAC warning conditions and
assign it to the user variable N.
In order to make IAC coding interfaces visible, and to maintain upward
compatibility of application software with future IAC releases, it is
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recommended that the IAC variables be accessed only via these utilities.
However, for purposes of information and possible debugging, the common
blocks are defined below. (See utilities IACOND and IACINT for definitions
of the variables).
COMMON /IACMEC/CLEVEL
COMMON /IACMAD/NWARN, NERROR, NABORT, WARMAX, ERRMAX, PRINTI, PRINTW
COMMON /IACOUT/MESOUT, ALTOUT
Message Utility - IACMES
SUBROUTINE IACMES (LEVEL, MESSAG)
IAC MESsage recording
Purpose: Set the IAC condition level, i.e. the CLEVEL variable.
Display the message, subject to control by the IAC
variables PRINTI, PRINTW, MESOUT and/or ALTOUT. See
utilities IACOND and IACINT.
LEVEL (in) The message level or its negative:
0 for information - no error has occurred
1 for warning - a probably limiting but
nondestructive error has occurred
2 for error - a serious error has occurred
3 for abort - the run cannot continue
If LEVEL is positive and IACMES detects an abort
situation (determined by values for LEVEL, WARMAX
and/or ERRMAX), IACEND is called to force a module
exit. If LEVEL is negative and IACMES detects an
abort situation, a return is made to the calling
routine.
MESSAG (in) The message to be displayed. It will be preceded
by INFORMATION*, *WARNING*, *ERROR*, or **ABORT**
for levels 0, 1, 2 or 3, respectively. Up to 80
characters will be put on a line unless the string
contains binary zeros (created with CHAR(O)), in
which case the lines are displayed, separated at
the zeros and aligned with the message beyond the
*prefix*.
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6.5 MISCELLANEOUS IAC UTILITIES
This section describes miscellaneous IAC utilities which enable the use of
other utilities or which provide general purpose support functions.
Initiation/Termination IAC Utilities - IACBEG, IACEND
SUBROUTINE IACBEG (MODNAM, QUAL, FUNITS, WUNITS, NSIZE, CSIZE)
IAC BEGin
Purpose: Initiate communication with IAC utilities. The
initiation process depends upon the arguments to IACBEG
and the values on the parameter file.
MODNAM (in) A string containing the module name (up to ten
characters using underscores and upper-case
letters).
QUAL (in) A string containing qualifiers separated by commas
(no blanks allowed). Each qualifier is of the
form "keyname=value". The following is a list of
the available keynames and values.
G=G Value G requests reading of GEN type
N parameters from the parameter file and
null storing into an IAC provided array
(absence of parameter file generates an
error); N does not; and null (default)
reads the file if it exists. See also
the utility IACGEN.
D=D Value D requests opening of the IAC
N database specified on parameter file
null (absence of database spec generates an
error); N does not; and null (default)
opens database if spec exists. See also
utility IACOPE.
W=n Value of integer n gives number of IAC
null warning conditions prior to automatic
abort; and null (default) is no abort on
warnings.
E=n Value of integer n gives number of IAC
null error conditions prior to automatic
.abort; and null (default) is no abort on
errors.
FUNITS (in) A string containing functional unit definitions
separated by commas (no blanks). Each definition
is of the form "keyname=value". The value is a
FORTRAN unit number (default value null indicates
that the function is not active). The module
implementor is responsible for assigning the unit
to a device or file (e.g. via JCL or a FORTRAN
OPEN statement). The assignment may need to be in
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"\
WUNITS
NSIZE
CSIZE
effect prior to calling certain utilities. The
following is a list of available functions.
0=n May copy the output (i.e. log file) of
null any IACHOS spawn process to FORTRAN unit
n. For details see utility IACHOS.
M=n Write IAC messages to FORTRAN message
null output unit n. See also utility IACMES.
A=n Write IAC messages to FORTRAN alternate
null output unit n. If M and A define the
same unit, only one message is written.
See also utility IACMES.
(in) A string containing working unit definitions
separated by commas (no blanks). Each definition
is a FORTRAN unit number. The working units are
used by the IAC utilities to read and write host
files. The default string is "30,31,32,33". At
least 4 units should be defined,
(in) The size in numeric storage units of the IAC
numeric workspace (i.e. common block /IACWAN/).
When computing this the user should allow for the
IAC workspace TOC and other IAC utility overhead,
(in) The size in character storage units of the
character workspace (i.e. common block /IACWAC/).
The IAC overhead allowance for NSIZE also applies
to CSIZE.
SUBROUTINE IACEND (QUAL)
IAC END
Purpose:
QUAL
Terminate communication with IAC utilities. Close the
database (if open), display a diagnostic summary (if
requested), initialize key IAC varaibles set by IACBEG to
null values, and exit the module (if requested).
(in) A string containing qualifiers separated by commas
(no blanks allowed). Each qualifier is of the
form "keyname=value". The following is a list of
the available keynames and values.
S=S Value S requests a diagnostic message
N summary; N does not; and null is
null equivalent to S.
E=E Value E requests an exit from the module;
N N requests a return to the calling .
null routine; and null is equivalent to E.
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Parameter File Handling - IACPFR, IACPFW
SUBROUTINE IACPFR (LPARAM, PARAM, TDLIST)
IAC Parameter File Read
Purpose: Selected lines from a parameter file (usually written via
the IAC Executive) are read into a user-provided charac-
ter array. When IACPFR is called, the parameter file
spec is assumed to exist as the value of the host local
symbol PARM_FILE_SPEC. The file and the array each
consist of a number of card images in the format
described in Table 6.5-1.
LPARAM (in) The maximum number of card images to be stored,
(out) The actual number of card images stored in PARAM.
PARAM (out) The card images are written into this local array.
TOLIST (in) A string containing 'type.destination1
identifiers, separated by commas if there are more
than one. All type and destination identifiers in
the parameter file will be checked to see if the
identifier matches any in TDLIST. Asterisks may
be used within the type or destination as 'wild
cards' to accept all existing substrings as
replacement for the *. The IAC standard
identifier types and destinations are defined in
Table 6.5-2. Other types and destinations may be
used, and might be meaningful to a particular
module executed in a standalone mode.
SUBROUTINE IACPFW (LPARAM, PARAM, TDLIST)
IAC Parameter File Write
Purpose: Selected lines from a user-provided character array are
written into a parameter file. When IACPFW is called,
the parameter file spec is generated via the FORTRAN-like
catenation T//njnid//' .PPP', where runid is the value
of the parameter named RUNID which is assumed to exist in
the user-provided character array. The array and the
file each consist of a number of card images in the
format described by Table 6.5-1.
LPARAM (in) The number of card images stored in PARAM.
PARAM (in) The card images are read from this local array.
TDLIST (in) A character string containing 'type.destination'
identifiers, separated by commas if there are more
than one. All type and destination identifiers in
the local array will be checked to see if the
identifier matches any in TDLIST. Asterisks may
be used within the type or destination as 'wild
cards' to accept all existing substrings as
replacement for the *. The IAC standard
identifier types and destinations are defined in
Table 6.5-2, but others may be used.
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Columns
1:10
11:15
16:20
21:28
29:30
31:80
Usage
Name
Type
Destination
unused
Length
Value/unused
Format
A10
A5
A5
8X
12
A
Description
One of GEN, MOD or RUN.
One of ANY, EXE, JCL or SYM.
The length of Value on this card.
All or part of Value, followed by
unused columns. The Value may be
split and continued on successive
cards named CONTINUE. Unused
columns may be blank or contain
comments etc.
Table 6.5-1: Parameter Card Image Format
Type
GEN
MOD
RUN
Source
general parameter
MODULES table parameter
RUN table parameter
Pest
ANY
EXE
JCL
SYM
Target
any destination
module executable code
module JCL procedure
host symbol definition table
Table 6.5-2: Parameter Standard Types and Destinations
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GEN Parameter Retrieval Utility - IACGEN
SUBROUTINE IACGEN (GENNAM, GENLEN, GENVAL)
IAC retrieval of a GEN type parameter
Purpose: Retrieve the current value of a GEN type parameter.
GENNAM (in) Name of parameter
GENLEN (out) Length of parameter value
GENVAL (out) Character variable containing the parameter value.
Host Command Execution Utility - IACHOS
SUBROUTINE IACHOS (COMAND, OUTFIL)
IAC execution of a HOSt (i.e. JCL) command
Purpose: The execution of a host (i.e. operating system) command
from within a FORTRAN routine. All variables within the
routine (except those associated with this utility) are
unchanged after the host command execution.
COMAND (in) The host command to be executed
OUTFIL (in) Specifies the log file for the host command
process. If OUTFIL is non-blank, it gives the
spec of a new host file which is to be the log
file. If OUTFIL is blank, there are two cases:
1) Interactive run - log file is the
terminal.
2) Batch run - A temporary scratch log file
is written. If the IACBEG qualifier 0=n was
specified, the scratch file is appended to
unit n and then deleted. If 0=null, the
scratch file is deleted and its contents are
lost.
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In-Core Character Transfer Utilities - IACCAS, IACCSA
SUBROUTINE IACCAS (NCHARA, ARRAY, STRING)
IAC Characters from Array to String
Purpose: Characters in an array having one character per element
are transferred to a string having a given size.
If the actual length of STRING (as defined in the calling
procedure) is not equal to NCHARA, then characters from
ARRAY are left-justified in STRING and either extra
elements of ARRAY are ignored or STRING is padded with
blanks.
NCHARA (in) The integer count of elements of ARRAY to be
copied.
ARRAY (in) The character array having one character per
element that will be copied from its first element
to the last as given by NCHARA.
STRING (out) The character variable which receives the
catenated elements of ARRAY.
SUBROUTINE IACCSA (NCHARA, STRING, ARRAY)
IAC Characters from String to Array
Purpose:
Characters in a string are transferred to an array having
one character per element.
If the actual length of STRING (as defined in the calling
procedure) is not equal to NCHARA, then characters from
STRING are copied into the lowest-indexed elements of
ARRAY with extra elements receiving blanks or extra
STRING characters being ignored.
NCHARA (in) The number of elements of ARRAY to receive
characters.
STRING (in) The character variable containing the source
string.
ARRAY (out) Characters are copied into this one-character-per-
element array with the leftmost source going into
element 1, etc.
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Assignment and Retrieval of IAC Variables - IACOND, IACINT
INTEGER FUNCTION IACONO ( )
IAC cONDition retrieval
Purpose: Retrieve the IAC condition level.
IACOND (out) The value of the IAC condition level.
SUBROUTINE IACINT (QUAL, INTNAM, INTVAL)
IAC INTeger assignment or retrieval
Purpose: Set or retrieve the value of one of the standard IAC
integer variables.
QUAL (in) A string which specifies the operation. GET
indicates retrieval, SET indicates assignment.
INTNAM (in) A string equal to the name of the IAC integer
variable. Operations are currently supported for
the following names.
CLEVEL The current condition level. If CLEVEL
is positive on entering a utility, the
utility usually returns without major
processing. If CLEVEL is zero or
negative, the utility performs its
function, and if successful returns
without altering CLEVEL. Any
unsuccessful utility execution results in
CLEVEL being set to a level of 1, 2, or
3; a message is written to the message
unit(s) MESOUT and/or ALTOUT.
NWARN The number of level 1 conditions since
initiation of IACBEG.
NERROR The number of level 2 conditions since
initiation of IACBEG.
NABORT The number of level 3 conditions since
initiation of IACBEG.
WARMAX Maximum number of level 1 conditions. If
the utility IACMES recognizes that this
limit has been reached, it automatically
calls IACENO to cause the module to abort
and exit. (If zero or negative, this
limit is ignored).
ERRMAX Maximum number of level 2 conditions.
Action by IACMES is the same as for
WARMAX.
PRINTI Flag to indicate whether level 0
(information) messages are to be printed
(zero indicates no printing, nonzero
indicates printing).
PRINTW Flag to indicate whether level 1
(warning) messages are to be printed
(zero indicates no printing, nonzero
indicates printing).
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MESOUT FORTRAN unit number for messages (if
zero, no messages are written).
ALTOUT Alternate FORTRAN unit number for
messages (if zero, no messages are
written). If MESOUT and ALTOUT are equal
and nonzero, only one message is written.
NSIZE Size (storage units) of numeric
workspace.
CSIZE Size (storage units) of character
workspace.
INTVAL (in) Va>ue to be assigned to INTNAM for a SET
operation,
(out) Value returned in INTVAL for a GET operation
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6.6 UTILITY SWtlARY REFERENCE
Message Utilities - The following utility is provided.
IACMES sub (LEVEL,MESSAG) Message display
File Transfer Utilities - The following 4 utilities are provided.
Copy to IAC workspace
Copy from IAC workspace
IACGET sub (QUAL,FSPEC,FCLASS,ESPECS
.EIDEID.EIDATT)
IACPUT sub (QUAL,FSPEC,FCLASS,ESPECS
,EIDEID,EIDATT)
IACREA sub (QUAL,FSPEC,FCLASS,ESPECS
,LTABLE,ETABLE,UCATT
,LNAR,NAR,LCAR,CAR)
IACWRI sub (QUAL,FSPEC,FCLASS,ESPECS
,LTABLE,ETABLE,UCATT
,LNAR,NAR,LCAR,CAR)
Copy to user storage
Copy from user storage
Miscellaneous Utilities - The following 10 utilities are provided.
IACBEG sub (MODNAM,QUAL,FUNITS,WUNITS
.NSIZE.CSIZE)
IACCAS sub (NCHARA,ARRAY,STRING)
IACCSA sub (NCHARA,STRING,ARRAY)
IACEND sub (QUAL)
IACGEN sub (GENNAM,GENLEN,GENVAL)
IACHOS sub (COMAND.OUTFIL)
IACINT sub (QUAL,INTNAM,INTVAL)
IACOND fun ()
IACPFR sub (LPARAM,PARAM,TDLIST)
IACPFW sub (LPARAM,PARAM,TDLIST)
Begin utility communication
Character array to string
String to character array
End utility communication
Retrieve GEN parameter
Execute host command
IAC integer assign/retrieve
IAC condition retrieval
Read parameter file
Write parameter file
Workspace Utilities - The following 13 utilities are provided.
IACWAB sub (ENAM,ETYP,UFLAG,FRAC,ELEN
.ELOC.EID)
IACWAM sub (ENAM,ETYP,UFLAG,ELEN,ELOC
,EID)
IACWAR sub (EIO,ELEN,ESOB,ELOC)
IACWAS sub (EID,ELEN,ESOB,ELOC)
IACWDE sub (EID)
IACWEA sub (EID,ELEN,ELOC,ENAM,ETYP)
IACWED sub (EID)
IACWEE sub (EID1.EID2)
IACWEI fun (ENAM,ETYP,EIDEID)
IACWEL sub (ENAM,ETYP,EIDEID,ELEN
,ELOC,EID)
IACWEP sub no arguments
IACWER sub (EID,ENAM,ETYP)
IACWSA sub (ENAM,ETYP,EEID,ELEN,ELOC
,EIO)
Allocate big entry
Allocate main entry
Attribute retrieve
Attribute set
Deassign subentry
Retrieve entry attributes
Entry deallocation
Entry exchange
Retrieve entry ID
Entry locate
Pack Workspace entries
Entry rename and retype
Subentry assignment
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Database/File Management Utilities - The following 11 utilities are provided.
IACARC sub (QUAL.FSPECS) Archive database files
IACCAT sub (QUAL.FSPEC.FCLASS.EIDATT) Catalog database file
IACCLO sub no arguments Close database
IACDEL sub (QUAL.FSPECS) Delete database files
IACLOC sub (FSPECS.ACT) Add database activity
IACOPE sub (DBSPEC.USER.STATUS.ACCESS) Open database
IACPUR sub (QUAL.FSPECS) Purge database files
IACREN sub (QUAL.FSPECS.RFSPEC) Rename database files
IACUNA sub (QUAL.FSPECS) Unarchive database files
IACUNC sub (QUAL.FSPECS) Uncatalog database files
IACUNL sub (FSPECS.ACT) Delete database activity
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7.0 MODULE IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the approach for implementing modules within IAC.
Related information is contained in Section 5 (Data Organization and Storage)
and Section 6 (Utilities).
In order to facilite easy reference, three key illustrations are first
provided. Figure 7.0-1 shows a typical IAC directory organization; Figure
7.0-2 shows the module execution schematic; and Table 7.0-1 lists the IAC
system GEN type parameters. Detailed discussions of these illustrations are
included within the following topics of this section.
The first topic defines the IAC system directory organization. The next
three topics discuss the definition and use of the IAC global symbol, the
module execution sequence which the IAC system employs when a module is
invoked, and additional general software tools which IAC provides to the
module implementor. The last three topics deal with the definition and
handling of module parameters.
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'DIRIAC1 IAC first level (root) directory
DIRIAC1
DIRIAC2
ACE
IAC utilities, IACDUM.FOR
EPIC software, including IAC.COM,
IACDUM.FOR, IACDUM.OBJ, GPUP.FOR and
GPUP.EXE
ACE executive software, parameter file
ACE.PPP, ACE.BNF table, MODULES.MOD table,
module RUN tables
Interfaced module standard software
IAC additions/modifications, interface
modules, etc.
Module-B Integrated module software
Interfaced module standard software
IAC additions/modifications, interface
modules, etc.
_ etc.
Figure 7.0-1: Typical IAC Directory Organization
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MODULES. MOD
^ '- -table '' executiveprogram
1
/
r
i
PPP type
parameter
file
Updated
QQQ type
parameter
Module
file
/ command
\ procedure
Module
software
Note - Shaded boxes must be supplied by the module developer.
Figure 7.0-2: Module Execution Schematic
Name Description
RUNID Module unique RUN identifier (maximum 8 characters)
USERMOOE INTERACTIVE or BATCH
DIRDEF User default directory
OIRSCRATCH Installation dependent scratch directory
DIRDB Spec of currently open database
USERNAMEDB Database username string (maximum 10 characters)
IACGSN Name of the IAC global symbol (e.g. IAC or IACX)
DIRIAC Root portion of IAC directory spec
PPPSTATUS Parameter file status (KEEP or DELETE)
QQQSTATUS Updated parameter file status (KEEP or DELETE)
Table 7.0-1 GEN Type Parameters
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IAC Directory Organization - At each IAC installation site, the IAC system
support software and data will reside in certain defined directories and
subdirectories. Included here are the IAC utilitites, the EPIC (Enhanced
Program Interface Capability) software tools, and software associated with
many of the IAC system modules. A typical IAC directory organization is
depicted in Figure 7.0-1. Access to the software at a particular
installation is facilitated by the parameter named DIRIAC (see also the Table
7.0-1 and the Parameter File topic). DIRIAC defines the root portion of the
IAC directory spec, down through the first (top) level directory name. For
example, if the IAC system at that installation is stored on disk "DB1" under
the first level directory name "OURIAC", the value of the DIRIAC parameter
would be "DB1:[OURIAC".
The two second level IAC directories have hard-defined names as follows.
Name Description
DIRIAC1 Storage for IAC utilities, including IACDUM.FOR.
DIRIAC2 Storage for certain EPIC software applicable to more than
one module. Also serves as parent for some of the IAC
module subdirectories (generally one or two
subdirectories per module).
For example, the complete directory spec for the IAC utilities would be given
by "'DIRIAC'.DIRIAC1J". As another example, if IAC software for a particular
module were stored in subdirectory "XYZ", the complete directory spec for
that software would be given by "'DIRIAC1.DIRIAC2.XYZ]".
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IAC Global Symbol - The module implementor should have a basic understanding
of the definition and use of the IAC global symbol. This symbol is used to
invoke IAC< either initially by the interactive terminal user, or
subsequentially via an interactive or batch spawning process.
The symbol has a name and associated value, and will usually have been
defined by the host system manager. It might in fact be convenient to have
two alternate symbols, for example, one having the name IAC and used for the
production environment, and the other having the name IACX and used for
testing and for new software releases.
The global symbol value consists of the following parts.
a) @IAC-command-procedure-spec
b) lAC-global-symbol-name
c) DIRIAC-root-directory-spec
Part (a) executes the IAC command procedure (see next topic). This procedure
is the starting point when initiating the ACE executive or any other module
within the IAC system. Parts (b) and (c) are passed to the IAC command
procedure as procedure parameters. Part (b) is the global symbol name. This
name is included within the global symbol value so that the name may be saved
(see IACGSN parameter, Table 7.0-1) for possible downstream use. Part (c) is
the root portion of the IAC directory spec, as mentioned in the previous
topic. This root is used to locate IAC system software and data.
IAC invocation takes the form
lAC-global-symbol-name lAC-parm-file-spec
Here the lAC-parm-file-spec is optional, with the default being the spec of
the standard parameter file for the ACE executive. This spec is passed to
the IAC command procedure, in the same manner as are parts (b) and (c) above.
As an example, suppose that the global symbol name has been defined as
IACX
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and the corresponding value as
@DB1:[DIRX.DIRIAC2]IACX.COM IACX DB1:[DIRX
Then the following invocations might be employed.
1) IACX
2) IACX TEST.PPP
The first invocation would initiate the ACE executive module. The second
would directly initiate the module referenced by the TEST.PPP parameter file,
without going through the executive.
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Module Execution Sequence - The module execution schematic is shown in Figure
7.0-2. The light line arrows in the figure indicate temporary transfer of
control between programs and/or command procedures, while the heavy arrows
indicate writing (creation) or reading of a file by a program or procedure.
The module developer need be concerned only with providing the module
software and RUN table, and adding one row to the MODULES.MOD table.
The parameter file provides a basic interface which connects the executive
program with the module. It contains keyword parameter definitions in card
image form. A parameter file is usually generated by the executive, but it
could be created by other means for independent checkout or usage of a
module. Definition and use of the parameter file is discussed more fully in
the next topic.
Referring still to Figure 7.0-2, the executive program performs the following
sequence of tasks for executing a module.
1) Process the user's RUN command for the module, including any keywords
supplied for parameter definitions.
2) Create a RUNID consisting of an 8-digit RUN identifier unique to this
invocation (based on the host system clock).
3) Create the parameter file containing GEN, MOD and RUN type parameters (in
that order) and store this file in the user directory. The GEN type
parameters are general parameters, e.g. RUNID, which may have potential
significance for all modules; the current list of these parameters is
given in Table 7.0-1 (destination is ANY). The MOD and RUN type
parameters are created by the executive using the MODULES.MOO table and
the module RUN table, respectively, shown in Figure 7.0-2. The
MODULES.MOD table pertains to all IAC modules and contains one row for
each module. The RUN table is specific to a particular module and con-
tains one row for each parameter available via the executive RUN command
for that module. These tables are described more fully in the later
topics.
4) Spawn a subprocess to execute the IAC command procedure shown in the
figure. The argument to the host spawn utility is the FORTRAN string
IACGSN//1 r//RUNID//'.PPP' (note that the value of IACGSN is the
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available system global symbol name). The IAC procedure is constant and
is stored as part of the IAC system software. The parm-file-spec is
passed to the IAC procedure, in order to make the parameter file
accessible to the module associated software; the spec is of the form
Irunid.PPP, where runid is the value of the RUN identifier RUNID.
The IAC procedure executed in task (4) above performs the following tasks.
1) Define the IAC global symbol name IACGSN and the root directory spec
DIRIAC as local symbols (insert definitions into the host local symbol
table, using the host parameter subvalues contained within the value of
the IAC global symbol).
2) Define PARM_FILE_SPEC as a local symbol equal to the passed parameter
parm-file-spec (default is "'DIRIAC1.DIRIAC2.ACE]ACE.PPP").
3) Run GPUP.EXE to read the PPP parameter file, generate any missing GEN
type parameters, define as a local symbol each parameter whose desination
is ANY or SYM, and write the updated QQQ parameter file.
For missing GEN parameters, default values are obtained as follows.
RUNID using the host system clock
USERMODE from the host
DIRDEF from the host
DIRSCRATCH equal to DIRDEF
DIRDB equal to blank
USERNAMEDB equal to blank
IACGSN from second part of IAC global symbol value
DIRIAC from third part of IAC global symbol value
PPPSTATUS equal to KEEP
QQQSTATUS equal to DELETE
The spec of the updated parameter file is of the form Irunid.QQQ., where
runid is the value of the RUN identifier RUNID.
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4) Delete the PPP parameter file, if the value of PPPSTATUS is DELETE.
5) Use value of MODNAME to display a message indicating begin of module.
Display value of RUNID.
6) Define PARM_FILE_SPEC as a local symbol equal to Irunid.QQQ.
7) Execute the module software, via the host command "modjcl", where modjcl
is the value of the MODJCL attribute in the MODULES.MOD table. This
command initiates execution of the module software, e.g. module command
procedure(s), executable program(s), etc. Although the module software
typically consists of a command procedure which runs an executable
module, this software is arbitrary and the access to it is defined by a
module's implementor via the MODJCL attribute.
8) Use value of MODNAME to display a message indicating end of module.
9) Delete the updated QQQ parameter file, if the value of QQQSTATUS is
DELETE.
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Additional EPIC Software - In addition to the general module execution
software just discussed, IAC provides the module implementor with two high-
level generic procedures, EPICA.COM and CEPIC.EXE. These procedures are
stored in the DIRIAC2 directory.
EPICA.COM may be identified as the starting point for module software
execution (see MODJCL attribute in the MODULES.MOD table). EPICA is a
command procedure which depends on two local symbols, EXE and JCL. If EXE is
not null, then EPICA passes control to the executable file whose spec is the
value of EXE. If EXE is null, then EPICA passes control to the command file
whose spec is the value of JCL. In either case, EPICA provides certain
execution enhancements (e.g. a graceful return of control, in case the module
software encounters host system identified errors or the user instigates a
host system provided abort).
CEPIC.EXE may be used to retrieve parameters of desired types and
destinations from the parameter file, and to define them as local symbols.
CEPIC assumes that the parameter file spec is defined by the local symbol
PARM_FILE_SPEC. The CEPIC procedure also expects one host procedure argument
to be passed to it, of the form tdlist/units. The tdlist string is a list of
type.destination identifiers (same form as for the utility IACPFR, documented
in Section 6). The /units string is an optional list of two FORTRAN unit
numbers separated by a comma (default string is "/30,6"); the first unit is
used to read or write the parameter file, and the second is used for any
messages which might be produced.
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Parameter File - The parameter file is an IAC standard interface for passing
parameters between different software procedures and programs. It contains
keyword parameter definitions in 80-character card image form. Each.record
(card image) has the following organization.
Item Characters Format
name 1:10 A10
type 11:15 A5
destination . 16:20 A5
not used 21:28 8X
length 29:30 12
value 31:80 A50
A-format items are left-justified. The name, type and destination items are
alphanumerics (any blanks must be trailing), with first character alpha.
Alpha includes upper-case A-Z and underscore "_".
Name is the parameter identifier.
Type indicates the origin of the parameter and may be one of the following.
GEN = general parameter
MOD = MODULES.MOD table parameter
RUN = RUN table parameter
Destination may be one of the following.
ANY = any destination
EXE = module executable code
JCL = module job control language (command) procedure
SYM = host symbol definition table
Note that if a particular parameter name occurs more than once on the
parameter file, then a special convention is followed by the EPIC modules
GPUP.EXE and/or CEPIC.EXE (see the Module Execution and Additional EPIC
Software topics) if they insert any of the associated values into the host
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symbol table. The convention is that values associated with the same type
and destination are sequentially catenated using a comma delimiter; a value
associated with a unique type and destination is not catenated. If, after
catenation, more than one parameter of that name exists, the last parameter
defines the value in the host symbol table.
The length indicates length of the value item on the current record (value
characters start in column 31). A value may be continued onto additional
records as desired, with each record containing at most 50 characters of the
value; each record after the first contains the name CONTINUE. Note that
unused columns following the value item may be used for comments, etc.
Selected records from a parameter file may be read by an executable module
into a module supplied array, via a call to the utility IACPFR; see Section
6.4. The parameter file may also be processed directly by any of the module
associated software. . .
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MODULES.MOD Table - The attributes defined in the MODULES.MOD table are the
following.
Name Type Description
MODNAME CIO (Module name)
MODALIAS CIO (Module alias)
RUNTABLE C* (spec of module RUN table)
MODJCL C* (Module JCL execution command)
PARNAMES (*] CIO (Parameter names)
PARTO [*) C5 (Parameter destinations)
PARVALUES [*] C* (Parameter values)
IACNAMES [*] CIO (Names for use by IAC system)
IACVALUES [*] C* (Values for use by IAC system)
HELP [*] C* (Module associated help information)
EXAMPLES [*] C* (Module associated examples information)
Character values are left justified.
Values for the MODNAME and MODALIAS attributes are 10-character alphanumerics
(which may include trailing blanks), with the first character alpha. Alpha
includes upper-case A-Z and underscore "_". These parameters are written
onto the parameter file with a destination of. ANY.
The RUNTABLE value is the spec of the RUN table relation for the module; the
type in this spec should be RUN, as in "NASTRAN.RUN".
MODJCL is a string, e.g. "@X.COM". When processed as a command by the host
operating system, this string causes execution of the module software. The
MODJCL value may contain any valid host command syntax, e.g. global symbol
references. This parameter is written onto the parameter file with a
destination of ANY.
The PARNAMES, PARTO and PARVALUES vectors may give the names, destinations
and values, respectively, of arbitrary MOD type parameters. All three
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vectors have the same length, equal to the number of parameters. (If not
needed, a single blank character may be used for each.) These parameters are
written onto the parameter file with destinations equal to the respective
PARTO values.
The IACNAMES and IACVALUES vectors may give names, and associated values,
respectively, of items to be used by the IAC system. Both vectors have the
same length, equal to the number of items. (If not needed, a single blank
character may be used for each.) Currently these attributes are used to
define information for the ACE LINK command; the names LINKMAIN, LINKOBJ,
LINKLIB and associated values are used to define specs for the respective
main program, object file(s) and library file(s) to be used in linking a user
version of .the module (LINKOBJ and LINKLIB may occur more than once).
The HELP and EXAMPLES vectors define help and examples lines, respectively,
associated with the overall module; e.g. brief description of module,
information on consultation support, etc. This information may be displayed
at the request of a user during input of an ACE executive RUN command.
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Module RUN Table - The attributes defined in a module RUN table are the
following.
Name Type Description
IACKEYNAME CIO Parameter name used in ACE RUN command
MODKEYNAME CIO Parameter name used by module
IACTOMOD CIO ONETOONE or MANYTOMANY
TYPE CIO Value type, e.g. II, Cn, C*, HFILE
TO CIO JCL, EXE, SYM or ANY
MODREQ CIO OPTIONAL, DEFAULT or NODEFAULT
VALRANGE CIO FIX or NOFIX
LINKPAR CIO blank or name of related parameter
IACOP CIO IACOP or NOIACOP
MODOP CIO MODOP or NOMODOP
LISTS [*l C* (namel listl $ name2 Iist2 $ etc.)
VALNAME C* Prompt name
HELP [*] C* (Help information)
EXAMPLES [*] C* (Examples information)
Values of the IACKEYNAME and MOOKEYNAME attributes are the names used for
referencing the parameter within the executive and the module, respectively.
These values are 10-character alphanumerics (which may include trailing
blanks), with the first character alpha.
IACTOMOD defines the parameter multiplicity from the executive to the module.
MANYTOMANY is used when the parameter can be a list.
TYPE is the data type of the parameter, e.g. Rl or C* (see Table 2.1-1).
The TO attribute defines the destination for the parameter; JCL indicates
module job control procedure, EXE indicates executable module, SYM indicates
insertion into the host symbol table prior to execution of the module
software, and ANY indicates multiple or arbitrary destinations. The module
job control procedure may access parameters directly, or by executing the
procedure CEPIC.EXE. The executable module may access parameters directly,
or by calling the utility subroutine IACPFR.
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MOOREQ defines the module requirement for the parameter to be present on the
parameter file; OPTIONAL indicates that it need not be present; DEFAULT indi-
cates that it must be present but that the LISTS attribute defines a default
parameter value for use when a value is not provided in the RUN command; and
NODEFAULT indicates that it must be present and must be provided by the RUN
command.
The VALRANGE attribute has the value FIX to indicate that only certain param-
eter values are permitted in which case the range of values is defined by the
LISTS attribute; the value NOFIX indicates that any values are permitted.
LINKPAR may give the name of another parameter in the RUN table to which this
parameter is related in some way; this attribute is provided to allow for
possible future extensions.
The IACOP attribute has the value IACOP to indicate that the parameter values
may contain IAC defined operators, in which case the list of valid operators
is given by the LISTS attribute; the value NOIACOP indicates that no IAC
defined operators are to be used. The MODOP attribute is defined in a
similar manner, and indicates whether the parameter values may contain module
defined operators.
The LISTS vector defines lists of items to be used in conjunction with other
attributes for a parameter. Each list begins with the name of the associated
attribute, followed by the list of values, and ends with a dollar sign
terminator "$". An actual "$" value may be represented by two successive "$"
values.
VALNAME is the prompt name for the parameter.
The HELP and EXAMPLES vectors define help and examples lines, respectively,
available to the user during processing of the executive RUN command.
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APPENDIX A - NEW USER'S INTRODUCTION TO ACE
So you've been told to use the I-AC to run your study, get part of the
results and put them into the plot package. Despite assurances that it is
"user-friendly" you want to know a little more about it before jumping in.
And here you are. In this appendix we are going to try to make you
comfortable using ACE, the IAC program that accepts and acts on commands.
A.I HOW ACE WORKS
Each installation has its own method to start up ACE with some combination of
JCL, symbols and special commands. Once it begins, it identifies itself on
your terminal. From then until you end it, it works "interactively" with
you: it prompts you for some input, you reply in some way, and it goes off
to examine what you gave it. The next prompt depends on the results of that
examination. If it thinks your reply was in error it gives you a message and
prompts you again. If it was acceptable then you get a prompt for the next
portion of the command, if any more is required. If ACE doesn't think you
are through it will use a prompt to ask for more.
How can you respond to a prompt? You can type in something to "answer" or
"fulfill" the prompt; you can hit a carriage return to reject the prompt (but
sometimes ACE won't let you do that); or you can give control commands
consisting of a % followed by one or more letters to get explanations or
examples for this prompt, or move to some other point in the command "tree"
you have formed so you can get help or begin anew from that place. These
control commands are briefly explained in Section A.4. If you are typing in
text you may enter part of the full reply to the prompt, all of it, or all of
it plus some or all of the rest of the command. The ACE > prompt is looking
for a full command. A prompt, by the way, consists of everything to the left
of the > while what follows to its right (if anything) is called the
"autoinput". Autoinput is the first portion of an acceptable response that
you would have to enter anyway; ACE just does it for you. If you reject the
prompt, it throws away the autoinput too.
As you are entering commands and waiting for the next prompt or your output,
it may occur to you to ask, "What in the world is ACE doing?" When you are
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writing everything correctly and putting in the complete command each time,
the time can drag. However, when you make a mistake, or don't remember what
comes next, the time is well spent because ACE is doing a lot of work to help
you out in such cases. It lets you pick up from where you made an error
rather than retype the whole command. If you stop short on the command it
tells you what it wants next, and you can get it to display all of the
possiblities at that point. When you use control commands it allows you to
review what you have already done (according to the command structure — see
the diagrams in Section 2), start over at some point therein, or even kill
the whole command. A very useful control letter is H: enter *H to get Help
for the current prompt.
One of the reasons for using IAC and its ACE program is to access a command
store of data files. The files are kept on the host computer as standard
files, but they are also known to a special catalog that ACE can access. The
catalog contains the host file name, an IAC name for the file, and possibly a
title and some key words that describe the file, for each file it catalogs.
It and the files it catalogs are called a "database". Many of these files
will be "structured" which means they can be put into an IAC workspace such
as the one ACE uses. Once in the workspace you can do all sorts of
interesting things to the file: edit or display it, "Query" it (look for
particular values in certain places) or save the new version of it. To do
some of these you must OPEN the database, which means access the catalog
file; you can GET the files of interest into the workspace; and you can PUT
new files or versions back into permanent storage in the host computer
system. A word of caution: if you forget to PUT new files into the host
system before you EXIT...they are gone. To find what files are in an open
database you can use the LIST command with the qualifier /DATABASE. To see
the structure of a file in the workspace, use the SHOW FILE command.
There are other ACE commands to print or plot your data, run analysis
programs (called "modules") or perform miscellaneous session-control
operations. The commands you will probably use most frequently are
demonstrated in Section A.3. One timesaver you may want to use while
entering any command is abbreviation. You may abbreviate any word except for
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a file name down to the inital letters that make it distinct from any other
acceptable word. If ACE is looking for one of 10, MACRO, MESSAGE, or UCATT
(in the SET command) you could type in I, MA, ME, U or any longer portion of
these words. Special words beginning with a $ but not ending with a number
may also be abbreviated. "Attribute" names may be abbreviated.
Another ability of ACE which can save you time is its memory of your most
recent entry to certain prompts. When you wish to answer that prompt in the
same way you did last time, you type in $S. The $S can be used at the
corresponding place in the middle or end of a line you are typing. However,
it can only be used at those places in commands whose diagrams in Section 2
show a box with $S in it as an alternative. For example,if your last command
was PRINT ARM.STRESSES NODE.X.Y NODE LE 40 then you could repeat it by typing
PRINT $S $S $S, the first $S corresponding to ARM.STRESSES, the second to
NODE,X,Y and the last to the condition, NODE LE 40.
A.2 ACE TERMINOLOGY
We have tried to use the most concise and descriptive words we could find for
ACE prompts and the terminology used in the documentation. Occasionally a
term may be a little too concise, and you won't know what it means until
you've had a chance to use it...and find out what it means. In this section
we try to alleviate that problem somewhat. Starting off are explanations of
common terms encountered in reference to the database. Then come
elaborations of a few of the more notorious prompts. Finally there is a
miscellany of words that don't fit either of the above categories.
In the database and workspace we refer to arrays, relations, attributes and
tuples. If you have a good grounding in relational database theory, the last
three terms are familiar to you. The first one, array, is not a synonym for
"matrix" within IAC. Instead it is a composite of several relations which
are all bound together in a special way. Let's initially take the term
relation. It is a data structure whose data obey a fixed relation. Well,
that's a general and concise way of stating it but it doesn't say very much.
Picture it as a structure of rows and columns. The relation fixes the number
of columns, and gives each column a descriptive name (TIME,X,Y,STRESS); the
column is called an attribute of the relation. Associated data values are
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kept in the same row (at TIME 2.1, X was 1.03, Y was -2.25 and STRESS was
.0025); each row is called a tuple of the relation and there can be an
arbitrary number of them. Each attribute (column) has a fixed type (integer;
real or complex, with normal or double precision; logical; or fixed or
variable length character) and is either scalar or nonscalar. Nonscalars
have a fixed number of dimensions and may have the size of each dimension the
same for all tuples (rows) or possibly different in each tuple.
IAC arrays are more general. They have a "core" matrix of data attribute(s);
these attributes may not contain variable lengths or dimension sizes (this
restricts only the core matrix). The core matrix has one or more dimensions.
Each dimension may have associated with it an IAC relation which has the same
number of tuples as the size of the dimension; each of the relation's tuples
is linked to a value within the dimension, in effect providing labels for it.
If the dimension is the first dimension of the matrix, then the associated
relation is said to belong to index one. The core matrix belongs to index
zero. Likewise, other relations belong to the index numbered with the number
of the dimension that they "label". An example is given in Section 5.3.1.
IAC files have a name known to the catalog (and hopefully to you) that may-
differ from the naming conventions of the host file system. It consists of a
one-to-ten character word (with " " allowed), an optional number, another .;.*'
one-to-ten character word, and an optional version number. This gives you .(
considerable latitude in naming files descriptively. An example of the fulV
format is BASE_CASE:14.LONG_ARM;5. Names of files are called ra-specs, for
relation/array specifications. When the file is known to be a relation, ACE
prompts for a rel-spec, and when it expects an array it prompts for an
arr-spec.
Frequently ACE expects a list of one or more things. Lists can be entered in
one of two ways, whichever you find convenient. You can enclose the whole
list inside a pair of parentheses, in which case commas may or may not be
given between the list items. Leave off the parentheses if you prefer and
put a comma between each item in the list. Some items themselves are
compound (or even other lists!); the comma is required only at the finish of
the whole item. When entering print-names, for example, you can say
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NODE,X,Y,STRESS or (NODE X,Y STRESS). The comma in the parenthesized list
was optional.
The analysis programs within the IAC system are called modules. ACE is also
an IAC module. You can use any module within ACE by typing RUN, followed by
the module-name — including ACE, which can be handy if you need another
version of the ACE workspace.
The terminal is not the only way to get commands or parts of them to ACE.
Macros and amacros, described in Section 2.2, allow you to reference
previously written text (macros) or to send a prompt to the terminal from a
command file (amacros). A command file can be used with the SET 10
INPUT=hostfile command. The command file functions as if you yourself were
typing in exactly what's in the file; in fact, you will see the prompts,
acknowledgements, output and error messages on your terminal from all of the
commands. One special requirement of the file is that its last command be
either CLEAR 10 or SET 10 INPUT='*'. Otherwise ACE will abort and you will
lose your workspace contents.
A.3 WHAT FOLLOWS
There are three more sections to this appendix. Section A.4 contains a
terminal session displaying examples of many frequently performed ACE
activities. Section A.5 contains a list of the control commands and some
explanation of how they function. Finally, Section A.6 is a terminal listing
of the Help and Examples of each ACE command at its highest level (the top of
the diagram of the command in Section 2).
The terminal session in A.4 contains ACE comments in which we try to describe
what's going on and why. You can put comments in your ACE commands too by
putting them between exclamation points. If the comment is at the end of a
line, only the leading ! is required. These are useful if you are recording
your session with a local printer or the ACE ECHO file, or setting up a
command file.
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A.4 A PAINLESS INTRODUCTION TO ACE COMMANDS
BEGIN ACE RUNID-07405643
Enter command, or EXIT to terminate, or SH for help.
ACE >KHE
Your response to any prompt may be all or part of a remaining command.
A command consists of a statement and an optional disposition.
Your response may also be a sequence of control characters, preceded
by "V. The following are control characters.
"H" to obtain help for current node.
"£"• to obtain examples for current node.
"P" to escape backward to previous command token entered.
"K" to k i l l the whole command, deleting all its tokens.
There are other control characters for special functions. To see a
list of them, enter "J«Z" . A special mode can be entered, called
EXPLORATORY mode, in which the BNF syntax tree can be explored from
the current position. The regular mode is called INPUT mode, which
accepts ACE command tokens. Exploratory mode never affects the
current command.
Multiple control characters may be catenated, e.g.
"5SDHE" to obtain next-level node prompt, help, and examples.
At some prompts, you may enter one of the following.
<CR> , i.e. carriage return, to reject current node prompt.
"$S" to indicate command input same as last input of that type.
You may now enter all or part of a command, or a control sequence
such as "XDDH".
KDDH
OPEN
GET TRUSS. NODES, ».SAUE
ACE >OPEN To get at your IAC files in ACE, you have to OPEN their
database. In this example, an existing database is opened. ! *
Instead4 of typing the whole command at once, we'll just !*
start with the command word and let ACE t e l l us what else !-
is needed. !
1 ist (OPEN-parms) XXH
A list of keyname parameters used to open an old (existing) or new
database. The following four OPEN parms are available.
DIRECTORY - directory
USERNAME « username
STATUS • status (default status is OLD)
ACCESS - access (default access is CONCURRENT)
1 ist (OPEN-parms) XDIRECTORY- ' I JG] ' I The HELP we requested tells us !+
! what our options are. !
, >, USERNAME- JG I This "name" is a word which identifies us in this !4
I OPEN of the database as either the owner or nonowner ! -
! of the files. Protection can be set on each file to ! *
I distinguish the two. The name of the owner is given !+
! when the catalog is created. I
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STATUS=status >S=
ACCESS-* ace ess >A=
Not ice how
by h i 11 ing
accepted if
we rejected the prompts
a carriage return right
we type a space first
space (as
for comma, STATUS and ACCESS
away. The autoinput w i l l be
Ue are accepting this auto-
well as this comment) beforeinput of ")" by typing a
h i t t i n g the return key. The command is now complete and w i l l
be executed. ACE w i l l tell us of any errors that cause the
command to fa i1.
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >l When you want to create your own database, you OPEN it with STATUS
! - NEUI. Only one database may be open at a time, with any old one
! being closed first. Only one database may be present in a given
.! directory (because the catalog file name is fixed).
OPEN (STATUS=NEU, DIRECTORY-[JG.DIRIAC21, USER - FROG) I for example.
•ERROR* The token at the end of:
OPEN ( STATUS - NEW , DIRECTORY - t
did not satisfy any of the following prompts:
d i rec to ry
directory >'[JG.DIRIAC2]' USER-FROG ) Ue11, ACEOoops. W ll RLt is
of such things. The
was supposed to be a
"token" but since it
kets, it had to be a
which means enclosed
forg iving
d i rectory
single C»
had brac-
"string"
in '...'.
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND
ACE >OPEN U=JG,D-'tJGl' !
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE
ACE >LIST/D «.«
PROCESSED
! Th is shows
COMMAND PROCESSED
The LIST command gives
the directory. A list
the other form of the "list
'wild card" asterisk, is looked up. Here the
SPEC
MESH
MESH
ST: 1
l.Ajl
l.Bjl
MACROS;2
ZU.REL;3
LARGE:!.ARRAY;1
A:l.ARRAY;!
TEST:l.RELj3
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >! SPEC and CLASS are t i t l e s in the
these files, making them
you the names of the files in
of names, possibly with the
list
consists only of *.* which means "all files." Note
that the database is searched because of the quali-
fier /D. Without this qualifier, the workspace dir-
ectory would be searched; currently there are no
files present in our workspace. That's next.
CLASS
RELATION
RELATION
RELATION
RELATION
ARRAY
ARRAY
RELATION
! *
I
! some of
! further
GET/VERIFY
/data >/
/text >/
file-specs >MESH,
above l i s t ,
ava ilable in
Next we w i l l retrieve
the workspace for
act ivi t ies ,
*,TEST.REL This could be a list (as done here) or
$S to indicate "the same as last time"
we gave file-specs. There has not been
a "last time" yet, during this session.
I +
I +
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INFORMATION* GET OF DATABASE MESH:1.A;1
TO WORKSPACE MESH:1.A;1 COMPLETED
GET OF DATABASE MESH:1.B;1
TO WORKSPACE MESH:1.B;1 COMPLETED
GET OF DATABASE TEST:1.REL;3
TO UORKSPRCE TEST:1.REL;3 COMPLETED
"INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >BEGIN OPEN U-FROG,D='CJG.DIRIAC2]' PUT/U
This is a compound statement. We wanted
"INFORMATION"
"INFORMATION*
$S
to
END
copy .files
"INFORMATION
INFORMATION*
"INFORMATION
from one of
our databases into another, so it was necessary to GET them into
the workspace, OPEN the target database, and PUT them out to it.
Note the free use of abbreviations. BEGIN could have been B and
OPEN just 0, but PUT had to be spelled out so it wouldn't be con-
fused with PUTS and END needed at least EN to distinguish it from
EXIT. The extra spaces between commands are optional.
PUT WORKSPACE MESH:1.A;1
TO DATABASE MESH:1.A;1 COMPLETED
PUT WORKSPACE MESH:l.Bjl
B;l COMPLETED
1.RELJ3
RELJ3 COMPLETED
TO DATABASE MESH:1.
PUT WORKSPACE-JEST:
TO DATABASE TEST:1.
"INFORMATION*
ACE >
LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
Normally the datest rue tares you will use would be generated by a
module such as NASTRAN ("datastruetures" is a fancy word for files
-but implies there is some organization within each file). Some-
times you w i l l need to create, load and alter the information in a
datastructure yourself. ACE allows you to do these interactively.
First you DEFINE the file as one of two structure classes:
DEFINE RELATION NEW.RELATION
rel-att-defs >5tH
New relation attribute definitions, consisting of one of the following.
1ist(att-defs) - list of attribute definitions (defines new attributes)
ra-spec/arr-index • reference to an existing relation or array
(clones attributes)
rel-att-defs >%E
NODE.il/I5, X,R1/F10.3, Y,R1-/F10.3
BMESH.NQDE
A.TEMP/1
rel-att-defs >(NAME,C"/'IX,A' The- stuff after the slash is the for-
mat that would be used if the PRINT or
similar command is used on "NAME." It
is optional; there are defaults. The
comma between the name and type is
also optional. C* means variable size
! character string.
, >,EXT II I The phone extension can be kept in ah integer and use the
I default integer format (which is IX,110).
/att-format >/
, >,COMMITTEEC63 LI) ! This attribute would have logical
I values for committee assignments.
I mittee names are not kept in this
(TRUE/FALSE) !
The six corn- !
re lat ion. !
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"INFORMATION" LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >SHOUJ FILE NEU. RELATION I To see what
DATASTRUCTURE-NEU:1.RELATI ON;1, CLASS-RELATION
TUPLES NAME DIMENSIONS TYPE FORMAT
0 NAME C» IX,A
EXT II IX,110
COMMITTEE 6 LI 1X,L10
"INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
we've created.
ACE > I
Next
Now let's load this relation with some values. One UERY useful
I option is to ask for notice of where we are in the loading process
! (which "tuple" or row and what "attribute" or value should be next
I or was last entered).
LOAD /NEXT NEU.RELATION 'SNORKLEUHACKER, John1 5335 (T,F,F,F,F,F)
LOAD = tuple 2 NAME
Note that dimensioned values of
fixed size must be enclosed in
parentheses. There are special
rules for variable-sized dimen-
>,'GRINSCH, Zephus1 2620 (F,F,T,T,
I
Next LOAD - tuple 2 COMMITTEEC51
LOAD-value >F,F) 'ANDMARY, W i l l i a m 1
Next LOAD - tuple 4 COMMITTEEC11
, >,(F,T,F,T,T,T) 'M1NH, Song Lee1
sions when you load them.
3594 (T,F,T,T,T,F)
3737 (T,T,F,T,T,F) $
'BACK, Helen' 8204
I The LOAD is
I ended with $.
•INFORMATION* 5 TUPLE(S) UILL BE LOADED
"INFORMATION- LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >! Now let's look at what is stored
PRINT NEW.RELATION $A »
in this relation, using PRINT.
! The $A asks for all values in a tuple,
I and the asterisk (which in this posi-
I tion means "null conditions") asks for
I all tuples in the relation.
•INFORMATION* 5 TUPLE(S) WILL BE PRINTED
SNORKLEUHACKER, John 5335 T F F
F F
GRINSCH, Zephus 262D F F T T
F F
ANDMARY, U i 1 1 i a m 3594 T F T T
T F
BACK, Helen 8204 F ' T F T
T - •
MINH, Song Lee 3737 T T F T
F
•INFORMATION" LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >! That wasn't very pretty. The extension
I and the committee flags don't need that
I these problems with some-options on the
PRINT/<JFORMAT='1X,A,T26,I4,5X,6L3' «S $S $S
numbers could be aligned,
much space. Ue can avoid
PRINT command.
I The $S's mean, "the
! same as last t ime"
! for the ra-spec,
I print-names and
! then conditions.
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T
F
T
F
T
F
F
F
T
T
F
T
T
F
F
F
T
T
T
T
F
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
T
F
"INFORMATION* 5 TUPLE(S) UILL BE PRINTED
SNORKLEUHACKER, Oohn 5335
GRINSCH, Zephus 2620
ANDMARY, Uillia m 3594
BACK, Helen 6204
MINH, Song Lee 3737
"INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE > That looks better. If we want to add to this list, we can LOAD it
again. New tuples w i l l be put at the end unless we use an option
to say where we need to begin. Tuples can be deleted with the
UNLOAD command. If you want to save the new version you must PUT
it back into the database. Otherwise it is lost when you EXIT
, from ACE.
LIST/FULL ».«;« I This w i l l show us everything in the workspace.
I For some files it wil l also give additional
I information which we recorded previously.
SPEC CLASS ENTRIES NUNITS CUNITS
DATASPEC TEXTSPEC PO PN
KEYWORDS
TITLE
MESH:l.A;l RELATION 4 177 200
1AC000012.IACJ1 RUDL RUDL
TEST
TEST DATA FOR SUPERTAB MACROS
MESH:l.B;l RELATION 4 813 200
IAC000013.IAC;1 RUDL RUDL
TEST
TEST DATA FOR SUPERTAB MACROS
TEST:1.REL;3 . RELATION 36 507 1650
IAC000020.IAC;l RUDL R
TEST,UALUES
Test values of all types, lengths and dimensions (incl. variable)
NEU:1.RELATION}1 RELATION 5 0 200
NEU:1.RELATIONJ2 RELATION 40 276
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE > the blank lines and asterisks above indicated a lack of, or the
defaults for, the corresponding items. NEW.RELATION is missing
owner/nonowner protections, database file spec (we haven't PUT it
out yet) and descri-ptive words and t i t l e . Ue don't really want it
so let's delete it. The 'DELETE command requires the version num-
bers (the semicolon and following number) or wild card for them.
DELETE NEU.RELAYION}*
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >! Occasionally you need to know what's going oh in the "outside"
I world: check on the status of a batch job, send notes to someone
! or find out why the computer is so slow. ACE lets you do this
I without exiting and losing your workspace, with the HOST command.
HOST '$SHOU QUE SYStPRINT'
* Generic Device queue "SYS*PRINT" Burst Flag
i +
1 +
I*
i +
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"INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE > Some commands use "conditions" to select a bunch of tuples from..a
datastructure. These include PRINT, UNLOAD end TALLY. Conditions
can be very simple "or quite complex. One thing you should know
that w i l l help a lot is that each tuple has an index-number asso-
ciated with it called $1 (or for the ARRAY class, $10, $11, etc.
for each index of the array). Conditions can include reference to
the tuple numbers with this. Some examples, using TALLY because
it doesn't give too much printout, follow.
TALLY MESH.A $1 LE 15 AND NODE GT 3
14 TUPLE(S) SATISFY THE CONDITIONS.
"INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >TALLY $S X IN (-4 .. 0.02, 1, 1.03..1.66)
5 TUPLE(S) SATISFY THE CONDITIONS.
"INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >TALLY $S X LEN Y AND Y NE $MAX I Note the use of LEN instead of
I LE when comparing two names.
39 TUPLE(S) SATISFY THE CONDITIONS.
"INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >! ACE can sort values in a datastructure of the class RELATION. You
have a number- of choices with the SORT command to give you the
result you want. SORT will order nonscalar items in a reasonable
manner also, even if they have variable dimensions, by using an
analogy to alphabetic order: All first elements are compared, and
for those that are equal, the next elements are compared, and so
on. If all elements are equal when one of the two items runs out
and the other has more, the other is judged to be "greater." For
our example TEST.REL w i l l be used. Its structure is:
SHOU FILE TEST.REL
DATASTRUCTURE-TEST:1.REL;3, CLASS-RELATION
TUPLES NAME
4 A
AA
AAA
B
BB
EBB
C
cc
ccc
D
DD
DDD
E
EE
EEE
F
FF
FFF
G
GG
GGG
H
HH
HHH
DIMENSIONS
3
«
3
*
3
•
2,2
2,»
2,2
2,"
3
*
3
•
3
*
TYPE
11
11
11
Rl
Rl
Rl
R2
R2
R2
Z2
Z2
22
24
24
24
LI
LI
LI
C6
C6
C6
C»
C*
C«
FORMAT
IX,14
IX,14
IX,14
F8.2
F8.2
F8.2
D11.2
D11.2
D11.2
2H
2H
2H
2H
2H
2H
IX,L2
IX,L2
IX,L2
IX,A6
IX,A6
IX,A6
IX,A
IX,A
IX,A
,2F8.2,1H]
,2F8.2,1H1
,2F8.2,1H]
,2011.2,1H]
,2011.2,1H]
,2011.2,1H1
A-ll
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >SORT TEST.REL B
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >PRINT TEST.REL B • I SORT does not create a new version of the 1+
! I file it sorts. Otherwise large files could I+
I ' I not be sorted in the workspace. ' I
j«INFORMATION* 4 TUPLE(S) UILL BE PRINTED
I -1.10
0.40
1.01
10.10
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >SORT /ZRI *S DD[..],B/HILO ! B w i l l be sorted high to low as a
I secondary sort to the sorting of the
I complex vector DO. The /ZRI at the
! beginning makes REAL, then IMAGINARY
I the default for complex number sorts.
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED _; -
ACE >! Modules can be executed with the RUN command. A special one exists !*
I for executing executable programs that are available as host files 1 +
I on the current user directory. Its format is similar to all of !+
I the analysis program modules. If the program .is written in FORTRAN !+
I it can access parameters, IAC utilities and ACE common blocks. 1+
i RUN USER (EXE-EXAMPLE)
BEGIN USER RUNID-13420339
This is a FORTRAN program
that has been compiled and
linked into an executable
modu le .
FORTRAN STOP
END USER
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >! The SUBMIT command is similar to RUN, but puts the job into one of I*
I the batch queues on the computer. Options can control time, which ! +
I queue to enter, and other attributes you could specify for the job. !+
SUBMIT AFTER-17:30 'RUN USER (EXE-EXAMPLE)'
Job 9289 entered on queue SYStBATCH
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >! You may find it difficult to remember everything about ACE. One !+
I "trick" you can use when you aren't sure what might come next in !+
! the command is to make a deliberate mistake at that point. You ! +
! see the "ERROR* The token, at the end of:... message, and it lists !*
'! what it would have permitted: !+
OPEN CUSER=JG, $XXXXX I The nice thing about $XXXX is that it !+
I is guaranteed NOT to match at arbitrary !+
! points in the command. It IS an error. I
•ERROR* The token at the end of:
OPEN < USER - JG , $XXXXX
did not satisfy any of the following prompts:
DIRECTORY STATUS ACCESS
DIRECTORY=directory >D='CJGJ',A-NOCONC) ! And off we go. !
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
ACE >E ! E is a nice abbreviation for EXIT. The closing up of the !+
! ACE program takes a while as the computer digests the OCL... I
•INFORMATION* LAST ACE COMMAND PROCESSED
•INFORMATION* CONDITIONS DETECTED DURING THE RUN
WARNING ERROR ABORT
0 1 0
34HOMr-iriE-E-NOMSG, Message number 00000002
END ACE
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A.5 EXPLANATION OF ACE CONTROL COMMANDS
ACE
"INFORMATION* The control commands include:
A - move to an alternate node prompt
B - back to repeated or sibling node
*C - change input token(s) associated with this node
D - down to child node
E - show examples for this node
F - forward to next repeated or sibling node
H - show help for this node
I - go to INPUT mode
K - k i l l the command
P - move to previous data token node
*R - reject this node
*S - show node properties
U - up to parent node
v1 - view token(s) supporting this node
X - go to EXPLORATORY mode
Z - provide help on control commands
* not fully operational
A - Uhen you don't want to answer a prompt, this control w i l l find another
prompt that you might want. If you exhaust the list of possibilities,
it w i l l recycle.
B - Go back to the prompt for the node in the syntax tree that is to the
left of the current node and at the same level. If there is not such a
node to the left, remain at the current node. When dealing with a tree
built while examining command tokens, you may end up with the same node
prompt but for a previous token (if the node has (*) on the chart).
D - Go down to the prompt for the first node below this one in the syntax
tree. If this one is at the bottom, stay there.
E - Show a few examples for acceptable replies to this prompt.
F - Go forward to the prompt for the node in the syntax tree that is to the
right of the current node and at the same level. (See "B" for similar
effects. )
H - Provide help in answering the prompt. Sometimes by going U or D you
can get further explanation with Help there.
I - Go to INPUT mode (from Exploratory mode). The next prompt you see may
be different from this one. You may then enter appropriate command
tokens.
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K - K i l l the command. Use this when you are thoroughly confused and can't
seem to correct a problem in entering your command.
P - Go to the node prompt for the TOKEN entered prior to this node. This
wi l l seem to skip around in the tree a bit in reference to the command
chart. Its basis is the command you have entered so far.
JU - Go up the syntax tree to the "parent" node prompt. If at the top (the
prompt is "ACE >"), stay there.
v* - Uiew those tokens that have been entered for prompts at or below this
node. This reviews a part of your command.
X - Switch to EXPLORATORY mode (from Input mode). All auto input until you
switch back w i l l be "V so that your commands would all be control com-
mands. In this mode you can move through the syntax'tree, both what
you already have created (or for what you MIGHT have done) and what you
have left as possibilities. You cannot modify Input-mode command to-
kens. When you return to Input mode, you will be back at the Input
node prompt at which you left.
Z - Display a brief review of the control commands (one line each).
A-H
A.6 HELP AND EXAMPLES FOR ACE
ARCHIUE-statement >ARCHIUE SHE
ARCHIVE archives database cataloged files, by resetting STATUS to A:
ARCHIVE ARCHIUE-qualifiera file-specs
The user has responsibility for physically removing the file from the database
directory and disposing of the f i l e , after archiving.
ARCHIVE
ARCHIVE COMP.DATA;3
ARC/U XY.«;«
CATALOG-statement >CATALOG SHE
CATALOG enters an IAC file description into the database catalog:
CATALOG CATALOG-qua1ifiers new-file-spec file-class
list(user-catalog-attributes)
The data and/or text host files must exist in the database directory
cataloging. The user-defined catalog attribute defaults are
before
DATASPEC-
CATALOG
CATALOG OTHER
CATA/U XY.Z;2
TEXTSPEC- PO-'«', PN-'«' KEYWORDS- TELE-
REL
. DATA
(DATA-DXY.DAT, PN-R,
CHANGE-statement >CHANGE SHE
CHANGE alters tuple values in a relation or array:
CHANGE ra-spec changes conditions
A change equation may mix only data types Cn and C", not others (not II and Rl,
Rl and R2, etc.). If the left hand side of a change equation is a scalar,
the right hand side must be scalar. If the left hand side is a nonscalar,
then the right hand side must consist of one or more vectors.
The following change equation restrictions apply for an attribute having
an "»" definition, i.e. a variable index or substring size.
1) The attribute may be referenced by only one left hand side.
2) The attribute may not be referenced by a right hand side, if it has
been referenced by a previous left hand side.
CHANGE
CHANGE ACCOUNT.REC HOURS-60 NAME EQ BOB AND WEEK EQ 40
CLEAR-statement >CLEAR SHE ~ ~ — ~
CLEAR clears user-definable parameters (sets values to standard).
The following alternates are identified by secondary keyword.
CLEAR 10 clears file specs for executive input and output:
CLEAR 10
CLEAR MACRO clears parameters for MACRO operation:
CLEAR MACRO
CLEAR MESSAGE clears message controls for information and warning messages:
CLEAR MESSAGE
CLEAR
CLEAR MACRO
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COST-statement >COST SHE
COST displays host accounting information - may be installation dependent.
COST
DEFINE-statement >DEFINE SHE
DEFINE creates a new file cataloged in the workspace.
The following alternates are identified by secondary keyword.
DEFINE RELATION creates a relation data structure:
DEFINE RELATION /RULES-conditions new-rel-spec rel-att-defs
DEFINE ARRAY creates an array data structure:
DEFINE ARRAY /RULES-conditions hew-arr-spec 1ist(arr-index-sizes)
core-att-defs
The user-defined catalog attributes for the new file are initialized as
DATASPEO1*1 , TEXTSPEC-1 ', P0='»', PN-'«', KEYWORDS- ' ', TITLE-1 '.
DEFINE
DEFINE REL R.NEU R.OLD
DEFINE REL R.NEU A.OLD/2
DEF R A.TAB (AN1,R1/F10.3 AN2 R2/D12.4)
DEF ARRAY TRUSS.TEMP X.NODES,FIRST_SET.TIME TEMP,R1/F10.4
DELETE-statement >DELETE SHE
DELETE deletes cataloged files from the workspace or database:
DELETE DELETE-qualifiers file-specs
DELETE
DEL B.TEMP
DEL/UERIFY/D ».DAT
EXIT-statement >EXIT SHE . . •
EXIT terminates the ACE run:
EXIT
EXIT
GET-statement >GET SHE
GET moves cataloged files from database. Structured data files are
moved to workspace. Text files and unstructured data files are moved
to user directory:
GET GET-qua1ifiers file-specs
GET
GET NODES.X . .
GET/TEXT TRUSS.*
GETC-statement >GETC SHE
GETC copies the database catalog to the workspace, with user defined spec:
GETC GETC-qua1 ifiers new-rel-spec
GETC
GETC QUERY.CAT
GETC/U C.C;3
GETG-statement >GETG SHE
GETG processes data from a 'generic' character-format ted host file, and
inserts selected data items into a new relation in the workspace:
GETG GETG-qualifiers host-file-ref /edit-file-ref new-rel-spec rel-att-def:
GETG
GETG X.DAT X.REL (NODE,II X.R1/F10.3 Y,R1/F10.3)
GETG/UERIFY GENERIC.DAT A.B X.Y
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GETS-statement >GETS KHE
;GETS copies a structured data file from a host directory to the workspace:
j GETS GETS-qua 1 i f iers host -f i le-spec new-file-spec
;GETS
GETS X.DAT X.DAT
GETS/U X.DAT COUP. DATA
JHOST-statement >HOST XHE- ateme
•HOST executes a sequence of host operating system commands:
:
 HOST HOST-commands
HOST
HOST '$DELETE «.OBJ;«'
HOST ( 'SPURGE1 , '$DIR')
HOST'«S
JOIN-statement >J01N XHE
JOIN horizontally joins two relations to form a thirds
JOIN rel-specl rel-spec2 JOIN-names new-rel-spec
JOIN
JOIN XY.DAT Z.DAT NODE XY2.DAT
JOIN OLD. THINGS NEU. THINGS OLDATT/NEUATT ALL. THINGS
E
ing system's Linker!
LINK-statement >L1NK SH
LINK invokes the operati
LINK LINK-parms
LINK
L I NK ( MOD- D I SCOS , EXE- TEST , OB J -CONTRL )
L 1 NK (. EXE- USER ACE , DUAL- ( ' MAP/FULL ' , CROSS ) , MOD- ACE +
,OBJ-(ACE,GRUNCX) , MAIN-NEW)
LINK EXE-SUM.EXE,LIB-'SUMLIB/LIB' ,OBJ-SUMOBJ . OBJ
LIST-statement >LIST fcHE
LIST displays selected catalog attributes for workspace or database files:
LIST LIST-qua 1 i f iers file-specs
LIST
LIST A. DAT
LIST ».«
LIST/D ".THERMAL
LOAD-statement >LOAD XHE
LOAD loads (adds) tuples into a relation:
LOAD LOAD-qua 1 if iers rel-spec /s t er t- index-va lue LOAD-sequence
LOAD/NE X.DAT
LOAD NODES.DAT 5, 1.0,0. ,2. 5 15 ,2 . 4 , 0 . ,6 . 2 $
LOAD HOLJRS.DAT /231 JONES, 8 SMITH, 32 $
LOAD XLA/NE NEU. DAT 1 (0.,3.) 2 (4., 2. 5)
MERGE-statement >MERGE XHE
MERGE modifies an existing data structure by merging in another existing
data structure. The following alternates are identified by secondary keywor-
MERGE RELATION vertically expands an existing relation:
MERGE RELATION rel-spec /s t ar t- index-va lue MERGE-re 1-spec
MERGE REL GLOBAL. NODES /I LOCAL. NODES
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OPEN-statement >OPEN SHE
OPEN opens an old or new database:
OPEN list(OPEN-parms)
OPEN
OPEN (U-JONES,D-'CXYZ.D2]')
OPEN(U=DAN,D=' tDAN.DB] ' ,S=NEUJ)
PLOT-statement >PLOT SHE
PLOT generates a 'plot file for display of graphs 'or charts'!
PLOT BEGIN PLOT-parms END
PLOT ;
':PLOT BEGIN REL A. DAT NAMES (NODE, FORCE) HOSTFILE A.PLT END
PLOT BEGIN*
RELATION RUN3.STRESS*
HOSTFILE RUN3.STR*
NAMES (ELEM,X1,S2,S23)*
:
 CURUES (1,X-AX IS-ELEM., Y-AX I S=S1) (2 , X-AX IS-ELEM, Y-AXIS=S2) (3 ,'X-AX IS-ELEM, Y-AX I £
»S23)*
LAYOUT (X-AXIS-CONSTANT,BACKGR-NONE)*
END
PRINT-statement XPRINT SHE
PRINT displays selected attributes and tupl'e's from a relation or array!
PRINT PRINT-qualifiers ra-spec PRINT-names conditions
PRINT
PRINT NODES.DAT X,Y,Z NODE IN (101..150)
PRINT TRUSS.TEMP NODE,TEMP «
PROJECT-statement >PROJECT SHE
PROJECT projects parts of a relation or array file to a hew file!
PROJECT ra-spec PROJECT-names conditions new-ra-spec
PROJECT
PROJECT MESH.DAT $A (X IN 100. .. 450.) MESH2.DAT
PROJECT ARRAY.C3 ($AO,$A1,X2,Y2) CZ2 LT 60.) ARRAY.C2
PUT-statement >PUT SHE
PUT moves cataloged files to database. Structured data files are
moved from workspace. Text files and unstructured data files are moved
from user directory:
PUT PUT-qua1ifiers file-specs
PUT
PUT NODES.X
PUT/TEXT TRUSS.*
PUTS-statement >PUTS SHE
PUTS copies a structured data 'file from the workspace to a host directory:
PUTS PUTS-qua1ifiers file-spec new-hbst-file-spec
PUTS
PUTS X.DAT X.DAT
PUTS/U COMP.DATA X.DAT
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REDEFINE-statement >REDEFINE SHE
REDEFINE -redef ines a relation or array cataloged in the workspace:
REDEFINE /RULES-conditions ra-spec 1ist(att-redefs )
Any parts of the relation or array not redefined remain as before. There are
two cases for redefinition:
1) The file has no tuples. In this case any of the attribute definition
characteristics (name, subscript, type, format) may be redefined.
2) The file has existing tuples. In this case the name and format may be
redefined. Also the subscript may be redefined, provided that the number
.of elements per attribute is not changed. This provision requires that
a) the product of the fixed index sizes remains constant; and b) the number
of variable indexes remains constant. Note that correlation between old
and.new variable indexes is based on their corresponding orders.
As examples, a subscript may be redefined from [6] to [3,21, from
| l»,61 to [3,«,21, from Cl,»] to t«l, or vice versa.
'An attribute redefinition which contains "*" for the name, type or format,
:
 respectively, indicates that that part of the current definition is not to be
changed.
REDEFINE
REDEFINE NODES.DAT (NODE»« ,»/15 X-»,R2/»)
REDEF P.Q A=B,C10/»
RELOAD-statement >RELOAD SHE
RELOAD reloads (modifies) existing values associated with index 0 of an array:
RELOAD RELOAD-qua1ifiers arr-spec /RELOAD-names /factors conditions
/prompt-names RELOAD-sequence
RELOADNODES.DAT NODE EQ 23 23 ,50. , 120 . , 0. $
RELOAD $S/X NODE IN(24..27) 50. ,55. ,60. ,65. $
RENAME-statement >RENAt1E SHE
RENAME renames cataloged files in the workspace or database:
RENAME RENAME-qualif iocs file-specs RENAME-file-spec
RENAME
RENAME X.DATJ* Y.DATj*
REN/D/V X»Y.DAT ».INFO
REORDER-statement >REORDER SHE " .
REORDER reorders a relation or array via index operations:
REORDER ra-spec/arr-index-id REORDER-sequence
REORDER
REORDER RELATIONX.DAT MO«JE 51.. 100 BEFORE 400
REORDER ARRAYQ.DAT/1 SUAP 1,2,3 WITH 4,5,6 /*,6
RUN-statement >RUN SHE
RUN executes a module:
RUN modu1e-name-and-oarms
RUN NASTRAN(F-PANEL,RFA=IACDMAP1,PRT-YES)
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SET-statement >SET SHE
SET sets values for various parameters. The following alternates are
identified by secondary keyword.
SET 10 sets file specs for executive input and output:
SET 10 IQ-parms
SET MACRO sets parameters for MACRO operation:
SET MACRO MACRO-parms
SET MESSAGE controls the display status of executive messages:
SET MESSAGE 1ist(message-controls)
SET UCATT sets user catalog attributes for files in workspace or database:
SET UCATT SET-UCATT-quelifiers file-specs 1 ist(user-catalog-attributes)
SET
SET MACRO
SET UCATT/D/v1 ».» <PO='»', PN-R)
SET MES INFO-ON
SET-IO-statement >SET 10 SHE
SET 10 sets fi l e specs for executive input and output:
SET 10 10-parms
10 parameters may be cleared (set to standard values) by the
"CLEAR 10" command, and displayed by the "SHOW 10" command.
SET
SET 10
SET 10 (OUT-BULK.LIS, J-SAUE.DAT/OLD)
SET 10 $S
SET 10 (JOURNAL-1 ', MESSAGE-'»')
SET-MACRO-statement >SET MACRO SHE
SET MACRO sets parameters for MACRO operation:
SET MACRO MACRO-parms
MACRO parameters may be cleared (set to standard values) by the
"CLEAR MACRO" command, and displayed by the "SHOW MACRO" command.
SET
SET MACRO
SET MAC (REL-XDAT.R, ID-X, T-DAT)
SET MAC $S
SET-MESSAGE-statement >SET MESSAGE SHE
SET MESSAGE controls display of executive messages of an informational or
warning nature:
SET MESSAGE 1ist(message-controls)
The status of the controls can be set ON or OFF for each message level.
The levels are:
INFORMATION contains messages not relating to errors.
WARNING concerns errors that may l i m i t but not prevent command functions.
The settings can be displayed with the "SHOW MESSAGE" command or cleared by
the "CLEAR MESSAGE" command to get standard status at each level.
SET MESSAGE
SET MES INFO-OFF
SET-UCATT-statement >SET UCATT SHE
SET UCATT sets user catalog attributes for files in workspace or database:
SET UCATT SET-UCATT-qualifiers file-specs 1 ist(user-catalog-a11ributes)
SET
SET UCATT
SET UC/O/U ».» (PQ-», PN=R)
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SHOU-statement >SHOW SHE
SHOU displays characteristics or structure of an entity.
The following alternates are identified by secondary keyword.
SHOU) FILE displays structure of relations and arrays:
SHOU FILE ra-specs
SHOU 10 displays file specs for executive input and output:
SHOU 10
SHOU MACRO displays current parameters for MACRO operation:
SHOU MACRO
SHOU MESSAGE displays current executive message controls by level:
SHOU MESSAGE
SHOU TILE
SHOU MACRO
SHO FILE NODE.DAT,XYZ.«
SORT-statement >SORT SHE
SORT sorts a relation or array via comparison of attributes:
SORT SORT-qualifiers ra-spec SORT-names
SORT
SORT X.DAT X
SORT/HILO STRESS.DAT CELEM,X,Y)
SUBMIT-statement >SUBM1T SHE
SUBMIT initiates a batch ACE run:
SUBMIT SUBMIT-parms 1ist(input-strings)
SUBMIT
SUBMIT 'RUN NASTRAN (F-PANEL,RFA-IACDMAP1,PRT-YES)'
SUBM1T(QUE-'SYS$HI',PRT=NO) 'BEGIN RUN INDACFN-TRUSS2.F40+
,D=TRUSS2,MODE-(1,2,5)) COST END1
SUBMIT 'RUN NASTRANCF-TRUSS)', COST
TALLY-statement >TALLY SHE
TALLY displays count of selected tuples from a relation or array:
TALLY ra-spec conditions
TALLY
TALLY NODES.DAT X INC 100. .. 200.)
UNftRCHIUE-statement >UNARCHIVE SHE
UNftRCHIUE unarchives database cataloged files, by resetting STATUS to N:
UNARCHIUE UNARCHlUE-qualifiers file-specs
The user has responsibility for physically providing the file in the database
directory, before unarchiving.
UNftRCHIUE
UNARCHIUE COMP.OATA;3
UNARC/U XY.«J*
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UNCATALOG-statement >UNCATALOG SHE
UNCATALOG removes an IAC file description from the database directory:
UNCATALOG UNCATALQG-quaIifiers file-specs
i The data and/or text host files remain in the database directory after
' uncata log ing.
! UNCATALOG
UNCAT COMP.DATA.3
UNCAT/U XY."J»
jUNIQUE-statement >UNIQUE*HE
I UNIQUE identifies duplicate tuples in a relation or a'rray:
i UNIQUE UNIQUE-qualifiers ra-spec UNIQUE-names
UNIQUE
UNIQUE MESH.DAT NODE
UNIQUE/PRINT/DEL POINTS.SPACE CX,Y)
]UNLOAD-statement >UNLOADXHE
;UNLOAD unloads (deletes) tuples from a relation:
: UNLOAD UNLOAD-qua1ifiers re 1-spec conditions
UNLOAD i ,
UNLOAD/0 CONFIGA.NODES NODE INC213..218)|
:URITE-statement >URITE SHE
UIRITE writes specified format(s) and/or parameter Cs) onto the OUTPUT fil'e'i
URITE URITE-parms
jEach URITE format or parameter is written- starting on a new recor'd.
!URITE
URITE 'IHIV'THIS IS A STRING '• ,.5X,,' 'THIS IS-tOQ1'11
URITE(DATE,TIME)
simple-statement
A simple statement consists of a keyword', fol-lowed by other keywords, values
and/or symbols. Alternate simple st ate'ments1: are i'de'ri't i f ied b'y the initial
keyword. The following is a list of simple s^tatement initial keywords.
ARCHIUE CATALOG CHANGE CLEAR' E'O'ST
DEFI'NE DELETE EXIT GET GETC
GETG GETS HOST JO'IN liINK
LIST LOAD MERGE OPEN PLOT
PRTNT PROJECT PllJT PUTS' REDEFINE
RELOAD RENAME. REORDER RUN' SET
SHOW SORT SUBM'IT TALLY UNARCHIUE
UNCATALOG UNIQUE UNLOAD WRITE
*H'
OPEN; CO-SMITH'
SHOU). FI:LE A. DAT, TEST.MAT2.
HOST
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APPENDIX B - PLOT INFORMATION
This appendix defines the IAC plot file interface in terms of its format and
card types.
B.I PLOT FILE DEFINITION
Each card type permitted in the plot file is defined below, with its
associated nametag and data fields. All card types except NAMES and VALUES
are optional, depending upon the particular application. The nametag
CONTINUE may be used an arbitrary number of times following any card type to
continue that card. The nametag may start in any column, and may be
abbreviated to unique leading characters. Other values are free field, with
blank delimiters. Character values which contain blank, "=", ".." or "&&"
must be enclosed within single apostrophes, and any enclosed apostrophe must
be doubled. Keywords may be abbreviated to unique leading characters.
NAMES namel name2 etc.
The NAMES card defines names for the variables (attributes) to be plotted.
Each name field contains an alphanumeric name of maximum 10 characters, the
first of which is alpha. (Alpha includes "A" through "Z", and underscoreii it \
:
 TYPES namel=typel name2=type2 etc.
The TYPES card defines types for the variables to be plotted. Permissible
types are II (integer), Rl (real single precision), R2 (real double
precision), 12 (complex single precision), Z4 (complex double precision), LI
(logical), Cn (character of length n), and C* (character of variable length).
The variables may be given in any order, and any variable not given is
assigned a default type Rl.
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FORMATS namel=formatl name2=format2 etc.
The FORMATS card defines formats for the variables. A format is any FORTRAN
compatible format, exclusive of the outer parentheses, which generates a
single record. The format is used to display values on the plot, e.g. along
a constant axis (see LAYOUT card) or at a point (see CURVE card). The
variables may be given in any order, and any variable not given is assigned a
default format as follows.
Type Format
11 IX,110
Rl 1X.E10.3
12 1X,E10.3,1X,E10.3
Z4 IX,010.3,IX,D10.3
LI 1X.L10
Cn IX,CIO
C* IX,CIO
VALUES valuel value2 etc.
Each VALUES card defines variable values which may be associated at a
particular point on the plot. A value may be represented by any FORTRAN
compatible constant, consistent with the variable type.
CURVE id parml parm2 etc.
Each CURVE card defines data and attribute parameters for a particular curve.
Multiple curves may be defined to appear on a single plot. The id is any
integer which identifies the curve. The parm fields may contain the
following keyname=value form of parameters.
X-AXIS = name
Y-AXIS = name
POINT = name
SETP = set
LINE = linestyle (default linestyle = SOLID)
MARKER = marker (default marker = NONE)
VISIBILITY = visibility (default visibility = Yes)
The X-AXIS, Y-AXIS and POINT parameters reference variables which are to be
associated as labels with the X axis, Y axis, or point location,
respectively. SETP operates in conjunction with the POINT specification, to
allow only a subset of point locations to be labeled. LINE defines the type
of connection between points, with linestyle being one of the values NONE,
SOLID, DOT, DASH, DOT-DASH (or DASH-DOT). MARKER defines the point marker
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(symbol) with marker being one of the values NONE, "+", "*", ".", "X" or "0".
VISIBILITY specifies whether a curve and associated information will be
visible, with visibility being one of the keyvalues YES or N0.>
The set value specifies a set of point numbers; it may be a single number of
the form "i", a range of the form "i .. j", or an incremented range of the
form "i .. j && k".
TITLE id title
Each TITLE card defines a text-string title which may appear on the plot.
The id field defines the usage of the title on the plot, and is one of the
following.
MAIN - main overall plot title (default is blank)
X-AXIS - X-axis title (default is blank)
Y-AXIS - Y-axis title (default is blank)
integer - alternate title
An arbitrary number of integer id's may be given; each defines an alternate
title which may be interactively selected to replace the MAIN, X-AXIS or Y-
AXIS title.
LAYOUT parml parmZ etc.
The LAYOUT card defines plot layout parameters. The parm fields may contain
the following keyname=value form of parameters.
X-AXIS = axis-type (default type = LINEAR)
Y-AXIS = axis-type (default type = LINEAR)
BACKGROUND = background-type (default type = STANDARD)
COORDINATES = coordinates-type (default type = CARTESIAN)
The X-AXIS and Y-AXIS parameters define X and Y axis types, respectively.
The corresponding type values may be CONSTANT (e.g. bar-type plot), LINEAR or
LOGARITHMIC. BACKGROUND defines the resolution of the background grid, with
the type being one of the values STANDARD, FINE, or NONE. COORDINATES
defines the X-Y axis coordinates, with the type being one of the values
CARTESIAN or POLAR (POLAR means X is radius, Y is counter-clockwise angle in
degrees).
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SCALE parml parm2 etc.
The SCALE card defines scale parameters for the plot axes. The parm fields
may contain the following keyname=value form of parameters.
XMIN = bound
XMAX = bound
YMIN = bound
YMAX = bound
XDIVISIONS = division-size
YDIVISIONS = division-size
SETX = set
SETY = set
The MIN, MAX, and DIVISIONS parameters define X and Y axis information
(minimum value, maximum value and labeling value increment, respectively) for
LINEAR or LOGARITHMIC scales. Defaults are such that "good" scales are
generated. The SETX and SETY parameters define X and Y axis information for
CONSTANT scales. The set value specifies a set of point numbers; it may be a
single number of the form "i", a range of the form "1 .. j", or an
incremented range of the form "i .. j && k". The default set consists of all
point numbers. The i and j values determine the axis lower and upper limits,
respectively. For example, if i is less than 1, blank space will be created
at the lower limit; the situation is similar if j is greater than the maximum
point number. A k value larger than 1 may be used to skip axis labels on
some of the intermediate points. If i is greater than j, and k is negative,
points will be plotted in reverse order. If more than one variable is
associated with a CONSTANT axis, a set of labels is generated for each.
LEGEND id legend
Each LEGEND card defines a text-string legend which may be interactively
selected and positioned on the plot. The id is any integer which identifies
the legend.
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APPENDIX C - DISCOS ENHANCEMENTS
This appendix documents several lAC-associated enhancements which have been
added to the DISCOS module.
Section C.I defines the new nametag/id input-file layout. The nametag labels
and associated free-field formatting improve the user's visibility and access
to the data, and allow the input processor to locate most of the data errors
during the initial execution. In addition, the various entities in the model
(hinges, bodies, modes, nodes, sensors, momentum wheels) may be described
using id's rather than sequential numbers; this facilitates more rapid
changes to the configuration, without affecting the entire model.
Section C.2 describes generation of the A,B,C system definition matrices, and
the associated procedure for linearization of the system equations. Labels
are automatically generated within these matrices, and provide user
visibility and access to the various hinge, body, mode, etc. type entities.
Finally, Section C.3 presents the interactive graphics capabilities which
have been added to DISCOS. These provide for time-domain display of both
topological and X-Y variable type plots. The displays may be generated
either during the initial time-integration computational process, or later
during a post-processing operation.
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C.I NAMETAG/ID INPUT-FILE LAYOUT
This section documents the new nametag/id input-file layout for DISCOS. The
first topic describes the use of id's in defining and referencing the various
entities of the model (hinges, bodies, modes, nodes, sensors and wheels).
The following topics describe the input file rules, an example input file,
and each of the nametag card types.
Id Definition and Usage - Id's are defined by their appearance in the input
data. For example, a node id is defined by the value of the nid field on a
NODE card in the bulk input file, or by a value of the NID attribute in the
NODE type IAC relation file. An id is a positive integer value. The NDCO
and IDCO functions, described below, allow a user to convert between id's and
internal numbers.
The NDCO function routine has been provided to allow referencing of the
various model entities via their id's. This routine is defined as a FORTRAN
integer function:
INTEGER FUNCTION NDCO (STRING)
STRING is a given character string value which defines the id type and value,
for example:
'H6' = hinge id 6
'84' = body id 4
'M13B2' = mode id 13 on body id 2
'N725B10' = node id 725 on body id 10
'S3B4' = sensor id 3 on body id 4
'W2B5' = wheel id 2 on body id 5
The returned value of NDCO is the sequential (internal) number of the hinge,
body, mode, etc.
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By using the NDCO function within any user-defined DISCOS routines, the user
can deal with more familiar quantities, and can be protected against modeling
or reordering changes. For example, NASTRAN internal node numbers might be
arbitrarily reordered to optimize its solution process, or DISCOS internal
sensor numbers may all be changed if one body is added, deleted or modified.
Once the internal number of an entity has been determined via NDCO, the
standard DISCOS LENU and LOCU vectors, etc. may be employed as usual for
necessary state vector definition and retrieval operations.
The IDCO function is identical in operation to NDCO, except that it performs
the reverse operation. The given string contains numbers (e.g. S3B4 indicates
sensor number 3 on body number 4), and the returned value of IDCO is the id
of the hinge, body, mode, etc.
Input File Rules - The following rules apply for the DISCOS nametag/id input-
file layout.
1) Each data line contains (a) a nametag starting in any column; and
optionally (b) one or more integer, double precision and/or character
values.
2) A nametag is an alphanumeric with first character alpha. Alpha includes
"A" through "Z" and underscore "_" . The first 4 characters (or all
characters, if less than 4) are required; additional characters may be
given, but are ignored.
3) A value may be (a) an integer or double precision value, i.e. any value
readable via a single FORTRAN I or F format; or (b) a character value,
i.e. any other value. A character value is consistent with the FORTRAN
free-field read convention. I.e., it may be enclosed within single
apostrophes; if it contains blank, comma or apostrophe it must be so
enclosed; and any enclosed apostrophe must be doubled.
4) A delimiter separates the nametag from the first value, and each value
from any adjacent values. A delimiter consists of one or more commas
and/or blanks. Examples of a valid delimiter are " "; ","; " ";
11
 , "; and " ,, , ".
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5) A comment line is any line-which is blank, or whose first nonblank.
character is. a "$!.'. Comment 1 ines.,may occur- anywhere: w.ithin the. input
file. They are ignored iPI data process^ngs except that they are.
included in the count of line numbers.
6) The nametag CONTINUE may be- used an arbitrary, number of times to
continue the previous data line.
7) Data lines may appear in any. order-, except for Tines associated- w.vth a
block. A block begins with a line cpntai-ning a header nametag, and ends,
with a line containing a. trailer name-tag-.. The trailer nametag is the-
header nametag catenated with END, e..g. BODY and- EMBODY. Other Tines,
associated with the block may, occur in any, order, between the header and.
trailer lines.
Input-File Example - An example of an. actual: input file is shown in Figure.
C.l-1.
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RUN TEST 'A. D. LIGHT1
TITLE 'TEST CASE FOR NAMETAG INPUT - TIME DOMAIN1
CONT 'SIMPLE FREE BEAM CASE DEUELOPED 3-82'
TEXT NAMETAG.TXT
$
SOLUTION NONLINEAR
ABORT WARNING
DEBUG YDOT CONTRL,EQADD,EXTOR
$
IPR I NT
I PLOT
TSTART
TEND
TDELTA
$
$ NDELTA,
1
0
0
0031
.001
NCPARM, AND PARAMETER-DEFINITION PAIRS
7,125 66CDATA 3,7 4,400. 5,.0446 6,1
$
$ NOTE - PRIMARY SIZES SET VIA CARDS HINGE,BODY,NODE,MODE,SENSOR,WHEEL.
$ STARTING HINGE AND BODY (TO CONNECT INERT IAL TRIAD WITH BODY REF. PT.)
HSTART 1
BSTART 1
*
$ HINGE DEFINITIONS
HINGE 1,5,011010
HINGE 2,5,011111
*
BODY LUMPED
$ IACGET
NODE 1
NODE 2
NODE 3
NODE 4
NODE 5
NODE 6
NODE 7
NODE 8
NODE 9
NODE 10
NODE 11
NODE 99
$ IACGET
NMASS 1
NMASS 2
NMASS 3
NMASS 4
NMASS 5
NMASS 6
NMASS 7
NMASS 8
NMASS 9
NMASS 10
NMASS 11
NMASS 99
NODE !
0. ,0. ,0
l.,0.,0
2.,0.,0
3. ,0. ,0
4.,0.,0
5.,0.,0
6.,0.,0
7. ,0. ,0
8.,0.,0
9.,0.,0
10.,0.,0
O.,l.,0
NMASS
.02325
.0465
.0465
. 0465
. 0465
.0465
.0465
.0465
.0465
.0465
.02325
0.
BEAM.NODE
BEAM.NMASS
.01,0. ,0. ,0 ,0. ,0.
Figure C.l-1: DISCOS Example Input File
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$ IACGET
MODE
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT-
CONT
CONT
CONT.
CONT
CONT
$.•
MODE
CONT
CONT
CONT.
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT
CONT
4
MODE
1,
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
99
5 1
2
3;
4
5
6
7
8
9
1.0
11
99
$ IACGET
$ MTDISP
$ MTDISP
$ I ACGET
MSTIF
0,
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
u
0.
0-
0
0
0;
Q.
0
0
0.
0
0
0.
BEAM
0{
0*.
O'f
0:
Oi
QJ
0
o;
0
Oi
Oj
Oj
o;
O';
0
Q:
Q*
Q
Q:
0;
O1
0;
Oj
0;
MTDI.SF-
0..
1..
MST
4:,4,,U
$ IACGET
MDAMP
MID ISP
MIUEL
BHPQS
SENSOR
SENSOR
SENSOR
ENDBODY
BODY 2
BMASS
BHPOS
ENDBODY
o
R
4
4
4
•,
i
2
3
4,, ..
4;,...
I-F
2..
1.
0.
-0.
-1...
-1,.
- 1 .
-o.
0.
li..
2.
0.
2;..
o-..
-1.
-1.
-1..
o>.
1...1.
1:.
. MODE;
8362
5033
2491
7987
4990
7455.
4990
7987
2.491
5033^ -
8362.
0;
7023
4997
2096
.8872
3514
0-
351^ 4,
8872
2:0.96
- o .,4,9.97-
-2:.
0.
7023-
0:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,
o.
o:
OT '
o'-
0.
Qi
Q:
0,
0
o-
0;
o:
0^
Ot
Oj
Oi
OJ
It.
1.
1.
0-.
0.
0.
-0.
-o..
--1 .
-•4
-t-
o>
2.
2.
1;..
Oj..
-^ '
-s.1'.
-r-1 .
o'.
1.
2.
1:
0.
34.4.0 0,
3-1-.Q5" 0;
,1749: Oi
8958;- 0
4861: 0*
0 07
4861 Oi
895J3 0:
1749» 0>
3*1:0 5> Ot
,?;4<4Q; 0;
.Oi
28,0-0 0;
047.7 Cb
'26;49 0;
05.36 0>
0537 0;
,5.0-03* 0^
0537 Oi
.0.536. 0;
2^ 649 0;
0477< Q)
280,0 Oj
0, Oi
BEAM . THERMAL
2
2-
5 , . 1
5; .... 1
BEAMvMST'I.
21S3;E'4:
MDAMP
, 4 , 1
> o •
,0.
P 5.
5
5;
5
,0;
5
5,
r.P
, o
Q.
0..
o.
0>,
i? • 1? • O'
p»
"• §. ; t.^ T,
BEAM ..MDAMP*
;'.
' ..
,0.
,0.
,0,
,;0.
5, 5,
,.0. 1
,0,
,.0'.
,.o-
1'..
1.
3
7-
1
0
1 6 ID.
.01 .
2,Q 5
001,
0.
.00
*0 •
1,. 001
, 0 , Q
,0
•- t,
• >oQ.-. ,
\ . , Q . Qt
0 .,
Figure C.l-1: DISCOS Example Input File (Continued)
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Nametaq Card Types - Each card type permitted in the input file is defined
below, with its associated nametag and data fields. Note that the BODY and
ENDBODY cards define a block, within which are grouped the data associated
with a particular body.
RUN run-id user-name
The optional RUN card defines the run id (maximum 6 characters) and the user
name (maximum 18 characters). These values are printed in the heading at the
beginning of each new page in the output-listing file. If the RUN card is
not given, blank default values are used.
TITLE titlel title?
The optional TITLE card defines two title lines (maximum 72 characters each).
These values are printed in the heading at the beginning of each new page in
the output-listing file. If the TITLE card is not given, blank default
values are used.
DEBUG routinel routine? etc.
The optional DEBUG card identifies routines for which DISCOS debug printout
is desired during execution. Each routine value may be either (a) an integer
value corresponding to a debug routine number; (b) an asterisk "*" indicating
all debug routines; or (c) the name of a DISCOS standard routine for which
debug has been provided.
TEXT file-spec
The optional TEXT card defines the spec of a character formatted text file,
used for run documentation. Each line on this file is copied to the
beginning of the output-listing file. An exception is a line which contains
only the characters $PAGE in columns 1-5; this line is not copied, but causes
the start of a new page in the output listing file.
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ABORT condition
The optional ABORT card defines when the run is to be terminated. Only the
first character of the string condition is meaningful: C causes termination
after the input data has been checked, without executing the solution; W and
E terminate the run in case warnings and errors, respectively, have been
detected; and N attempts to avoid termination and to force execution even if
errors have been detected. The default condition value is E.
SOLUTION solution-type
The SOLUTION card defines the problem solution type. Only the first
character of the string solution-type is meaningful: N indicates nonlinear
time domain, F indicates frequency domain, and I indicates linear time
domain. (The user should be aware that linear time domain solutions within
DISCOS are of questionable validity).
!IPRINT intervali
The optional IPRINT card defines the print interval for display of results,
The integer interval gives the multiple of the integration time step.
Default interval zero indicates no printing.
i IPLOT interval
The optional IPLOT card defines the plot interval for display of results.
The integer interval gives the multiple of the integration time step.
Default interval zero indicates no plotting.
TSTART time
The optional TSTART card defines the starting time for a time domain
solution. Default value for time is zero.
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TEND time
The TEND card defines the ending time for a time domain solution,
card is ignored for a frequency domain solution.
The TEND
TDELTA increment
The TDELTA card defines the integration time step for a time domain solution.
The TDELTA card is ignored for a frequency domain solution.
GRAVITY gx gy gz r
The optional GRAVITY card defines the effect of gravity and gravity gradient
on the system. The values gx, gy, gz are projections of the gravity vector
on the inertial X, Y, Z coordinate axes. The value r is the radius vector
from the gravity source to the general vicinity of the body cluster.
CDATA ndelta ncparm index,value index,value etc.
The CDATA card contains user-defined data associated with the DISCOS common
/CONPAR/CNTDTA storage. The integer ndelta is the number of user-defined
first order differential equations coded in subroutine CONTRL (number of
control states). The integer ncparm is the total number of control
parameters (ndelta + number of additional control parameters). First, ncparm
locations at the beginning of the double precision CNTDTA vector are
initialized to zero. Then for each index/value pair, the value is stored
into CNTDTA at the location specified by the integer index.
UDATA nudata index,value index,value etc.
The optional UDATA card contains user-defined data associated with the DISCOS
common /USEPAR/USEDTA storage. The USEDTA vector is similar to CNTDTA
described on the CDATA card, but it provides a convenient separate storage
area which is not affected by changes in the number of control variables,
etc. First, nudata locations at the beginning of the double precision USEDTA
vector are initialized to zero. Then for each index/value pair, the value is
stored into USEDTA at the location specified by the integer index.
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JUFILES spec!spec2etc.
The optional UFILES card defines user file spec(s) which may be used for
transferring user data during DISCOS execution. A maximum of 5 specs may be
given. The files are opened for reading and/or writing, and are assigned
successive unit numbers 51 to 55.
HSTART hid
The HSTART card defines the starting hinge. This is the hinge whose P-triad
is the inertia! coordinate triad and whose Q-triad is the reference triad of
the starting body. (See HINGE and BSTART cards). The integer hid gives the
starting hinge id.
BSTART bid
The BSTART card defines the starting body. This is the body whose reference
triad is the Q-triad for the starting hinge. (See HINGE and HSTART cards).
The integer bid gives the starting body id.
HINGE hid etype constraints
Each HINGE card defines a 6-degree-of-freedom hinge. The integer hid gives
the hinge id. The integer etype gives the Euler rotation type, which defines
the axis rotation sequence of the hinge Q-triad relative to the P-triad.
This type may be either a 3-digit rotation sequence (e.g. 123), or a rotation
number 1-12; the correlation between numbers and sequences is given by 1=123,
2=121, 3=131, 4=132, 5=231, 6=232, 7=212, 8=213, 9=312, 10=313, 11=323,
12=321. The constraints is a packed 6-digit integer, whose digits specify
the constraint code for each of the respective axis 1,2,3 rotations and x,y,z
translations. The code 0 indicates no constraint (free relative motion), 1
indicates fixed (no relative motion), and 2 indicates rheonomic (user-defined
motion via subroutines ADT and ADDT).
JHIDISP hid,dof,disp hid,dof,disp etc.
t _
Each HIDISP card defines one or more hinge initial displacements (Q-triad
relative to P-triad). The integer hid gives the hinge id. The integer dof
gives the freedom number (1-6, corresponding to the 3 rotations and 3
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translations). The value disp is the initial displacement. Any hinge
freedom not specified is assigned a default displacement zero.
JHIVEL hid,dof,vel hid,dof,vel etc.
Each HIVEL card defines one or more hinge initial velocities (Q-triad
relative to P-triad). The integer hid gives the hinge id. The integer dof
gives the freedom number (1-6, corresponding to the 3 rotations and 3
translations). The value vel is the initial velocity. Any hinge freedom not
specified is assigned default velocity zero.
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BODY bid RIGID
Each of these BODY cards defines the start of a rigid body data group. (The
ENDBODY card defines the end of the data group). The integer bid gives the
body id. Only the first character R of the string RIGID is required.
BHPOS hid pqcode etype rl r2 r3 x y 2
Each of these BHPOS cards gives a body-to-hinge positioning definition for
the rigid body. One BHPOS card is used for each hinge triad (P-triad or Q-
triad) on the body, except for the starting hinge whose position is defined
automatically by DISCOS. (See HSTART and BSTART cards). The integer hid
gives the hinge id. Only the first character of the string pqcode is
meaningful: P indicates P-triad and Q indicates Q-triad. The integer etype
gives the Euler rotation type, which defines the axis rotation sequence used
to position the hinge triad relative to the body reference triad. (See HINGE
card). The values rl, r2, r3 are the positioning rotations about the
respective 1st, 2nd, 3rd axes in the sequence. The values x, y, 2 are the
body reference coordinates of the origin of the hinge triad.
SENSOR sid etype rl r2 r3 x y 2
Each of these SENSOR cards defines a sensor for the rigid body. The integer
sid gives the sensor id (unique within the body). The integer etype gives
the Euler rotation type, which defines the axis rotation sequence used to
position the sensor triad relative to the body reference triad. (See HINGE
card). The values rl, r2, r3 are the positioning rotations about the
respective 1st, 2nd, 3rd axes in the sequence. The values x, y, z are the
body reference coordinates of the origin of the sensor triad.
WHEEL wid sid axis wtype mass rate
Each WHEEL card defines a momentum wheel for the rigid body. The integer wid
gives the wheel id (unique within the body). The integer sid gives the id of
a sensor, at which the wheel is located. Note that only one wheel may be
located at a particular sensor. The integer axis gives the sensor triad axis
(1, 2 or 3) about which the wheel spins. Only the first character of the
string wtype is meaningful: C indicates constant speed wheel, and A or V
indicates active (i.e. variable) speed wheel. The value mass is the wheel
moment-of-inertia (must be larger than 2ero) about the spin axis. The value
rate is the wheel initial spin velocity.
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ENDBODY
The ENDBODY card defines the end of the body data group. (The BODY card
defines the start of the data group).
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BODY bid LUMPED
Each of these body cards defines the start of a lumped-mass flexible body
data group. (The ENDBODY card defines the end of the data group). The
integer bid gives the body id. Only the first character L of the string
LUMPED is required.
NODE nid x y z
Each NODE card defines a node for the lumped-mass body. (See also the IACGET
card). The integer nid gives the node id (unique within the body). The
values x, y, z are the node coordinates. If trailing coordinates are
omitted, they are assigned default zeros.
NMASS nid mass ixx iyy izz ixy ixz iyz sx sy sz
Each NMASS card defines mass data for a node of the lumped-mass body. (See
also the IACGET card). The integer nid is the node id. The value mass is
the lumped mass at the node. The values ixx, iyy, izz, ixy, ixz, iyz are
components of the node inertia tensor. The values sx, sy, sz are the node
static mass moments. If a trailing value is omitted, it is assigned a
default zero. Any node not specified has all values assigned default zero.
Note that the node inertia matrix is computed by DISCOS as
mass
0
0
0
sz
-sy
0
mass
0
-sz
0
sx
0
0
mass
sy
-sx
0
0
-sz
sy
ixx
-ixy
-ixz
sz
0
-sx
-ixy
iyy
-iyz
-sy
sx
0
-ixz
-iyz
izz
iBHPOS hid pqcode etype rl r2 r3 nid
Each of these BHPOS cards gives a body-to-hinge positioning definition for
the lumped-mass body. One BHPOS card is used for each hinge triad (P-triad
or Q-triad) on the body, except for the starting hinge whose position is
defined automatically by DISCOS. (See HSTART and BSTART cards). The integer
hid gives the hinge id. Only the first character of the string pqcode is
meaningful: P indicates P-triad and Q indicates Q-triad. The integer etype
gives the Euler rotation type, which defines the axis rotation sequence used
to position the hinge triad relative to the body reference triad. (See HINGE
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card). The values rl, r2, r3 are the positioning rotations about the
respective 1st, 2nd, 3rd axes in the sequence. The integer nid gives the id
of a node, at which the origin of the hinge triad is located.
SENSOR sid etype rl r2 r3 nid
Each of these SENSOR cards defines a sensor for the lumped-mass body. The
integer sid gives the sensor id (unique within the body). The integer etype
gives the Euler rotation type, which defines the axis rotation sequence used
to position the sensor triad relative to the body reference triad. (See
HINGE card). The values rl, r2, r3 are the positioning rotations about the
respective 1st, 2nd, 3rd axes in the sequence. The integer nid gives the id
of a node, at which the origin of the sensor triad is located.
WHEEL wid axis wtype mass rate
Each WHEEL card defines a momentum wheel for the lumped-mass body. The field
definitions on the card are the same as for the rigid body.
MODE mid nid,tx,ty,tz,rx,ry,rz nid,tx,ty,tz,rx,ry,rz etc.
Each MODE card defines a mode shape for the lumped-mass body. (See also the
IACGET card). The integer mid gives the mode id (unique within the body).
The integer nid gives the node id. The values tx, ty, tz give the 3
translational displacements at the node; and rx, ry, rz give the 3 rotational
displacements. Note that DISCOS assumes all nodal displacements are in terms
of the body reference triad. Any node not specified within a mode shape is
assigned default displacements zero.
MSTIF rmid.cmid,stiff rmid,cmid,stiff etc.
The MSTIF card defines the modal stiffness matrix for the lumped-mass body.
(See also the IACGET card). The integers rmid and cmid give the row and
column mode id, respectively. The value stiff is the modal stiffness. Any
stiffness not specified is assigned a default zero.
MDAMP rmid,cmid,damp rmid,cmid,damp etc.
The MDAMP card defines the modal damping matrix for the lumped-mass body.
(See also the IACGET card). The integers rmid and cmid give the row and
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column mode id, respectively. The value damp is the modal damping. Any
damping not specified is assigned a default zero.
MIDISP mid,disp mid,disp etc.
The MIDISP card defines modal initial displacements for the lumped-mass body.
The integer mid gives the mode id. The value disp is the initial
displacement. Any initial displacement not specified is assigned a default
zero.
MIVEL mid.vel mid.vel etc.
The MIVEL card defines modal initial velocities for the lumped-mass body.
The integer mid gives the mode id. The value vel is the initial velocity.
Any initial velocity not specified is assigned a default zero.
MTDISP time mid,disp mid,disp etc.
Each MTDISP card defines the modal thermal displacements at a particular time
for a lumped-mass body. (See also the IACGET card). Additional information
on modal thermal displacements is given in Section 4.4 and Appendix F. The
value time gives the time at which the displacements are measured. The
integer mid gives the mode id. The value disp is the thermal displacement.
Any displacement not specified is assigned a default zero. Note that DISCOS
computes the thermal displacement at any time via linear interpolation from
the input values. No extrapolation is performed; if the time is outside the
input time range, the closest input time value is used. The elastic (load
producing) modal displacement is the total minus the thermal displacement.
IAGGET tag-name lAC-file-spec
Each IACGET card within the lumped-mass body data group causes data to be
retrieved from an IAC array or relation file. The string tag-name is one of
the values NODE, NMASS, MODE, MSTIF* MDAMP, or MTDISP; it specifies that data
associated with that nametag is to be obtained from the file rather than from
in-stream data cards.
!ENDBODY
The ENDBODY card defines the end of the body data group. (The BODY card
defines the start of the data group).
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CYCLE
Each of these CYCLE cards defines the start of a transfer function data group
for a frequency domain solution. (The ENDCYCLE card defines the end of the
data group).
LRY itype itfin jtfout kplot iaflg nb ibl ib2 ib3
The LRY card defines frequency solution control data.
The integer itype gives the transfer function type:
1 = plant only (G)
2 = controller (H)
3 = open loop (GH)
4 = open loop (HG)
5 = closed loop (GH/(1+GH))
6 = closed loop
7 = psuedo open loop
8 = special case, allowing opening of single return loop
Note that a minus sign on itype=3, 4, 5 or 7 indicates negative controller
feedback; a minus sign on itype=8 indicates completely closed loop transfer
function.
The integer itfin is usually a local identifier for the transfer function
input variable. It references (depending upon itype) either a sensor signal
number or a controller output variable which is the V(IN) of the expression
V(OUT)/V(IN)=TF. However, if itype=±8, itfin is a global reference output
state of Y* (whose feedback loop is cut).
The integer jtfout is usually a local identifier for the transfer function
output variable. It references (depending upon itype) either a sensor signal
number or a controller output variable which is the V(OUT) of the expression
V(OUT)/V(IN)=TF. However, if itype=±8, jtfout is a global reference input
state of Y* (whose feedback loop is cut).
The integer kplot is a plot activation code:
0 = no plots
1 = 1 plot will be made
The integer iaflg specifies whether characteristic roots from the transfer
function are to be selected from the characteristic matrix AR (default
iaflg=0) or AR transposed (iaflg=l).
The integer nb gives the number of B variables to feed back, for itype=7.
Maximum nb=3. The integers ibl, ib2 and ib3 give the respective local id's
for variables fed back. Trailing unused values may be omitted.
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IRY rtexp gtexp rtexps scon
The optional IRY card defines frequency solution control data. The integers
rtexp, gtexp are the respective root, gain tolerance exponents. The integer
rtexps is the root tolerance exponent used to remove shift frequency. The
integer scon is the shift constant (CON) for subroutne NUMS; CON is set to
minus square root of scon. A missing or zero value results in a default (-7,
-7, -7, 3 for the respective values).
TITLE plot-title
The optional title card defines a title line for all frequency solution
plots. If the TITLE card is not given, a blank default value is used.
POLY
The POLY card requests that the transfer function be computed and printed as
a ratio of polynomials.
EIGEN
The EIGEN card requests computation of all eigenvectors.
FPLOT plot-type fmin fmax dbmin dbmax amin amax
Each optional FPLOT card requests a frequency plot. The plot-type keyvalue
string specifies the display type:
* = no display, system characteristic roots are found (default)
BODE = Bode
NICH = Nichols
NYQU = Nyquist
NINY = Nichols and Nyquist
BONN = Bode, Nichols and Nyquist
Other values are as follows (omitted trailing values result in default zero)
fmin = frequency sweep lower limit
fmax = frequency sweep upper limit
dbmin = minimum DB amplitude for Bode, Nichols plots
dbmax = maximum DB amplitude for Bode, Nichols plots
amin = minimum amplitude for Nyquist plots
amax = maximum amplitude for Nyquist plots
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RPLOT sra.sia.nrl,xmin,xmax,ymax,aloc,drv,dtv,thv sra,sia,etc. etc.
Each optional RPLOT card requests a root locus plot for one or more loci.
For each locus, the following values are given.
sra = real part of starting area locator
sia = imaginary part of starting area locator
nrl = generate loci for the nrl poles nearest to the starting area
locator
xmin = minimum real value to plot
xmax = maximum real value to plot
ymax = maximum imaginary value to plot (minimum = -ymax)
aloe = phase
drv = parameter (may be zero)
dtv = parameter (may be zero)
thv = parameter (may be zero)
ENDCYCLE
The ENDCYCLE card defines the end of the transfer function data group. (The
CYCLE card defines the start of the data group).
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C.2 A.B.C MATRICES
The DISCOS RUN parameter ABC=name may be used to generate and output the
plant definition matrices associated with the linearized model. If the ABC
parameter is specified, linearized' model A, B and C matrices are generated
and stored as IAC arrays in a host directory or IAC database (depending, upon
the value of the RUN parameter AREA); the arrays have the respective file-
specs name.A, name.B and name.C..
In order to utilize this capability, a DISCOS frequency response solution
must be performed; the input data and user subroutines must establish the
relationships between DISCOS state variables, control inputs and sensed
outputs.
The A,B,C matrices are defined by
x = Ax + Bu
y = Cx
where
x = DISCOS state vector, in the standard DISCOS defined order
u = user defined inputs (e.g. forces and torques)
y = user defined outputs (e.g. performance measures)
The sizes of the matrices are A(n,n), B(n,p) and C(q,n), where
n = number of states
p = number of inputs (user defined)
q = number of outputs (user defined)
The stored numerical data within the generated arrays is supplemented by
alphanumeric labeling attributes, in order to improve the user's visibility
and access to the data. The A, B, C arrays are shown in Figure C.2-1, and a
summary of the labels is presented in Table C.2-1.
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The user defined subroutines will generally include CONTRL, EQADD, EXTOR,
KHINGE and SHAFT! .
In order to specify the vector of inputs u (e.g. the forces and torques
impressed on the structure), the subroutines CONTRL, EXTOR, KHINGE and SHAFTT
must establish the location and type of each input. The vector of p inputs
is defined within DISCOS as the p control states (8 variables). The simplest
method for defining these states is to define the p control equations
The control variables 6 are impressed on the structure by passing them to one
of the user routines (EXTOR for external forces and torques, KHINGE for
gimbal torques, and SHAFTT for momentum wheel torques).
Sensed outputs y are defined in subroutine CONTRL as functions of plant
states. These values are passed to EQADD and there loaded into the DISCOS YD
vector in the standard manner. The order of the inputs u and the sensed
outputs y is defined by the user via the order in which they are loaded into
the YD vector in subroutine EQADD.
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X
D
N
A
M
E
X
D
I
D
X
D
A
I
D
XNAME
XID
XAID
A
Description
A(N,N) = DISCOS A(1::N,1:N)
and1 relates state deriva-
tives to states.
Attribute name/type
A
XDNAME
XDID:
XDAID
XNAME
XID
XAID
R2
CIO
CIO
CIO
CIO,
eio.
CIO
X
D
N
A
M
E
X
D
I
0
X
D
A
I
D
I NAME
IID
IAID
B
B(N,NDELTA) = DISCOS
A(1:N,N+1:NX) and
relates state derivatives
to inputs.
B
XDNAME
XDID
XDAID
I NAME
IID
IAID
R2
CIOdo,
CIO
CIO
CIO
CIO
0
N
A
M
E
0
I
D
0
A
I
D
XNAME
XID
XAID
C
C(NXSS,N) = DISCOS
AUX(1:NXSS,1:N) and
relates outputs to
states.
C
ONAME
OID
OAID
XNAME
XID
XAID
R2
cio
C1Q
CIO
CIO
CIO
CIO
Sizes: NX = number of independent coordinates in DISCOS state
vector. NDELTA = total number of user defined equations in
CONTRL. NXSS = total number of user defined "sensor
signals" in CONTRL. NBTQ = total number of user defined
"torque signals" in CONTRL. N = NX - NDELTA.
Note: "States" here means state perturbations, i.e. state values
relative to reference states.
Figure C.2-1: DISCOS/IAC A,B,C Arrays
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C.3 GRAPHICS
The interactive graphics capabilites available within the IAC DISCOS module
provide for plotting of topological and time-domain characteristics.
Currently the DISCOS graphics capabilities are based on the Tektronix PLOT10
support package, and operate on the Tektronix 4000 series storage-tube
display terminals.
DISCOS structural plots and X-Y curves can be interactively displayed either
in the "realtime" (during DISCOS execution) mode or in the "batch" (DISCOS
postprocessing) mode. The first two topics in this section describe the
respective realtime and batch display operations. Plot parameters and
specifications are supplied using the interactive menu selections described
in the third topic. Input commands and results from a typical interactive
graphics session are summarized in the final topic.
Structural plots consist of lines connecting each body reference frame with
the rigid body position of all sensors and hinges associated with that body.
Flexible displacements at each sensor and hinge are shown as dashed vectors.
Viewing angles are supplied by the user to define the relationship of the
DISCOS inertial axis frame with respect to the screen axis system. The
screen axes are as follows.
axis 1 = out of screen, positive toward viewer
axis 2 = positive toward the right of the screen
axis 3 = positive toward the top of the screen.
Relationships between response variables can also be plotted in the form of
X-Y curves. Table C.3-1 defines the list of response variables for which
this plotting capability is currently available; shown are the variable name,
the index range (each variable is treated as a vector), and the variable
description.
More than one curve can be plotted on the same background grid. At present,
only linear scales are available.
The plot capability is activated via the plot control parameter (IPLOT card
for nametag input file layout, or IPDATA(2) for no-nametag layout). The IAC
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command required to run DISCOS with interactive plotting depends upon whether
a plot file is to be generated ("realtime" plots) or a previously created
plot file is to be plotted ("batch" plots).
Realtime Plots - The term "realtime" refers to the creation of graphics
output while DISCOS is executing. The ACE command to create realtime plots
is of the form
RUN DISCOS (F = name, EXE = DISCOSX)
where "name" is the file containing the DISCOS input data (name.DAT) and
DISCOSX is a user-generated version of DISCOS (DISCOSX.EXE) containing user-
supplied subroutines. When the plot control parameter has been set and the
ACE command to run has been given, DISCOS will process the input data and
pause prior to integration. At this time a menu will appear on the screen by
which the user can select the display mode and the type of plots (structural
or X-Y plots) to be seen.
The default values of appropriate menu items are set to values generally
required to create realtime plots. The execution of DISCOS can be
temporarily interrupted to plot other response parameters calculated during
that session using the "batch" mode or to continue the execution while
observing a different set of parameters. During execution, DISCOS creates
and saves a plot file (name.PTH) for use in subsequent "batch" plotting.
Batch Plots - The term "batch" refers to the creation (for interactive
viewing) of graphical output from a plot file "name.PTH" previously created
during a realtime job. The ACE command to create batch plots using a
previously generated plot file is of the form
RUN DISCOS (F = name, EXE = DISCOSX, FP = spec)
where files "name" and "DISCOSX" are DISCOS input data and a user's version
of DISCOS, respectively, and "spec" is the specification of the DISCOS plot
file created by DISCOSX.EXE during a previous session.
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The specification of a plot file in the RUN command causes some of the
default menu parameters to be changed to those generally used for batch
plots. Again, plot specifications are selected interactively using the
graphics menus.
Graphics Menus - DISCOS graphics parameters and commands are selected
interactively from menus which appear during execution. The graphics menus
are shown in Figure C.3-1.
Menu items fall into two catagories: 1) current values of parameters, and 2)
action options. To change the value of a parameter, select the menu item
number corresponding to that parameter. Additional sub-menus will appear
which will guide the user in establishing other parameters necessary for
accomplishing the desired task. After all parameters for a given menu are
established, the user then selects one of the action options which will
either return to a lower level menu so that other parameters can be changed
or will identify a course of action to the program.
If DISCOS is running in the realtime mode, i.e. calculating and plotting
responses during the current session, the integration can be interrupted
temporarily by typing "P" (for pause) on the keyboard (without a carriage
return). DISCOS will complete the time step currectly in progress and then
print "DISCOS IS IN A PAUSE STATE" on the screen. The user then has the
option to continue the integration by typing "C" or to select the level zero
menu by typing "M". Once the menu has been obtained, the user can plot other
results up to that point (using the batch mode), alter some of the DISCOS
input parameters, integrate to the next display or stop the run.
Typical Graphics Session - The interaction of the user with the graphics
package is demonstrated through the.listing of a typical graphics session in
Figure C.3-2. This example plots results from the demonstration problem
using a previously generated plot file, DISHDSCP.PTH, created by a version of
DISCOS contained in file RGDISCOS.EXE and using DISCOS input data contained
in file DISHDSCP.DAT. A structural plot is generated first followed by an
X-Y plot.
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Name Index Range Description
T,I 1=1 Time
Y,I 1=1,NEQ State vector, Y
YD,I 1=1,NEQ State vector time derivatives, YD
ALAM.I I=1,NLAM Interconnection constraint forces, LAMBDA
NB
P,I 1=1, £ (6+NMD(J)) Momentum corresponding to each D.O.F.
J=l
PMOM.I I=1,6*NB Contrib. of each body to tot. ang. & lin. momentum
HTOT,I 1=1,3 Total angular momentum vector
TOTL,I 1=1,3 Total linear momentum vector
ENGK.I 1=1,NB Kinetic energy for each body
ENGP.I 1=1,NB Potential energy for each body
AHTO,I 1=1 Total angular momentum
ATOT,I 1=1 Total linear momentum
TOTK,I 1=1 Total kinetic energy
TOTP.I 1=1 Total potential energy
TOTE,I 1=1 Total energy
AUX.I I=1,NADD Auxiliary variables
DOS,I I=1,3*NS X,Y,Z sensor displacement W.R.T. original position
Note: NEQ = number of state vector quantities
NLAM = number, of constraint forces
NB = number of bodies
NMD(J) = number of modes for body J
NS = number of sensors
Table C.3-1: DISCOS X-Y Plot Variables
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MENU LEUEL- 0.
1 PICTURE DEFINITION -NONE
3 PICTURE MODE - REALTIME
3 SCREEN ERASURE -MANUAL
4 ACTION AFTER EACH PICTURE -CONTINUE
5 DISPLAY PICTURE
6 ALTER INPUT
7 INTEGRATE TO NEXT DISPLAY POINT
8 STOP
MENU LEUEL- 0. 1.
1 PICTURE DEFINITION
3 PICTURE DEFINITION
3 PICTURE DEFINITION
-NONE
-STRCTURE
-XYCURUE
HENU LEUEL- 0. 1.
1 BODIES -ALL
a TIME POINTS • ALL
3 UIEU AXES(R,S,T) • +X +Y +2
A UIEU ANGLES(RR,RS,RT) - 0.,0.,0.
5 RIGID DISPLACEMET MAXIMUM = ACTUAL
6 RIGID DISPLACEMET FACTORS(X,Y,Z ) = 1.,!.,!.
7 FLEXIBLE DISPLACEMENT MAXIflUM - ACTUAL
8 FLEXIBLE DISPLACEMENT FACTORS<X,Y,Z) = 1.,!
9 SCALE - UNIFORM
10 INERTIAL COORDINATE AXES - NO
11 BODY COORDINATE AXES - NO
13 LABELS -NONE
13 MAXIMUM X,Y,Z • ACTUAL
14 MINIMUM X,Y,Z • ACTUAL
15 RETURN
Figure C.3-1: DISCOS Graphics Menu
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HENU LEVEL- 8;., 1. 2. 1.
1 BODIES -I
2 BODIES -USER
MENU LEUEL- *,> 1. 2. 2.
POrNiTS • REALTtMiE
2 TINE POlNifS, • ALL
3 TIME POINsTS - USER
MENU LEUEL- fr. K 2;.
1 VIEU AXES,0;R,S,TX • +X.
2 UIEU AXESCR,S,?X - +,Y
3 UIEU AXESCR,S,T) •.- +Z
4 UIEU AXEStR,S , rX * -X
5 UIEU AXESCR,S,T> - -V
6 UIEU AXE$C:R,S,T> • -Z
MENU LEUEL• 0,> 1., 2. 4.
UIEU ANGLESCRR,RS,RT) *
HENU LEUEL* 0. 1, 2. 5.
1 RIGID DISPLACEflET nAXIHUn • ACTUAL
2 RIGID DISPLACEMET flAXIHUn • USER
Figure C.3-1: DISCOS Graphics Menu (Continued)
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IEOEL- 8. 1. 3. 6.
RtGID DISPLACEHET FACTORS<X,Y,Z)
MENU LEUEL- 0. 1. 2. 7.
1 FLEXIBLE DISPLACEMENT MAXIMUM - ACTUAL
2 FLEXIBLE DISPLACEMENT MAXIMUM • USER
HEJNU LEJUEL- e* 1. 2. 8.
FLEXIBLE DISPLACEMENT FACTORS(X,Y,Z )
MENU LEUEL- 0. 1. 8. 9.
1 SCALE • UNIFORM
2 SCALE - FULL
MENU LEVEL- e. 1.
1 INERTIAL COORDINATE AXES • NO
3 INERTIAL COORDINATE AXES • YES
MENU LEVEL- 0. 1. 2.11.
1 BODY COORDINATE AXES • NO
8 BODY COORDINATE AXES • YES
Figure C.3-1: DISCOS Graphics Menu (Continued)
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ftEHU LEVEL- 8. 1* 3.13,
1 LABELS -NONE
ft LABELS -HINGES
3 LABELS -SENSORS
4 LABELS -BODIES
9 LABELS -ALL
MENU LEVEL- 6, 1. 2.13.
i MAxiriun X,Y,Z • ACTUAL
a MAXIMUM x,v,z • USER
MENU LEVEL- e. 1. 8.14.
i MINIMUM X,Y,Z - ACTUAL
a MINIMUM x,v,z - USER
MENU LEVEL- e. 1. 3.
1 XYCURUE-T,! T,l
a
3
4
5
6
•7
XMAX
XMIN
YMAX
YMIN
XTITLE
VTTTTP
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
NONE
NrtNF
8 DISPLAY TITLE • NONE
9 DISPLAY SYMBOL- NONE
10 RETURN
Figure C.3-1: DISCOS Graphics Menu (Continued)
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MENU LEUEL- 0. 1. 3. 1.
XYCURUE-
MENU LEUEL- 0. 1. 3. 3.
1 XMAX • ACTUAL
2 XJ1AX - USER
MENU LEVEL- 0. 1, 3. 3.
1 XHIN » ACTUAL
8 XdlH - USER
PIENU LEUEL- 0. 1. 3. 4
i YMAX • ACTUAL
8 YMAX « USER
HENU LEUEL" 0. 1. 3. 5.
1 Yfl IN - ACTUAL
E YP1JN » USER
fiENU LEUEL- 0* 1. 3. 6.
1 XTITLE- HONE
2 XTITLE- USER
Figure C.3-1:. DISCOS Graphics Menu (Continued)
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MENU LEVEL- C. 1. 3. 7.
1 VTITLE- NONE
8 VTITLE- USER
MENU LEVEL- 3. 1. 3. 8.
1 DISPLAY TITLE - NONE
3 DISPLAY TITLE « USER
PJENU LEVEL- 0. 1. 3. 9.
1 DISPLAY SYMBOL- NONE
2 DISPLAY SYMBOL- USER
MENU LEVEL- 6. 2.
1 PICTURE MODE - REALTIME
3 PICTURE MODE « BATCH
MENU LEVEL- 0. 3.
1 SCREEN ERASURE -MANUAL
2 SCREEN ERASURE -AUTO
figure C.3-H: DISCOS Graphics :Menu '(Continued)
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LEVEL- 0. 4.
1 ACTION AFTER EACH PICTURE -CONTINUE
8 ACTION AFTER EACH PICTURE -PAUSE
MENU LEUEL- 0. 6.
1 IJELTAT - 0.
8 ENDT - 0.
3 NOPRNT « 50
4 NOPLOT - -50
5 RETURN
Figure C.3-1: DISCOS Graphics Menu (Continued)
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f IAC
BEGIN ACE RUNID-13583596
Enter command, or EXIT to tarmlwate, or *H for help.
ACE >OPEN(U-GATES,D-'CTEST.SVS3M
ACE >RUN DISCOS(EXE-RGDISCOS,F-DI$HDSCP,FP-DrSHDSCP.PtH)
Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session
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Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued,^
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IATCH TZNE
STRUCTURAL PLOT
DISCOS IS IN A MUSE STATE
Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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riENU LEVEL- HENU LEVEL- •..' 1.3.
1 PICTURE DEFINITION -STRCTURE
Z PICTURE flODE • BATCH
3 SCREEN ERASURE -MANUAL
4 ACTION AFTER EACH PICTURE -PAUSE
5 DISPLAY PICTURE
6 ALTER INPUT
7 INTEGRATE TO NEXT DISPLAY POINT
8 STOP
MENU ITEM NUMBER-
1
MENU LEUEL- •..1.
1 PICTURE DEFINITION -NONE
a PICTURE DEFINITION -STRCTURE
3 PICTURE DEFINITION -XYCURUE
DENU ITEM NUMBER-
3
MENU LEVEL- 9. 1. 3.
1
a
3
4
5
6
7
8
9ie
XYCURVE-T.l T.I
XMAX •
XMIN -
YMAX •
YMIN •
XTITLE'
YTITLE-
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
RETURN
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
NONE
NONE
TITLE •
SYMBOL-
NOME
NONE
MENU ITEM NUMBER-
1
MENU LEVEL- 6. 1. 3. 1.
XYCURVE-
T.l V.44
I
e
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
XYCURUE -T,l Y.44
XMAX • ACTUAL
XMIN -
YMAX •
YHIN •
XTITLE-
YTITLE-
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
NONE
NONE
TITLE •
SYMBOL-
HONE
NONE
10 RETURN
MENU ITEM NUMBER-
6
MENU LEUEL- e. 1. 3. 6.
XTITLE- NONE
XTITLE- USER
MENU ITEM NUMBER-
a
XTITLE-
TIME, SEC.
HENU LEVEL- e. 1. 3.
1
a
31
 4
5
6
7
8
9
18
XYCURUE-T.l Y.
XHAX •
XMIN •
YMAX •
YPIIN •
XTITLE-
YTITLE-
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
RETURN
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
TINE,
NONE
TITLE
SYMBOL
44
SEC.
- NONE
• NONE
HENU ITEM NUMBER-
7
MENU LEVEL- 0. 1. 3. 7.
1 YTITLE- NONE
E YTITLE- USER
MENU ITEM NUMBER-
a
YTITLE-
ANGLE, RAD.
Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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XENU LEVEL- e. 1. 3. DISPLAY SYTOOL-
*
1
z
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
XYCURUE-T.l V,44
XHAX • ACTUAL
xniN •
YHAX -
vniN •
XTITLE-
YTITLE-
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
RETURN
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
TIME,
ANCLE,
TITLE
SYHBOL
SEC.
RAD.
• NONE
• NONE
MENU ITEH NUMBER-
8
MENU LEVEL- e. 1. 3. 8.
1 DISPLAY TITLE • NONE
2 DISPLAY TITLE - USER
flENU I TEH NUNBER-
Z
DISPLAY TITLE •
BUS-TO-DISH C/L ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
flENU LEUEL- e. 1.3.
LEUEt* 0. 1. 3.
1 XYCURUE-T.l Y,44
2 XHAX • ACTUAL
3 XniN - ACTUAL
4 YflAX - ACTUAL
5 YRIN • ACTUAL
6 XTITLE- TINE. SEC.
7 YTITLE- ANCLE, RAD.
8 DISPLAY TITLE • BUS-TO-DISH C/L ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
9 DISPLAY SYNBOL- X
16 RETURN
HEMU ITEH NUHBER-
10
MENU LEUEL- e.
1 PICTURE DEFINITION -XYCURUE
3 PICTURE MODE • BATCH
3 SCREEN ERASURE -HANUAL
4 ACTION AFTER EACH PICTURE -PAUSE
B DISPLAY PICTURE
6 ALTER INPUT
7 INTEGRATE TO NEXT DISPLAY POINT
8 STOP
1 XYCURUE-T,! Y,44
2 XHAX - ACTUAL
3 XHIN • ACTUAL
4 YMAX
5 YfllN
6 XTITLE
7 YTITLE
8 DISPLAY TITLE
9 DISPLAY SYMBOL
19 RETURN
MENU ITEM NUOBER-
5
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
TIP1E, SEC.
ANGLE, RAD.
BUS-TO-DISH C/L ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
NONE
MENU ITEn NURBER-
9
ttENU LEUEL- e. 1. 3. 9.
1 DISPLAY SYMBOL*
8 DISPLAY SYMBOL-
MENU ITEM NUMBER-
a
NONE
USER
Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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HENU LEVEL- 6.
1 PICTURE DEFINITION -XVCURVE
2 PICTURE MODE • BATCH
3 SCREEN ERASURE -MANUAL
4 ACTION AFTER EACH PICTURE -PAUSE
5 DISPLAY PICTURE
6 ALTER INPUT
7 INTEGRATE TO NEXT DISPLAY POINT
8 STOP
MENU ITEM NUMBER*
8
Figure C.3-2: DISCOS Typical Graphics Session (continued)
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APPENDIX D - ORACLS IMPLEMENTATION
The ORACLS program has been implemented within IAC so as to allow execution
in either of two modes - standard or user-defined. Section D.I discusses the
two standard ORACLS driver programs, REGEST (full state regulator and esti-
mator design) and TIMFST (time response of open and closed loop systems).
Their input/output formats and example problems are presented. Section D.2
discusses the general methodology for developing and executing user-defined
ORACLS drivers within IAC. New IAC ORACLS utility procedures available for
use by the user programmer are described in Section D.3. Section D.4
discusses modification and operation of the original ORACLS software package,
associated with the VAX conversion and IAC implementation.
D.I STANDARD DRIVERS
Two standard ORACLS drivers have been written. The first (REGEST) solves the
linear optimal regulator/estimator/compensator problem for either continuous
or discrete systems. The second standard driver (TIMFST) calculates a time
response for a closed or open loop system.
The forms of the IAC RUN statements for these drivers are:
RUN ORACLS (STD=REGEST, F=filename, FIN=filespec, AREA=code, PRT=option)
RUN ORACLS (STD=TIMFST, F=filename, FIN=filespec, AREA=code, PRT=option)
The STD parameter names the standard driver (default is REGEST). The F
parameter names the input file (filename.DAT) and the output file
(filename.LIS). FIN is an optional parameter; if given it defines a complete
input file spec to be used instead of the F-spec filename.DAT. The optional
AREA parameter gives the storage area (H, D, HO or OH) from/to which IAC
arrays are to be transferred. The optional PRT parameter specifies
disposition (YES, NO or HOLD) of the output file.
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D.I.I REGEST
REGEST is an interactive program that calculates a linear optimal regulator,
estimator, and/or compensator., A user defined input file is required which
specifies IAC arrays and defines regulator and estimator options.
Interactive prompts are given to allow the user to select output to be
printed or stored, change the weighting matrices, add an alpha shift, or
create plot files to be used by the IAC PLOT module.
Topics in this section describe the input file rules and data; an input file
example; the output; and an example REGEST run.
Input File Rules - The input file is arranged in blocks, one block each for
the regulator, estimator, and compensator. The following general rules
apply.
1) Any or all blocks may appear in any order. Note, however, that all
blocks needed for the user's problem must appear.
2) Each block begins with a header line consisting of a single letter in
column 1: R (for regulator), E (for estimator), C (for compensator).
3) All data lines for the regulator, estimator or compensator block must
immediately follow the header line. Data lines within a block may
appear in any order.
4) Each data line consists of three items: (a) a nametag starting in
column 1; (b) an "=" and/or one or more adjacent blanks; (c) a maximum
80-character value, not beginning with an "=" or a blank.
5) A comment line is any line which is blank or which begins with a "$" in
column 1. Comment lines may occur anywhere within the input file.
They are ignored in data processing, except that they are included in
the count of line numbers.
Input File Data - The data lines within each block are defined below. Note
that "L" represents a logical value T (true) or F (false), and "X" represents
a double precision real value. The ALPHA value is not an alpha shift. (An
alpha shift may be defined interactively by the user). Note also that text
in parentheses is provided as information only and is not to be included in
the input file.
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For regulator or estimator block:
R (reg) or E (est)
DISC = L
NEWT = L
STABLE = L (required if NEWT is true)
FNULL = L (required if NEWT is true)
ALPHA = X (required if NEWT is true and STABLE is false)
A = matrix A spec
B = matrix B (reg) or C = matrix C (est) spec
Q = matrix Q (reg) or QE = matrix QE (est) spec
R = matrix R (reg) or RE = matrix RE (est) spec
F = matrix F (reg) or 6 = matrix G (est) spec (required if NEWT is
true and A is not asymptotically stable)
IDENT = L
H = matrix H (reg) or GG = matrix GG (est) (required if IDENT is
false)
P = matrix P (reg) or PE = matrix PE (est) (required if NEWT is
false)
FOUT = output matrix F (reg) or GOUT = output matrix G (est) spec
For compensator block:
C
A = matrix A spec
B = matrix B spec
C = matrix C spec
F = matrix F spec
G = matrix G spec
A, B, and C are IAC array specifications for the system matrices. F and G
are system gain matrices (output for the regulator and estimator, input for
the compensator). The user has the choice to store these matrices at the end
of each regulator and estimator run. When the compensator is run the last
gain matrices stored will be the ones used. For the regulator, Q is the
state weighting matrix and R is the control weighting matrix. For the
estimator, QE is the process noise weighting matrix and RE is the measurement
noise weighting matrix.
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See subroutines ASYMREG (reg) and ASYMFIL (est) in the ORACLS manual, Refer-
ence 13, for information on the definition of the remaining matrices and
logical variables.
Input File Example - An example of an actual input file is shown in Figure
D.l-1.
$ REGEST EXAMPLE INPUT FILE
E
DISC = F
NEWT = F
A = AO.DAT
C = CO.DAT
QE = QO.DAT
RE = RE.DAT
IDENT = T
PE = PO.DAT
GOUT = GOPTEST.DAT
R
DISC = F
NEWT = F
A = AO.DAT
B = BO.DAT
Q = QO.DAT
R = RO.DAT
IDENT = T
P = PO.DAT
FOUT = FOPTREG.DAT
C
A = AO.DAT
B = BO.DAT
C = CO.DAT
F = FOPTREG.DAT
G = GOPTEST.DAT
Figure D.l-1: Example REGEST Input File
Output - At the beginning of REGEST certain program options are set, some of
which relate to the output. At the beginning of execution of each input
block the user is prompted about changing these options. See the ORACLS man-
ual subroutines ASYMFIL and ASYMREG for a description of options.
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Input matrices A, B, C, Q/QE, R/RE, H, and P/PE along with the eigenvalues of
the system are written to the filename.LIS file. During REGEST execution the
eigenvalues are also typed to the screen. The user is then prompted to
determine whether output matrices of the regulator or estimator are to be
stored.
During execution of each input block the user is prompted about creating plot
files. If the user desires, plot files of the eigenvalues will be written to
the host directory, with a spec which the user selects. An example plot made
from a plot file is shown in Figure D.l-2.
Example REGEST Run - An example run utilizing REGEST is presented to illus-
trate the use of REGEST within IAC. The user creates the input data file
EXP1.DAT, the contents of which are shown in Figure D.l-1. FOPTREG.DAT and
GOPTEST.DAT define output array specs to be used by the regulator and the
estimator, respectively; they define input array specs to be used by the
compensator. The RUN statement for this example is
RUN ORACLS (STD = REGEST, F = EXP1)
See Figure D.l-2 for an example of an interactive display of the REGEST run.
The resulting output file is shown in Figure D.l-3.
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Figure D.l-2: Example REGEST Run - Interactive Display
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Figure D.l-2: Example REGEST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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Figure 0.1-2: Example REGEST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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Figure D.l-2: Example REGEST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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Figure 0.1-2: Example REGEST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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Figure D.l-2: Example REGEST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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t*t**f*i*t«*»**t*t**«fft*t***li».*i*********t**ttf
t»t«i**tt*»ti**ff**it****t*ff*tt«**ii»««tti*tff«**
§••***•*•«***• REGULATOR •»»••»•»«»§»•«
••»»*»*»»»f»»»»»t»»»tt»»»»*»tt»»«»»*t*i*»M«t*»t
•t***»«**o«»»»«*«*t*t*«tfttt**ff*tt**»»t*tt*»tt
t*«*«»t**ft**t***tt***tft»*«Mttttl*tt*«f*»»tt**«*
***tf****tt»i«t»«**««**«*ft»ti*O«ttt«*f ••»•»*•>•
it**»****«ft«t CASE NQ, i »**•*««••***«**
»tff*»*«**»***»*t»*«*ft*******tt**t**f**ttt*»»t*»t
ALPHA SHIFT IS: 0.100E*00
PROERAH TO SOLUE THE TlfC-INWRIANT INFINITE-DURATION CONTINUOUS OPTltlAL
REGULATOR PROBLEM UITH NOISE-FREE ItASUREhENTS
A WTRIX 4
-2.50000000*00 2.50000000-01
-7.50000000-02 -1.70000000-01
7.80000000-02 -9.90000000-01
1.00000000*00 7.80000000-02
B MATRIX 4
1.70000000*01 7.00000000*00
2.00000000-02 -3.20000000*00
0.00000000*00 4.60000000-02
0.00000000*00 0.00000000*00
Q MATRIX 4 ROUS
1.00000000*00 0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00 1.00000000*02
0.00000000*00 0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00 0.00000000*00
H IS AN IDENTITY MATRIX
4CQLUWS
-3.80000000*01
4.40000000*00
-1.30000000-01
0.00000000*00
2 COLUMNS
4 CCLUtlNS
0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00
1.00000000*02
0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00
5.20000000-02
1.00000000-01
0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00
1.00000000*02
R HATRIX 2 ROUS
1.00000000*02 0.00000000*00
0.00000000*00 1.00000000*02
2 COLUMNS
Figure D.l-3: Example REGEST Run - Output File
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MATRIX 4 ROUS 4COLUWS
EXAMPLE REGEST RUN
ORACtS PROGRAM
1.28252860*00 2.50671350*00 -8.86854150*00 5.97536870*00
2.50671350*00 4.39016120*01 -4.38123440*01 1.26556610*01
-8.86854150*00 -4.38123440*01 2.88432010*02 -4.40386830*01
5.97536870*00 1.26556610*01 -4.40386830*01 4.14364130*01
F MATRIX 2 ROUS 4 COLUMNS
2.18531210-01 4.3492161D-01 -1.51641450*00 1.01834380*00
5.48264270-03 -1.24953530*00 9.13875830-01 -6.96312720-03
EIGENVALUES OF FULL ORDER REGULATOR [A - BF]
EIGENVALUES
REAL
-2.39784805
-2.39784805
-3.05348133
-3.05348133
IMAGINARY
1.36310692
-1.36310692
3.08539936
-3.08539936
DAMP RATIO
• 0.86934858
0.86934858
0.70342080
0.70342080
FREQUENCY
2.75821242
2.75821242
4.34090284
4.34090284
****t«**ttt«*« COMPENSATOR ti«t»***t«t***»
•««ti*fttttt*« QftSE ^ Q, i •*««t«*»*«»«t
*«*«it**t*tt*t»tt«»*tt»*»t*tf*«t*t*«»t*****fft*»*
•««t«*t«**»tt*«*««***t**«*«t»»*«tt«*«*tt«*t*<i»»»
NOTE: REGULATOR CASE NO. 1 AND AN ESTIMATOR FROtl A PREVIOUS RUN
WERE USED TO CONFUTE COflPENSATOR.
EIGENVALUES OF FULL ORDER COMPENSATOR [A - GC - BF]
EIGENVALUES
REAL
2.64424171
-13.94724686
-21.06168574
-21.06168574
IKAGINARY
0.00000000
0.00000000
8.19785460
•8.19785460
DAMP RATIO
-1.00000000
1.00000000
0.93189703
0.93189703
FREQUENCY
2.64424171
13.94724686
22.60087225
22.60087225
Figure D.l-3: Example REGEST Run - Output File (Continued)
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D.I.2 TIMFST
TIMFST is an interactive program, which computes a time response for an open
or closed loop system. TIMFST puts either the open or closed loop system
matrices into modal coordinates. This results in sparse matrices allowing
item by item time response computation for efficient computer operation.
A user defined input file is required which references IAC input arrays.
Interactive queries allow the user to choose whether a debug option is to be
set, what type of system is to be analyzed, and which states are to be
printed or plotted.
Topics in this section describe the input file rules and data; an input file
example; the block diagram and matrix definitions; the output; and an example
TIMFST run.
Input File Rules - The following general rules apply.
1) Data lines may appear in any order.
2) Each data line consists of three items: (a) a nametag starting in
column 1; (b) an "=" and/or one or more adjacent blanks; (c) a maximum
80-character value, not beginning with an "=" or a blank.
3) A comment line is any line which is blank or which begins with a "$" in
column 1. Comment lines may occur anywhere within the input file. They
are ignored in data processing, except that they are included in the
count of line numbers.
Input File Data - The data lines are defined below. Note that text in
parentheses is provided as information only and is not to be included in the
input file. The IPRINT and IPLOT values are independent of one another. The
XI(n,l) matrix has an arbitrary size n; for n > number of states, XI values
are ignored; for state numbers > n, zero values are assumed.
TSTEP = time step (to be used in calculation)
TFINAL = final time
IPRINT = print interval (integer multiplier on time step, default=0
indicates no print times)
IPLOT = plot interval (integer multiplier on time step, default=0
indicates no plot times)
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A = matrix A spec (plant matrix)
B = matrix B spec (plant matrix)
C = matrix C spec (plant matrix)
XI = matrix XI spec (initial conditions for all states, default =
all zero values)
D = matrix D spec (optional - plant direct feed through)
C2 = matrix C2 spec (required if non-measured outputs)
J = matrix J spec (required if system is closed loop)
E = matrix E spec (required if compensator)
F = matrix F spec (required if compensator)
G = matrix G spec (required if compensator)
H = matrix H spec (required if compensator)
A, B and C are IAC array specifications for the plant definition matrices. 0
is the plant direct feed through matrix, C2 relates non-measured outputs to
plant states, and J is an output feedback matrix. E is an estimator dynamic
matrix, F is an regulator gain matrix, G is an estimator gain matrix, and H
specifies the dependency of the compensator on the control.
Input File Example - An example of an actual input file is shown in Figure
0.1-4.
$ TIMFST EXAMPLE INPUT FILE
A = A.OAT
B = B.DAT
C = C.DAT
XI = INITIAL.DAT
TSTEP = .5
TFINAL = 50.
IPRINT = 1 •
IPLOT = 1
D = PDFT.DAT
C2 = MAT.C2
J = J.DAT
E = ECOMP.DAT
F = FCOMP.DAT
G = GCOMP.DAT
H = HCOMP.DAT
Figure D.l-4: Example TIMFST Input File
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Equations. Block Diagram, and Matrix Definitions - The equations used are
defined in Figure D.l-5 and a block diagram is shown in Figure 0.1-6. The E,
G and H matrices are defined in Figure D.l-7.
Output - All input arrays are echoed out to the output listing file.
The user will be able to set a DEBUG option through an interactive prompt. If
the DEBUG option is set several matrices used during computation will be
printed on the output listing file. Included are the matrices shown in
Figure D.l-8.
The user may select the states and outputs which are to be printed. The
plant states are first, followed by estimated states. The outputs are
ordered such that plant outputs are first, followed by controller outputs and
other (non-measured) outputs.
The user may also select certain plot files to be written to the host default
directory. The spec of each plot file is STATEn.PLT or OUTPUTn.PLT, where n
is the number of the state or output selected.
Example TIMFST Run - An example run utilizing TIMFST is presented to show the
use of TIMFST within IAC. The user creates the input data file EXP2.DAT, the
contents of which are shown in Figure D.l-4. The RUN statement for this
example is
RUN ORACLS (STD = TIMFST, F = EXP2) _
See Figure D.l-9 for an example of an interactive display of the TIMFST run.
The resulting output file is shown in Figure D.l-10, and an associated plot
is shown in Figure D.l-11.
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Original Equations:
x = Ax + Bu
Closed Loop Expands To:
y = Cx + Ou
Anew 11; Bnew
y,/o/yj =
Where
Cnew Dnew
ue
6
plant states
estimated states
plant outputs
controller outputs
other, e.g. nonmeasured outputs
external inputs
auxiliary inputs
and Anew, Bnew, Cnew and Dnew are as defined in Figure 0.1-8.
Figure D.l-5: Equations for TIMFST
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a
Controller
Output
Figure D.l-6: TIMFST Block Diagram
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Symbol Definitions
x = State
y = Output
u = input
$ = Estimated State
y = Estimated Output
K = Estimator Gain matrix
A, B, C, D = Plant Matrices
Plant Equations
x = Ax + Bu , y = Cx + Du
Estimator Equations
k = A$ + Bu + K(y - y)
y = C* + Du
From Above Equations
j, = (A-KCK+ Ky + (B - KD)u
Since: £ = E£, + Gy + Hu (From Block Diagram)
Then: G = K
E = A - GC
H = B - GO
Note - If the REGEST designed compensator matrices (E, F, G) are used
(where E = A-BF-GC), then the TIMFST H = -GO, the TIMFST F = -F,
and the TIMFST ue becomes a disturbance input through the control
Figure D.l-7: Definitions of TIMFST Compensator Matrices
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Anew =
A+BAJC
GC+GDAJC+HAJC
Bnew =
BA
GDA+HA
Cnew =
Dnew =
C+DAJC
JC+JDAJC
C
OA
JOA
BAF
E+GDAF+HAF
BAJ
H+AJ+G+GDAJ
DAF
F+JDAF
DAJ
J+JDAJ
0
where A = (I - J0)~l
Figure 0.1-8: TIMFST Debug Printout
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Matrix
A
B
C
0
Anew
Bnew
Cnew
Dnew
u
u
T
Size
(n,n)
(n,k)
(l.n)
(l.k)
(n+ne,n+ne)
(n+ne,n+ne)
(n+ne,k+l)
(K,l) (Open Loop))
(k-H.l) (Closed Loop)
Same as A/Anew
Where
n = number of system states
k = number of actuators
I = number of sensors
ne = number of estimator states
12 = number of non-measured
outputs
T is a matrix used to put the system into modal coordinates. The modal form
used in TIMFST is .
O -0)
0> O
where o and u are respectively the real and imaginary parts of A (for open
loop systems) or Anew (for closed loop systems).
Figure 0.1-8: TIMFST Debug Printout (Continued)
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Figure D.l-9: Example TIMFST Run - Interactive Display
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Figure 0.1-9: Example TIMFST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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Figure D.l-9: Example TIMFST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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Figure D.l-9: Example TIMFST Run - Interactive Display (Continued)
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Figure 0.1-10: Example TIMFST Run - Output File
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Figure 0.1-10: Example TIMFST Run - Output File (Continued)
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Figure 0.1-10: Example TIMFST Run - Output File (Continued)
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Figure D.l-10: Example TIMFST Run - Output File (Continued)
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Figure 0.1-10: Example TIMFST Run - Output File (Continued)
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Figure 0.1-10: Example TIMFST Run - Output File (Continued)
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Figure 0.1-10: Example TIMFST Run - Output File (Continued)
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D.2 USER-DEFINED DRIVERS
The ORACLS program can be executed within IAC employing a user-defined driver
and a user-defined dataset. Matrix data can be read by the ORACLS program
from the database using the ORAGET call and matrix data may be stored in the
database using the ORAPUT call. In addition data can be read and printed for
output using the standard ORACLS input/output routines.
The RUN statement for a user-defined ORACLS program may be of the form
RUN ORACLS (EXE = filename, F = filename, FIN = filespec,+
PRT = option)
The EXE parameter names the executable file (filename.EXE) output from the
linker. The F parameter names the input file (filename.DAT) and the output
file (filename.LIS). FIN is an optional parameter; if given it defines a
complete input file spec to be used instead of the F-spec filename.DAT. The
optional PRT parameter specifies disposition of the output file.
Utility Routines - In building an ORACLS driver program for execution within
IAC, there are several subroutine calls inserted into the driver. The sub-
routine call sequences and explanations are discussed in Section 0.3. Care
must be taken to allocate or dimension matrices large enough in the driver
program to avoid erroneous results. Consult the ORACLS manual for details on
the necessary dimensions, variables, and dummy arrays.
Linking Driver - The IAC command to link a user-defined driver program with
the standard ORACLS software is
LINK (MOD = ORACLS, EXE = exec-file, OBJ = obj-files, LIB = lib-files)
where exec-file is the name of the LINK output executable load-module file
(type EXE) to be used in a later RUN ORACLS command, obj-files is a list of
the compiled main program and other user routines (type OBJ) supplied by the
user, and lib-files is a list of object libraries (type OLB) supplied by the
user.
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D.3 NEW IAC ORACLS UTILITY PROCEDURES
Outlined below are IAC provided utility function and subroutine procedures
which support both standard and user-defined ORACLS drivers. Procedures
beginning with the characters IAC are IAC standard utilities, and those
beginning with ORA are IAC provided utilities specific to ORACLS. Procedures
marked with an asterisk (*) are required by all drivers, and the others are
optional.
Utility Procedure
IACBEG ('ORACLS'.QUAL,
FUNITS.WUNITS.NSIZE.CSIZE)
Explanation
ORAFIL(FI,FO,AREA)
An ORACLS driver program must begin with
the IACBEG call to initialize communica-
tion with the IAC utilities. See
Section 6 for description of the calling
arguments.
ORAFIL retrieves the ORACLS input and
output filespecs, and the array storage
area code, defined via parameters in the
IAC RUN command. The input-file and
output-file values are character strings
dimensioned sufficiently long in the
ORACLS driver program to hold the file
specs. The output from ORACLS goes to
file unit 6. Therefore the output-file
should be opened to unit 6 prior to
calling any ORACLS routines which may
cause output. The input-file must always
exist. The area code is one of the
character values 0, H, OH or HD.
RDTITL RDTITL reads from the terminal an 80-
character string to use for the page
heading, and also initializes several
constants. It should always be the next
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ORACLS subroutine called after IACBEG and
ORAFIL.
ORADEF(NAMTAG,LOC,NEL) Sets up storage for an array in the IAC
ORACLS workspace. NAMTAG is a maximum 10
character id defining a name for the
array. LOG is the returned location of
the array within the IAC numeric
workspace, and NEL is the given number of
double precision storage locations needed
for the array.
ORADEL(NAMTAG) Deletes an array from the IAC ORACLS
workspace. NAMTAG is the array id (e.g.
assigned via a call to ORADEF or ORAGET).
ORAGET(AREA,SPEC,NAMTAG,LOC,
SIZE)
Gets an ORACLS array, from the IAC
database or a host directory. AREA is the
given data storage area code, SPEC is the
array spec, and NAMTAG is the array id.
LOC is the returned location of the array
within the IAC numeric workspace, and
SIZE(2) is a returned vector containing
the sizes of array index 1 and 2.
ORAPAC(AP,NAP,A,KNR,NR,NC) Converts on unpacked matrix A into packed
form AP.
ORAPUT(AREA,SPEC,NAMTAG,LOC,
SIZE)
Puts an ORACLS array, to the IAC database
or a host directory. AREA is the given
data storage area code, SPEC is the array
spec, NAMTAG is the array id, LOC is the
location of the array within the IAC
numeric workspace, and SIZE(2) is a given
vector containing the sizes of array index
1 and 2.
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ORAQRE(UIN,LF,HOLD)
ORAQUE(PROMPT)
ORATIA(T,NT,A,NA,TIA,NTIA)
ORAUNP(A,KNR,NR,NC,AP,NAP)
Performs a VAX host Q-read operation. UIN
is the given input file unit number, LF is
the returned length of the character
string read, and HOLD is the returned
character string.
A logical function which prints the given
character string prompt on the terminal,
and accepts a YES or NO answer from the
user. The returned function is true for
YES, false for NO.
Performs the matrix operation TIA = T-l
* A. The input matrix T is destroyed upon
return.
Converts a packed matrix AP into unpacked
form A.
ORALIS(UOUT.HEAD) Displays a list of all arrays currently
defined in the IAC ORACLS workspace (may
be used for debussing purposes). UOUT is
the given output unit number for display,
and HEAD is a given character string
heading to be printed at the top of the
display.
lACEND(QUAL) An ORACLS driver program must end with the
IACEND call to terminate communication
with the IAC utilities.
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0.4 MODIFICATION AND OPERATION OF ORIGINAL ORACLS PACKAGE
ORACLS Routines - In the IAC ORACLS implementation, two subroutines have been
added to the original list documented in References 13 and 14. Subroutine
CDIV was added to perform double precision complex division for HQR2 and
INVIT. Subroutine ELTRAN is discussed in Reference 12 and provides
additional eigenanalysis solution paths. The current list of IAC ORACLS
subroutines is given below.
IAC ORACLS Subroutine List
ADD
BALANC
CDIV
DISREG
ELTRAN
EXPSER
HQR2
JUXTR
NORMS
RDTITL
SCALE
SUM
TRANP
ASYFIL
BALBAK
CNTREG
DSTAB
EQUATE
FACTOR
HSHLDR
LEVIER
NULL
READ
SCHUR
SYMPDS
TRCE
ASYREG
BARSTW
CSTAB
EIGEN
EXMDFL
GAUSEL
IMMDFL
LNCNT
POLE
READ1
SHRSLV
SYMSLV
TRNSIT
ATXPXA
BCKMLT
CTROL
ELMBAK
EXPADE
GELIM
INVIT
MAX EL
PREFIL
RICNWT
SNVDEC
SYSSLV
UNITY
AXPXB
BILIN
DETFAC
ELMHES
EXPINT
HQR
JUXTC
MULT
PRNT
SAMPL
SUBT
TESTST
VARANC
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Calls to UNPACK Routines - The ORACLS library of subroutines is self con-
tained with one exception. Calls to UNPACK subroutines have been inserted
into certain ORACLS subroutines to perform some of the linear algebra.
Therefore to run a user-defined ORACLS driver program, it must first be
linked with the LINPACK library. The LINPACK Users Guide (Reference 15)
describes all LINPACK routines including complete subroutine listings. The
LINPACK routines used by ORACLS are summarized below.
Primary LINPACK Subroutines Called by ORACLS
DSVDC DGECO DGESL DPOCO DPOSL .
DSICO
Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines Called by Above Subroutines
DDOT OAXPY OROTG DROT OCOPY
DSWAP ONRM2 SASUM OSCAL DMAX
Special Modifications - The ORACLS subroutines also require a function
subroutine called DAMCON which defines machine epsilon and is thus machine
dependent. The function DAMCON should be defined as DAMCON(3) = machine
epsilon. The other elements of DAMCON are not required.
The ORACLS matrix print routine has been modified to output matrices by col-
umns with a fixed set of 7 columns per line.
Subroutine Name Changes - Original names of the ORACLS subroutines defined in
References 13 and 14 have been reduced to a maximum of 6 characters. This
name change affects the following routines.
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Original Name
TESTSTA
VARANCE
TRANSIT
DISCREG
CNTNREG
RICTNWT
ASYMREG
ASYMFIL
EXPMDFL
IMPMDFL
New Name
TESTST
VARANC
TRNSIT
DISREG
CNTREG
RICNWT
ASYREG
ASYFIL
EXMDFL
IMMDFL
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APPENDIX E - MIMIC IMPLEMENTATION
This appendix provides theory and example problems for the MIMIC (Model
Integration via Mesh interpolation Coefficients) module. The MIMIC RUN
statement and data flow are described in Section 3.6. MIMIC transforms field
values (e.g. temperatures, pressures or stress tensors) from one model to
another. The transformation involves coordinate based interpolation over 1-
D, 2-D, or 3-D metric space. The naming convention used by MIMIC is that
mesh A is associated with existing field values, and mesh B is associated
with field values to be computed.
E.I INTERPOLATION THEORY
The interpolation is performed by MIMIC using a linear interpolation algo-
rithm over 1-0, 2-D and/or 3-D simplex regions. This involves respective
lines, triangles and tetrahedra, as appropriate for the particular mesh
points involved. For example, the 2-0 interpolation is used for 2-
dimensional regions, or within certain portions of 3-dimensional regions
where special conditions exist. Arbitrary coordinates can be handled, for
example: time TIME; distance X; 2-D mesh cordinates X, Y; 3-D mesh
coordinates X, Y, Z; etc. MIMIC relies only upon interpolation, and does not
perform extrapolation.
1-D Interpolation - The 1-dimensional line interpolation is rather trivial.
For each B-point it involves the selection of two A-points, one on either
side. The corresponding two interpolation coefficients are computed via the
relative distance ratios. If two such A-points can not be found, a single
point is selected and the corresponding interpolation coefficient is set to
the value 1.0.
2-D Interpolation - The 2-dimensional interpolation scheme is illustrated by
Figure E.l-1. There the open circles represent points from the A-mesh, and
the closed circle (point N) represents one of the points from the B-mesh. In
general, three A-points must be selected (forming an enclosing triangle
around the B-point) in order to accomplish an exact linear interpolation. The
sequence for selecting these three points is as follows.
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1. Find point 1 as the A-point closest to N.
2. Locate point 2 as the next closest A-point such that the smaller
angle between rays N-l and N-2 is greater than 90°. (The restriction
on the angle is necessary to avoid possible selection later of the
third point such that a long narrow triangle would be formed. Note
it also ensures that a perpendicular from N to the line 1-2 will pass
between points 1 and 2).
3. Locate point 3 as the next closest A-point such that N is enclosed
within the triangle 1-2-3. (A necessary and sufficient condition for
satisfying this requirement is that the three vector cross products
N-l X N-2, N-2 X N-3, and N-3 X N-l, all have the same direction).
The B-point N divides the triangle into three triangular sub-areas Al, A2,
and A3, with total area of the triangle defined by A = AI + A2 + A3.
Interpolation coefficients (weights) are then defined by Wi = Ai/A, W? =
A2/A, and W3 = Aa/A, so that Wi + W£ + W3 = 1. These coefficients allow the
value of a field variable, TN, at point N to be computed as
TN = WlTi + W2T2 + W3T3 (E-l-1)
where T-j is the field value at the ith vertex point of the triangle.
In case a third A-point is not found to form an enclosing traingle, a per-
pendicular is defined from N to the line 1-2, intersecting 1-2 at say point
Nl. The coefficients Wi and W2 are then computed as the distances from Nl to
points 2 and 1, respectively, divided by the length of line 1-2. TN can
still be computed from Equation E.l-1 (using W3 = 0, with point 3 = point 1).
In case a second point is also not found according to the above selection
procedure, TN can again be computed from Equation E-l (using W? = W3 = 0,
with point 2 = point 3 = point 1).
3-D Interpolation - The 3-dimensional interpolation scheme is similar to the
2-dimensional scheme, except that tetrahedra rather than triangles are in-
volved. As shown by Figure E.l-2, the open circles again represent points
from the A-mesh, and the closed circle (point N) represents one of the points
from the B-mesh. Four A-points must now be selected to form an enclosing
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tetrahedron around the B-point in order to accomplish an exact linear
interpolation. The sequence for selecting these four points is as follows.
1. Find point 1 as the A-point closest to N.
2. Locate point 2 as the next closest A-point such that the smaller
angle between lines N-l and N-2 is greater than 900.
3. Locate point 3 as the next closest A-point such that a perpendicular
from N to the plane 1-2-3 intersects this plane within the triangle
1-2-3. (A vector S is defined normal to the plane 1-2-3. The
requirement is satisfied if the three vector dot-cross products
S • (N-l X N-2), S • (N-2 X N-3), and S • (N-3 X N-l), allhave the
same sign.)
4. Locate point 4 as the next closest A-point such that N is enclosed
within the tetrahedron 1-2-3. (A necessary and sufficient condition
for satisfying this requirement is that the four vector dot-cross
products - N-l • (N-3 X N-4), + N-2 • (N-4 X N-l), - N-3 • (N-l X
N-2), and + N-4 • (N-2 X N-3), all have the same sign.)
The B-point N divides the tetrahedron into four tetrahedral sub-volumes, Vi,
V2» V3, and V4, with total volume of the tetrahedron defined by V = Vi + V2 +
Vs + V4 (Vi is the volume of the tetrahedron opposite vertex point i).
Interpolation coefficients are then defined by Wi = Vi/V, W2 = V2/V, V/3 =
Va/V, and W4 = V4/V, so that Wi + W? + W3 + W4 = 1. These coefficients allow
the value of a field variable, TN, at point N to be computed as
+ W2T2 + W3T3 + W4T_4 (E.l-2)
where TI is the field value at the ith vertex point of the tetrahedron.
In case a fourth A-point is not found to form an enclosing tetrahedron, point
N is projected perpendicularly onto the 1-2-3 plane, and the 2-dimensional
interpolation scheme using triangle 1-2-3 is employed. In case a third or
second point is also not found, MIMIC logic again proceeds as discussed for
2-dimensional interpolation.
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Limitations - The MIMIC interpolation scheme tends to be robust in nature,
and it produces acceptable results in most situations. However, because the
interpolation algorithm is based on closeness of points and because no
extrapolation is used, the analyst should be aware that the following
situations can sometimes produce inaccurate results.
1) Mesh B contains points which are significantly outside the boundaries
of mesh A.
2) Mesh A does not have enough points to adequately describe the field
gradients.
3) Sharp discontinuities exist in the field.
4) Coordinates have different metric units.
5) Field gradients are much greater in some directions than in others,
and/or points are much more closely spaced in osme directions than in
others.
Computation Process - The field value interpolation computation defined by
Equations E.l-1 and/or E.l-2 can be summarized, in matrix form, for all
points by
B-values = C-coefficients times A-values (E.l-3)
The A-values and B-values are stored in arrays; the values are of type real
single or double precision, either scalars or nonscalars. The C-coefficients
are stored in a relation; the coefficients consist of the real double preci-
sion coefficients W-j described above, and associated integer values which
reference positions within an index of the A-array. In transforming the A-
array to the.B-array, the referenced index of the A-array is replaced by the
index of the C-relation. More than one interpolation attribute (e.g. both
temperature and strain tensor) may be contained in the A-array and B-array,
in which case MIMIC uses the same C-relation to interpolate all attributes
simultaneously.
E.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
Two examples, a 2-dimensional problem and a 3-dimensional problem, are pre-
sented in this section. Since these examples were intended to serve as
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checkout cases and to illustrate MIMIC operation, the models were specially
defined to facilitate user visualization and manual checking.
2-D Problem - The X-Y spatial models used in this problem are shown overlayed
in Figure E.2-1. The open circles represent points in the A-mesh, and closed
circles represent points in the B-mesh. The respective A and B X-Y mesh
definitions are listed in Figure E.2-2 a and b.
Table E.2-1 a and b defines field values for the A and B mesh points, respec-
tively, which can be used in a convenient test case to exercise the computed
coefficients relation. . Field values, T, in this table are computable as a
function of position coordinates:
T = SOX - 100Y
3-D Problem - The X-Y-Z spatial models for this problem can be described
relative to three parallel planes, stacked on top of one another in three •
levels, as shown in Figure E.2-3. The arrangement of the points on each
respective plane is shown in Figure E.2-4. There the open circles represent
points in the A-mesh, and closed circles represent points in the B-mesh. The
respective A and B X-Y-Z mesh definitions are listed in Figure E.2-5 a and b.
As indicated by the listed Z-coordinate values, the B-points are at levels
1.0, 2.0 and 3.0; the A-points are offset slightly, at levels .999, 1.999 and
3.001.
Table E.2-2 a and b defines field values for the respective A and B mesh
points, which can be used in a test case to exercise the computed
coefficients relation. Exact field values, T, in this table are computable
as a function of position coordinates:
T = SOX - 100Y + 50Z
Note that MIMIC computed field values differ from exact values where the B-
point could not be enclosed within a tetrahedron formed by four A-points.
This is true for B-points 12, 13, 16, 20, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35 and 38.
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13
14
8 "30
Figure E.2-1: Meshes for MIMIC 2-0 Example
Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
30
15
20
40
12
8
9
10
11
13
14
X
0.000
1.000
1.500
3.500
2.000
-0.500
1.500
3.500
0.500
3.000
4.000
-0.500
2.500
0.000
1.000
2.500
2.000
3.500
Y
-0.500
0.500
-0.500
0.000
0.500
1.000
1.500
1.000
.500
,500
2.500
3.500
,000
,500
,500
,750
,000
Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
100
110
150
300
15
16
X
0.000
1.000
.000
.000
0.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
2.
3.
2.
3.
0
1.000
2.
3.
.000
.000
0.000
1.000
2.000
3.000
3.500
(a) A-mesh coordinates
40
Y
0.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
0.
0.
0.
1.1.1,
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.000
(b) B-mesh Coordinates
A-points
B-points
Figure E.2-2: Mesh Coordinates for MIMIC 2-D Example
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Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
30
15
20
40
12
8
9
10
11
13
14
Value
50.
0.
125.
175.
50.
-125.
-75.
75.
-125.
0.
-50.
-375.
-75.
-250.
-200.
-150.
-300.
-175.
Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
100
no
150
300
'15
16
Value
0
50
100
150
-100
-50
0
50
-200
-150
-100
-50
-300
-250
-200
-150
(a) A-Field Values (b) B-Fleld Values
Table E.2-1: Field Values for MIMIC 2-D Example
Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
.24
25
26
27
Value
24.95
25.05
75.05
0.00
62.45
-124.95
-75.05
-175.15
-75.15
150.00
174.95
175.05
-0.10
24.95
124.95
-100.10
75.05
-75.15
-25.15
-150.05
175.15
75.05
25.05
-50.00
50.10
-174.95
-124.95
Point
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
30
31
. 32
33
34
35
36
37
38
Exact Value
0.00
50.00
100.00
-100.00
-50.00
0.00
-200.00
-150.00
-100.00
50.00
100.00
150.00
-50.00
0.00
50.00
-150.00
-100.00
-50.00
100.00
150.00
200.00
0.00
50.00
100.00
-100.00
-50.00
0.00
Mimic Value
0.00
50.00
80.60
-110.02
-50.00
0.00
-162.54
-150.00
-100.00
35.24
100.00
150.00
-50.00
0.00
50.00
-112.55
-100.00
-50.00
66.69
134.56
161.29
-16.64
50.00
45.52
-100.00
-50.00
29.97
(a) A-Field Values (b) B-Field Values
Table E.2-2: Field Values for MIMIC 3-D Example
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.J_
-k'
_ LEVEL 3
_ LEVEL 2
_ LEVEL 1
Figure E.2-3: Geometry for MIMIC 3-D Example
LEVEL 1
20o
LEVEL 2
26 27
24ci
38
LEVEL 3
35
32
10 11
o A-points
• B-points
Figure E.2-4: Mesh Points for MIMIC 3-D Example
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APPENDIX F - IAC SOLUTION PATH IV METHODOLOGY
F.I THEORY
The IAC Solution Path IV (see also Section 4.4) provides for inclusion of
time varying quasi-static thermal loading effects, within a coupled
structural/control time domain analysis. It is assumed that thermal effects
are weakly coupled with the system dynamics behavior, i.e. that the thermal
loads can be computed a priori without direct regard for the dynamic changes
in confguration. A possible future extension is to provide increased
coupling, i.e. to allow periodic updating of the timewise varying thermal
loading as a function of the configuration. Although the primary purpose of
the Solution Path IV is to handle the effects of quasi-static thermal
loadings, the requirements for handling quasi-static mechanical loadings are
virtually identical, and the approach allows both types of loading to be
analyzed together.
General Approach - The approach utilizes three technical modules - a thermal
analyzer, a structural statics and dynamics analyzer such as NASTRAN, and the
DISCOS system-dynamics analyzer. The approach requires a computation of
nodal temperatures which define the timewise varying thermal loads; a
definition and selection of appropriate structural mode shapes; and a
determination of the timewise varying thermal deformations expressed in terms
of modal amplitudes. These modal thermal deformations can then be used by
DISCOS as quasi-static loads within a time-domain system-dynamics analysis.
Definitions - The following primary symbols are used.
q = vector of nodal displacements
Q = vector of nodal forces
a = vector of structural mode amplitudes
A = vector of generalized modal forces
K" = nodal stiffness matrix (Q = K^q)
Km = modal stiffness matrix (A = <ma)
<j> = matrix of mode shapes (q =
F-l
I = the identity matrix
T = transpose operator for matrix or vector
Basic Considerations - By definition, the nodal/modal displacement
relationship is
By reciprocity, for a linear elastic system, forces are given by the
transpose relationship
r
 (F-l-2)
By substitution
where
For the IAC Solution Path IV application, the selected mode shapes $ might
take any of several forms:
1) Dynamics modes, which are orthogonal or orthonormal with respect to the
nodal mass or stiffness matrix.
2) Selected non-orthogonal thermal deformation shapes.
3) Arbitrary user defined mode shapes.
4) Some combination of (1), (2) and (3).
The selection criterion is that the modes must allow an adequate simulation,
within practical limits, of the actual time history deformations, via a
DISCOS time domain analysis.
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Conceptual Procedure - Given a selected set of mode shapes, <{>, the
computational steps for a body in the system can be defined in the following
conceptual manner.
1) Compute the nodal stiffness matrix, Kn, for the body.
2) Compute the modal stiffness via Equation F.l-3, K"i = ({JKn^ .
3) Apply the thermal loading for the first time point, and, with the
structure "locked" (all nodal displacements prevented), compute the
resulting nodal loads, -Q. (Q could be supplemented at this point, if
desired, by additional mechanical loadings).
4) Compute the equivalent generalized modal loads via Equation F.l-2,
A = <{JQ.
5) Solve for modal displacements, using
- '
 (Fa
-
4>
6) Repeat steps 3-5 at each time point for which thermal displacements are
required.
7) Provide DISCOS with the matrix of thermal amplitudes, a, versus time,
for use as quasi-static displacement loadings.
F.2 IMPLEMENTATION
IAC Procedure - A solution could be obtained by following, in a direct
fashion, the steps of the above described conceptual procedure. These steps
might be accomplished via an appropriate data handling sequence within a
standard structural statics analyzer, e.g. via NASTRAN OMAP.
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However, a direct and more automatic procedure for handling this type of
solution is already available, within standard structural analyzers such as
NASTRAN, via MPC equations. The modal amplitudes, a, are first introduced as
additional "scalar freedoms.", All nodal freedoms are then constrained to
follow the mode shapes, via the MPC equations
Using the input thermal loading at each time point as a load case, NASTRAN
will automatically perform the equivalent of the conceptual steps 1-6,
described in Section F.I, resulting in the required matrix of modal
amplitudes versus time. This procedure involves decomposition of the modal
stiffness matrix, Km. The size of Km is generally much smaller (and
therefore the decomposition cost much less) than that of the nodal stiffness,
The IAC Solution Path IV includes automatic generation of required NASTRAN
input data, i.e. creation of the MPC equations from the selected structural
mode shapes, and creation of the thermal load sets from the selected nodal-
temperature-versus-time array.
Alternative Procedures - As an aid to understanding of the concepts, it is
useful to consider several alternative ways in which the just described
conceptual procedure can be viewed. The basic relationships in these
procedures are still the same.
One procedure arises from noting that Equation F.l-1 defines nodal
displacements in terms of modal displacements, but that the required modal
amplitude for DISCOS might be determined using an "inverse" relationship.
The mode shape matrix <j> is generally rectangular and cannot be inverted
directly. However, the following relationship can be derived.
a = (/C'")~1A = (<$>TK'\\>)-l($rQ) (F.2-2)
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where the matrix P may be regarded as a "pseudo inverse" of the $ matrix.
This equation may be viewed as a minimum-potential-energy formulation subject
to the constraints q = <j>a. To utilize the pseudo inverse matrix, one could
compute nodal displacements, q, via q = (Kn)-lQ, and then determine modal
amplitude, a, via the psuedo inverse. This, however, is computationally
disadvantageous, as it is evident that the vector q would be computed
unnecessarily, and essentially the operation (Kn)(Kn)-l would be performed.
Another viewpoint is that the required modal amplitudes should be computable
via an "inner product" operation of the form
This again requires an explicit determination of the vector q, and further
requires that the modes be orthonormal with respect to the nodal stiffness,
Kn. in fact, Equation (F.2-3a) is just a special case of Equation (F.2-2),
where, because of the orthonormal ity condition,
T n (F.2-3b)4>K"'<t> = /
A simpler form of the pseudo inverse can be derived, and the resulting
expression is what has also been called the general "least squares"
relationship. Given a vector, q, of nodal quantities, which is defined as
the product of a matrix, <}>, times a vector, a, of modal quantities (i.e.
q = <j>a), then a reverse relationship is derivable as
T i T TIT I r • t — n )
a = la = (<j>'4>r (cj) <J))a =(<(>'<{> l~ < J > q
This again requires an explicit determination of q, via an inversion or
decomposition of Kn. However, it is not required that the modes be
orthonormal, only that the matrix (4>T«J>) have an inverse. The calculation for
a via Equation F.2-4 is exactly equivalent to that of Equation F.2-2 only if
q has been computed by a minimum potential energy solution using <n, and
subject to the constraints q = <|>a. If q does not satisfy q = <|>a (in general
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it does not), a is computed such that the sum of squares of the elements of q
is minimized. Thus a "good" least squares solution, instead of an "optimum"
minimum potential energy solution, is obtained. It is interesting to note
that Equation F.2-4 would result via a direct and obvious substitution from
Equation F.2-2, for the case where K" is an identity matrix (i.e. the unit
diagonal least squares coefficients).
Several of the concepts discussed above are based upon the viewpoint that the
modes will be made orthonormal. A set of non-orthonormal modes, <j>, may be
converted to an orthonormal set, <t>. The orthonormality condition is given by
fr = Fir$ = i (F'2-5)
For non-orthonormal modes, the modal stiffness, Km, will not be an identity
matrix, but must be positive definite. Orthonormalization involves computing
a transformation matrix, X, such that
$
 = 4>X (F.2-6a)
and
fa = xTirx = i (F*2'6b)
Additional cost is required for orthonormalization. However, it simplifies
some of the required computational steps, for example, the solution step
represented by Equation (F-4) is eliminated, since
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F.3 EXAMPLE
In order to describe in more concrete terms some of the methodology involved,
the simple example problem of a cantilever beam is used. The beam is
sketched in Figure F.3-1 with its associated X-Y coordinate system.
Unit El
Unit Length
Figure F.3-1: Solution Path IV Cantilever Beam Example
Problem Definition - In order to avoid unnecessary complexity, the beam is
considered to have unit El and length. The thermal loading considered is
such that, if the beam were permitted to deform, the thermally deflected
shape would be the same as that of a cantilever under a unit concentrated end
load, Q. Thus step 3 in the previously described conceptual procedure
(Section F.I) becomes trivial. A final simplification is that the mode
shapes and stiffness matrix are developed based on continuous beam theory,
rather than on a finite element nodal discretization. This simplified
example does, however, preserve the essential ingredients of the general
Solution Path IV problem.
Mode Shapes - The moment along the beam due to thermal load, is given by
Moment - Q(l-X)
The slope is
fv / x2 -
Slope = \ Q (I - X) dX = Q ( X - — )
i o 2 /
(F.3-la)
(F.'3-lb)
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and the deflection is
(F.3-lc)
X3.
For our purposes, three structural mode shapes (0, 1, 2) will be defined, as
follows. (End deflections are shown in parentheses.)
2
 ~
 5
*
3(Avr=t = 10)
2 - 1 (F.3-
Y = 4>1(X) = lGX2-5X3(bx=l = 11) V
2 3 (F.3-2C)y A / Y\ « ^ y^ e y*J /A Q \ * *
Mode 0 is capable of exactly representing the deflected shape under end load.
Modes 1 and 2 are mutually independent but non-orthogonal modes, which can be
combined to exactly represent mode 0. Curvatures are given by
v-*un-™ 30* (F.3-3a)Z — <Pn tA ; — OU — OUA
Y" = <{>j (X) = 32 - 30X C • ~ )
(F.3-3C)\ r n J L t v \ O Q O n Vy _ (p iA; — Zo — OUA
Modal Stiffnesses - In the general Solution Path IV problem, the modal
stiffness matrix is defined in terms of the discretized nodal matrix, via
Equation F.l-3. In the present simplified example, however, the modal
stiffnesses are defined via the integral
fi (F.3-4)
Km = <t>" IX) • 4>". (X) dX
For example, the stiffness for mode 0 is
F-8
l
K™ = (30 - 30X)2 dx = 300
o
(F.3-5)
Considering only modes 1 and 2, the modal stiffness is
Km =
'2l
364 296
296 244
The inverse of this two-mode stiffness matrix is
244 -296
-296 364
1200
.203333 -.246667
-.246667 .303333
(F.3-6a)
(F.3-6b)
Modal Loads - For the simple thermal loading considered (Q=l), the modal
loads are given by the general form
A. - <j>.(.x = n • (0=1) (F.3-7)
For the three modes considered here
A. = 10 • i = 10
A, = 11 • i = u
A., = 9 1 = 9
(F.3-8a)
(F.3-8b)
(F.3-8c)
Amplitudes and Displacements - For the case of the unit concentrated end
load, the exact (simple beam theory) value for vertical end displacement is
(F.3-9)
A = -
Using only mode 0, the modal amplitude is
aQ = <Q0
1A0 = (SOOr'dO) = .033333
(F.3-103)
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and the end displacement is
A = (a0)(lO) = .333333 (F.3-lOb)
As expected, this displacement agrees with the exact value, since mode 0 is,
in fact, the correct deflected shape for a cantilever under end load.
Using only mode 1, the modal amplitude is
a{ = K~l = (364)~l (11) = .030220 ( . - a)
and the end displacement is
A = (3(11) = .332418 (F.3-llb)
Note that this displacement differs from the correct value by only about .3%,
even though the shape differs from the true shape by roughly 5%.
Similarly, using only mode 2, the modal amplitude is
a2 = K-2V., = (244rll9) = .036885 ( • - a)
and the end displacement is
) = .331967 (F.3-12b)
Using modes 1 and 2 in combination,, the modal amplitudes are
(F.3-13a)
a
.203333 - . 2466(57
-.246667 .303333
| 11 1 _ j .016667 |
I 9 f ~ I .016667 f
and the end displacement is
F-10
.016667
.016667
11
9
(F.3-l3b)
= .333333
Note that these two modes in combination produce the exact end displacement,
with each of the modes contributing approximately one-half its value.
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F.4 CONCLUSIONS
Truncation Considerations - In comparing the results of Equations F.3-11 to
F.3-13, an important fact to note Is that very different modal amplitudes are
computed, depending upon which modes are allowed to participate in the
solution. E.g. when mode 1 is used alone, its computed amplitude in Equation
F.3-lla is .030220; however, when modes 1 and 2 are used in combination, the
computed amplitude for mode 1 in Equation F.3-13a is only .016667. Obviously
it would not be valid to allow both of these modes to participate in the
solution, and then to arbitrarily perform a truncation which discards one of
the modes.
This situation occurs because the modes employed are non-orthogonal, and
therefore the non-diagonal modal stiffness matrix couples the individual
modal effects together. As shown by Equation F.2-6, the modes could be
normalized. However, this should not be done for Solution Path IV with the
viewpoint of allowing for a post-amplitude-solution truncation, because the
mode shapes at that point would be expressed via a different (orthogonal)
basis from that selected by the user. The user would then not be able to
control the truncation in terms of the user selected (presumably the "most
important") set of mode shapes. The IAC implemented methodology does allow
the user complete freedom to truncate the solution process via initial
selection of the mode shapes.
Solution Path V Applicability - It can be noted that the IAC methodology for
Solution Path IV would also appear to provide an effective implementation for
part of the fully coupled thermal/structural/control Solution Path V
capability. A "thermal mode" (nodal temperature vector) in the Solution Path
V can be treated in the same manner as a thermal loading at a particular time
point in Solution Path IV. The structural modes in the two solution paths
are similar, although these modes in Solution Path V will probably be
normalized with respect to the mass and stiffness matrices. In Solution Path
V, it will probably be desirable to truncate both the structural modes and
the thermal modes, in order to obtain a solution which is computationally
efficient but still meaningful to the user.
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